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Class Yni.— REPTILIA.

Reptik's arc cold-blooded animals which breathe by means of lungs, and gen-

erally have the ventricles of the heart but incompletely separated from each other.

The body is jirotected, externally, by scales or armor phstes, and the embryos are pro-
vided with an amnion and an allantois. A general structure is jiresented somewhat

higher than that of batraeliians, and lower than, th<>u<;h strongly resembling, that of

birds.

The general form of the body is that of the jirevious class. The trunk usually

plays the chief part in locomotion, while the lindis are either entirely absent, as in

Oj>hitlia, or, among the lower forms, are present oidy as aids in the ser])entine move-

ment. To this end the vertebral column is strong and rigid, terininating posteriorly

in an elongated tail, and presenting but feebly those regions so distinct in the birds

and mammals. All reptiles, however, are not of this low type; tlie tortoises, several

lizards, and many fossil forms have the limbs well developed and the vertebral column

more or less differentiated.

Protection from injury with most of the smaller reptiles lies chiefly in resem-

blance, color, and in the sliielded areas of the skin, the outgrowths of wdiich may be

from either the dermis proper, as'the scale-like ossifications of many lizards, or from

the epidermis, as the corneous plates of the crocodiles and turtles. Many serpents

and the remark.alilc lizard JIdoderma are provided with poison apparatus, which

renders a conflict with them of the most dangerous nature. The larger reptiles trust

alone to sheer force for protection.

The skeleton is seldom otherwise tlian strong and bony, and though many fossil

forms, as well as the geckos and Hatteria, have bi-concave vertebral centra, as a rule

the bodies of the vertebrae are concave anteriorly only. Ribs are quite characteris-

tic,
— in the ser]ients being the chief organs of locomotion, and in a few lizards forming

the support of the so-called wings. They are often united to a sternum by means of

sterno-costal pieces, and in the crocodiles a cartilaginous plate extends from stt'rnum to

pelvis, bearing lateral processes which serve the function of ribs proper. The skull is

composed of well-ossilied bones, the embryoiuc condition presented by many batra-

chians being supplanted, and is connected with the axial skeleton by means of a single

condyle. The specialized cranial structnre presented by the Ophidians is of particular

interest, and will be spoken of in connection with that grouj). The limbs and their

respective girdles, though completely absent in most snakes, are generally present and

are often highly si)ecialized.

The nervous system is a decided advance on that presented by the previous class.

The hemispheres are large, and show an inclination to overlap the jiortions of the

brain i^osterior to them. The cerebellum exhibits a regular advancement in develop-

ment, coincident with that presented by the respective rejiresentatives of the class

from Ophidia to Crocodilia, where avian peculiarities are anticipated.

As to the organs of s])ecial sense : In the serpents and a few lower lizards, eye-

lids are not present. When thus unprotected, the cornea is covered by a crystal-like

scale which holds a tliin layer of lachrymal fluid. Hearing is of varying delicacy. A
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tympanic membrane, with its cavity and eustachian tube, is present in all the forms ex-

cept the serpents and some footless lizards. The organs of smell are usually well devel-

oped, and in some aquatic forms the external nares are provided with valves. The sense

of taste is often more or less defective, and its seat is probably not in the tongue alone,

but also in sjiecial areas of the mucous membrane of the buccal cavity as well.

The jaws of all existing reptiles, excepting the turtles, are provided with small,

sharp, often recurved, prehensile teeth, which never serve thd office of mastication, but

are used to grasp and retain the prey. Teeth may also be on the palatine and ptery-

goid bones. (The specialized maxillary teeth of the poisonous serpents will be men-

tioned in connection with that group.) Salivary glands are present in both serpents

and lizards, and sub-lingual glands are characteristic of the turtles. The oesophagus

is long, capable of great dilatation, and its walls are usually longitudinally folded,

though in turtles they are provided with papillre ;
it leads into a stomach, transversely

placed in Chelonia, though longitudinal in other forms. The intestine, in all save

the herbivorous turtles, is short and

but little coiled, and ends in the

clo.aca, which opens externally by a

round opening, or in serpents and

lizards by a transverse slit.

Respiration is always performed

by means of lungs, and these, except

in the serpents and the apodal lizards,

are of equal size and of the ordinary

structure. Air enters through the slit-

like glottis and reaches the lungs by

passing down an elongated trachea

and bronchial tubes. The ribs play

a most important part in breath-

ing; though tlie rigidity of the cara-

pax and plastron of the turtles

compels the membei-s of this group
to force the air into the lungs by

swallowing it.

The organs of circulation are of

particular interest, as they present

the several stages of development
from that of the batrachians to birds.

The right auricle is the larger and

receives the systemic, while the left receives the pulmonary veins. The ventricles

are only partially separated from each other in the lower forms, and mix, to

a greater or less extent, the venous with the arterial blood. Right and left aortic

arches are present. The crocodiles, however, have the ventricles separated by a parti-

tion, and a structure resembling that of birds is obtained. The right aortic arch and

carotids arise from the left ventricle, while from the right ventricle arise a left aortic

arch and the pulmonary arteries.

The renal organs are in the hinder region of the trunk, and the turtles and lizards

have the urinary bladder a])pended to the anterior wall of the cloaca, into which also

open the genital ducts. The reproductive organs are more or less bird-like, the intromit-

FlG. 206. — Heart of lizard from beneath ; the aerated blood
indicated by dots, the uiiaerated by crosses ; a, abdominal
or descending aorta ; f , carotid artery ; I, left auricle

; L,
lungs ; jfa, pulmonary artery ; pv, pulmonary vein

; ?•, right
auricle ; s, subclavian artery ; /, trachea

; v, ventricle ; /,

//, ///, / V, remnants of branchial arches.
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tent organ of the male in the kiwer forms (0])lii(lia antl Laccrtilia) is paired. Though,
as a rule, reptiles are oviparous;, there are several forms which retain the eggs, until

they are hatched, in an enlargement of the ovarian tube. These forms, of which

many viperine snakes, as well as the horned toads and some of the ajiodal lizards, are

illustrative, are said to be ovoviviparous.

As to the developmental history of this braucli, that of the birds is foreshadowed.

The egg is of considerable size, and often contiins a suiijily of food for the growing

embryo. By a folding together of the ventral walls of the body, the embryo,

though at first lying prone u|)on the egg, is finally only connected with it by
a small jieduuc'le, the umbilicus, through which is drawn the nourishment of the food

yolk.

The amnion is a thin membrane enclosing the embryo, which floats in liquid. The

allantois is an organ of embryonic life, and jierforms the office of a resi)iratory sac. It

is aj)i)ended to the posterior ])ortion of the alimentary tract, and is oidy met with in

those animals which are unprovided with gills, and which do not, on leaving the egg,

j)ass through metamorphoses. These two organs, the amnion and allantois, first

appear in the rejitiles.

Having now, in a cursory way, examined the general points of structure presented

bv the various members of the class, an inquiry into its relations can be profitably

made
;

it is here that the real value of paleontology presents itself. By considering

the fossil forms, the reptiles are seen to pass imperceptibly into the birds, and the birds

are found to reach over, as it were, and greet the reptiles. The dinosaurs were rejv

tiles having the pelvis, hind limbs, and feet strongly resembling those of the ostrich,

and some of the bones of the body were supplied with air-cavities. Many were biped,

the anterior limbs being extremely small. That they were provided with teeth does

not argue their non-avian affinities, for the lower birds, like ITesperoniis, were well

supplied with these organs of prehension. The most remarkable avian peculiarities

are presented by members of the highest order, Pterosauria. These flying reptiles had

the bones of the fore limbs resembling, to no little extent, those of birds
; the neck and

head were long ;
the jaws were sometimes toothless, and encased in horn

;
the tail was

short, and the shoulder-girdle, keeled sternum, and hollow bones carried the resem-

blance still further. As a result of these resemblances, together with those advanced

by the anatomist and erabryologist, the birds have been united with the reptiles into

a single group, the Sauropsida, the propriety of which arrangement is daily more and

more evident.

Although the snakes and a few lizards extend well up into the temperate regions,

which is the true home of the turtles, by far the greater number are found in the

torrid zone, from which the Crocodilia do not ordinarily wander. As reptiles are

animals illy adapted for migration, they endure the cold of winter by passing into

a tor])id sleep
— hibernation, and the enormous heat of the tropical sun by a some-

what similar summer sleep.

Reptiles first made their geological appearance during the carboniferous age,

and abounded during the mesozoic, when they were rulers of the air, land, and

sea. The classification now generally adopted divides the class Reptilia into eleven

orders.
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Order I.— OPHIDIA.

The characteristics which separate the ophidians or serpents from the other

orders of the Reptiles may be briefly stated as follows: An elongated body,

I^rotected by scales, which cover, j^roportionally, much less 'of the integument than

those of the higher reptiles, or those of the fishes, and are so attached as to allow con-

siderable distention of the underlying skin. Limbs are rarely represented, and never

except as a pair of ])osterior rudiments. The tongue, capable of protrusion, is of a

dark red or blue-black color. A urinary bladder is not present. Though themselves

small in diameter, the ophidians prey on animals of considerable size, and that these

may be swallowed whole, the entire structure of the body is specially adapted. The
bones of the skeleton, including those of the head, except those whose special func-

tion is to protect the brain, are not anchylosed as in most other animals, but connected

by ligaments only, allowing the bones considerable individual movement ;
this spe-

cialization is characteristic. In general form the serpents may be regularly cylin-

drical, there being no external constrictions marking the divisions of the body, as

head, trunk, and tail
;
or the several portions may be very distinctly shown. The

head is, in the majority of common snakes, of a depressed, conical shape, though in

some it is flat and triangular, or rounded and fusiform. Tiie mouth is generally large

and distensible
; though in forms like Tt/phlops, it is small, and capable of only limited

expansion. The body— or, more properly, the trunk— is ordinarily cylindrical, though

many forms have the jjovver of laterally expanding it so as to give them, when viewed

from above, the appearance of more than actual size, this habit is possessed by many
of the Proteroglyplis, forms like jVaJa having even the bones of the neck specialized

to this end. Lateral cbmpression and vertical expansion is characteristic of many
innocuous forms, especially so of the tree-snakes. The tail of ophidians, that portion

of the animal behind the vent, presents as much variation in general outline as any por-

tion of the body. Though generally round and tapering, in Sili/bura it is short and

truncate; in many underground snakes it is rounded, stout, and blunt, performing the

office of a lever
;
and in the sea-snakes (Hydrophidie) it is compressed and vertically

expanded. It may be terminated by a small cap-like scale, as in many common forms,

by a short spine, as in some of the Opoterodonta ; by a long spine, as in Acantho-

phis and Piti/ophis ; by a rattle, as in the Crotalidse, or it may be simply fusiform and

scaled.

In regard to the organs of special sense, the ophidians are somewhat defective.

The sense of sight, from observations made by Dr. Yarrow, seems to be more or

less imperfect, and though the eyes, being unprovided with lids, must be incessantly

on the alei't, they are by no means the chief organs for discovering the whereabouts

of the prey, the senses of smell and touch here being of chief value. Younger
snakes have the eyes proportionally larger. The sense of hearing is dull, so much so

that "as deaf as an adder" has become proverbial. There are no external organs of

hearing, and it is probable that reptiles feel the jar produced by an approaching
animal rather than that they distinctly hear it. The sense of smell is more acute, and

by it the animals find their food, as well as tlieir mates
; many are known to exude a

most permeating odor. The nostrils are placed at the apex of the snout, and, in those

forms which are aquatic, are provided with valves. The tongue is a tactile organ,
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ami, by a special opening between the jilates of the front of the mouth, can he

protnided while the jaws are closed ;
in tlie HydrophidjE a special arrangement per-

mits this without admitting the water. The sense of taste is probably wanting, as

the reptile swallows its prey without mastication, though some forms crush it in the

coils of the body. All ophidians are carnivorous.

The serpents are co^•ered by an armature of scale-like folds of the skin, which

are ordinarily imbricated, though in some forms they are merely juxtaposed. The

armature of the lower surface of the body, in terrestrial forms, consists of a

series of transversely elongated scales, known as abdominal scutes, and the head is in

most cases protected by a regular arrangement of plates or shields. These shields,

modified or otherwise, and their arrangement, are of great value in determining spe-

cies, as they are very characteristic. The scales of the body are either smooth or

]irovided with one or more longit\idinal ridges, or carina?, and are arranged in longitu-

dinal rows of equal number each side of the vertebral ridge, along which there is gen-

erally a more or less peculiar series, though in Stenostoma and Herpetodryas this row

is absent, making an even number of rows. In some forms, like Kaja, which distend

their necks, the number of rows in that region is increased. The ventral scutes are

Fig 207. — Upper, side, and lower views of bead of siialte, to sliow the plates covering it. 1, rostral ; 2, nasal ; 3,

loreal ; 4, preoculars or anteorbitals ; 5, postuculars or postorbitals ; 6, temporals ; 7, internasals ; 8, prefrontals ;

D frontal ; 10, superciliary or supraocular ; 11, parietals ; 13, labials ; H, infralabials ; 15, gular ; 16, mentals ;

17. sub-mentals ; 18, ventrals ; 19, dorsals.

ordinarily entire in outline, though in Dcndrophidje they have a jiair of notches, and

in Hydro])hidiB they are replaced by scales of the ordinary kind. As each of these

.abdominal scutes is attached to a pair of ribs, their number corresponds with the

number of vertebrae, and is hence of considerable diagnostic value. The scute

immediately in front of the anus is often divided, as are those underlying the tail,

the sub-c.audals.

Of tlie plates of the head it may be said that, as they vary but little in different

individuals of the same species, they are the most important factors in specific deter-

mination. They are named from the parts of the head which they protect. The

frontal scute overlies the frontal bones, and is generally entire; posterior to it is the

])air of parietals, while anterior are the prefrontals, or, as they are sometimes called,

posterior nasals. Bordering on the parietals, frontal and prefrontals, and extending out

over the eyes, are the sujiraorbitals or supraciliary plates, while posterior to the pari-

etals are the generally scale-like occipitals. At the point of the snout is the rostral,

and Iving between it and the prefrontals are the intern.asals. The labials line the

ui>per lip, and in the pythons are deeply pitted. The lower li])
is similarly armed by

the infralabials. In front, the rostral is o]iposed to the mental or chin ]>late. Around the

eye are anteriorly the preorbitals, posteriorly the postorbitals, and, frequently, below the
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infraorbitals; behind the postorbitals are the subdivided temporals. The nostril opens

through a plate, the nasal, which may be and often is divided
; between it and the

preorbitals is the loreal, a sliield quite characteristic of harmless snakes. Posterior to

the mental, and lying between the infralabials, are the submentals and gulars.

Ordinarily the serpents have regular periods of sloughing the skin, which differ

with different forms. Some little time before the change takes place, the waste skin

so cleaves from the eyeballs as to render the serpent partially blind, making it

unusually irritable. The skin then splits away from the margin of the mouth, and
either by gliding through some narrow opening, oi- by jtassing through a ring of its

own bod}', the serpent emerges, leaving its old coat turned inside out, but in perfect
condition. If, as often happens in confinement, the animal lias become ill, the slough-

ing is only partial, and, losing all appetite, it eventually dies.

As a rule, with the exception of a hiss produced I))' forcibly exi^elling the breath,
the serpents are dumb

; though Krefft maintains that some make a drumming noise,

and the Indian Ptyas niucosus is said to give rise to a note like that of a tuning-fork.
Garman has observed that some of the boas whine.

The 25rogression of ophidians is reducible to three modes. The animal may glide,

perhaps in a perfectly straight line, by use of its ventral scutes, each, on finding some

resistance, forcibly pushing tlie animal forward. It may walk, by allowing each

scute to act as a pair of feet, the lateral portions being alternately carried forward and

pushed back ;
an undulatory movement like that of myriapods would result from this

mode. The third manner is by pushing, as the underground snakes do almost exclu-

sively. Ordinarily ophidians combine the three methods. The sea-snakes progress by
an undulatory movement, and by the sculling action of the paddle-like tail. No ser-

pent can move forward on a perfectly smooth surface.

It is impossible for any ophidian to jump, and it is with extreme difficulty that

more than the anterior half of the body can be raised, unassisted, from the ground,

though with some support, as the side of a box, the animal can stand almost verti-

cally. In habits tliey are chiefly diurnal, though there are several troiiical forms which

hunt during the night. Most, if not all, have some period of the year during which

they become inactive. In the torrid zone this may be called jestivation, while in the

colder climates it is true hibernation, the animal being apparently in deep sleep;

though if kept warm and constantly irritated it will pass the winter as it does the

summer, and without any ill effects.

The coloration of ophidians is varied, and offers some of the most striking illus-

trations of adaptation and protective resemblance. Some of the rattle-snakes, which

live in more wooded sections, are, on exposure on the hot neighboring plains, changed
to a much lighter shade, and the members of all families have the general coloration

harmonizing well with their surroundings. The tree-snakes are always of colors

resembling either the leaves or twigs among which they live. The common grass-

snake, CijclojMs vernalis, offers an excellent illustration of adaptive color. In

the tropics many perfectly harmless forms have adopted the coloring of the

most venomous, while the Tro])ido>wtus macro2)Iitliahn%is offers perhaps the most

wonderful illustration of jirotective resemblance known to the order. This inno-

cent animal has not only the general form, habits, and markings of the deadly

cobra, but even that animal's distensible neck and elongated ribs,
— a perfect

counterfeit.

Whether snakes swallow their young has been much discussed. The case stands
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thus : Many people maintain they have seen the animals pass into the mother's

mouth in time of clanger ;
some fislies, Arii, are known to jjrotect their young by re-

taining them in the mouth
;
a male ampliibian, Ilhinoderma dancinii, carries the eggs

in a laryngeal pouch until they are well developed; young serpents could live for

some time shut up in the mouth, gullet, or even stomach of their parents ; the

belief is an old one and well established. On the other hand, no naturalist of good

standing has ever been able to observe the young ser])ents thus seek safety ;
and of

the serpents found in the gullet of dissected snakes, all have been of a different

species, or immature individuals of the same species as their devourers, and were

undoubtodly taken as food.

The skeleton of ophidians is chiefly axial, there never iK'ing any pectoral girdle,

and only rarely (in Opoterodonta and a few families of Colubriformia, as the Tortrici-

daB, Pythonidfe, and Boidse) a pelvic girdle with rudimentary limbs. When the

hind limbs are present, they appear, externally, as two short claws or processes each

side of the anus, and are probably used as clasping organs. The two rami of the

lower jaw are not united in front by a bony sym-

physis, but by an elastic ligament, giving them

considerable lateral expansion with the ordinary

vertical movement. The bones of the upper jaw
are also so connected with the other bones of the

face as to allow more or less individual movement.

The teeth are never peiTiianent, but are capable

of being renewed, like those of fishes, as soon as

the old ones are worthless. They all point back-

ward, and those of the palatine and pterygoid
bones resemble the armature of the jaws.

The vertebraj are concave in front and convex

behind, and connected by free ball and socket

joints, twisting being prevented by horizontal

articular surfaces
;
those of the body seldom exceed

three hundred in number. The ribs are the chief

organs of locomotion, being attached at their free

ends not to a sternum but to the ventral scutes.

The alimentary system is elongate and adajjted

to the general form of the bodv. In the disten-

silile mouth the food is subjected to the treatment of saliva, which, in its or-

dinary form or as poison, is given off in considerable cpiantities, and materially aids

in the process of digestion. The stomach is a simple enlargement at the end of the

(Esophagus, provided with longitudinal folds, and in turn leads into a rel.atlvcly short

intestine. The liver is asymmetrical, and passes from the anteriorly placed heart to

the pylorus ; its reservoir, the gall bladder, is somewhat removed, and is placed, with

the pancreas and spleen, in a fold of the duodenum. Though serpents drink a great

deal of water, and will perish if it is not given them, they have been kept for months

without nourishment of any kind whatever.

The respiratory system is peculiarly specialized. The lungs are paired only in the

boas, some Proterogylphs, and the Crotalida;, in other forms only one is developed, which

may be specialized into an air-sac posteriorly, its fellow appearing only as a ruiliment.

The trachea is long and may be jirovided with air-cells, and the larynx can be projected

Fig. 208.— Skull of snake ( Tropidonoliis) ; an,
angular ; ao, antorhital ; «r, articular ; */,

dentary ; *'", exoccipital ; ,/*.
frttntal ; p,

parietal ; pl^ palatine ; /»», prernaxillary ;

pr, prootic ; ;)?, pterygoid ; 7, qu.adrate ; sa,

surangular ; sh, stylohyoid ; &o, supraoccipi-
tal ; S7, squamosal.
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during the tedious process of swallowing, when, too, the tracheal air sacs and the pos-

terior reservoir come into play.

The ovaries and testes are paired ;
the right, however, is often the larger and

placed in advance of the left. The male lias a pair of introniittent organs, which are

grooved, and, wlien in use, are everted, like the finger of a glove. Some species have

these organs armed with sharp spines or hooks, antici]>ating the special development

of some of the rodents. No urinary bladder is found in Ophidia.

The eggs of ser])ents are oblong in form and covered by a leathery envelope, for

the rupture of which the embryos are provided with an egg-tooth, a special develop-

ment like that of the chick. The eggs, whose embryos are well advanced before

deposition, are ordinarily left to care for themselves, though the pythons con-

tinue to protect them, winding their body around, and, with their feeble heat, incvibat-

ing them. In some forms, especially the members of the Solenoglypha and some of

the Proteroglyphs, the eggs hatch in the oviduct, an occurrence which may happen in

snakes ordinarily oviparous, and the young are thus born. The classification herein

adopted arranges all the members of the order Ophidia in four sub-orders : Opotero-

donta, with non-distensible mouth, facial bones immovably connected, teeth only in

one of the jaws, and the posterior limbs as rudiments ; Colubriformia, having teeth in

both jaws, no fangs, and including all the more common harmless snakes ;
Protero-

glypha, poisonous snakes, with large, permanently erect, grooved fangs, which are

placed anteriorly in the upper jaw, and are usually immediately followed by ordinary

teeth ; Solenoglypha, with the perforated fangs unaccompanied with ordinary teeth

and capable of being depressed.

Sub-Order I. — OPOTERODONTA.

The first sub-order includes those forms which, because of their imperfect eye-

sight (rendered so by the odd arrangement of the lateral cervical jilates, which so

cover the eye as to render vision extremely indistinct), are popularly known as ' blind-

worms.' They are provided with a narrow, non-distensible mouth, and the bones of

the head are more firmly united together than those of other ophidians. The solid,

hooked teeth are only in one jaw (upper or lower) and the

body is terminated by a short tail. Posterior limbs are

sometimes present as rudiments. The larger number of

species belong to the genus Ti/p/tlops.

The Typhlopid.e are very generally distributed over the
FiG. 209.-Head of T^pMops.

^^,.j^g,. portions of the globc, four species being found in

our country north of Panama. To the naturalist they are most interesting forms

and are eagerly sought after. They are the lowest as well as the smallest

ophidians,
— an ordinary earth-worm is gigantic when compared with some. Their

short muscular body, designed for underground tunnellijig, rudimentary eyes, and

peculiar dentition, are s]iecial points of interest. The genus Tij}Mops has the

body covered with small imbricate scales ;
the tongue forked

;
a pair of scarcely

discernible eyes ;
and the lungs unequal in size. The head may be obtuse,

depressed, or in some species drawn out into a horny tip ;
the tail may also be en-

sheathed in horn, as is the case with Tijpldops phiUppin^is. The upper jaw is toothed.

Many species of this gemis inhabit British India, wliere, after showers, they come

above ground and are very active.
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Of thf four Amoricim species, T. hiif/issl/iix.i is a doulitfiil form, whicli lias not

boon iiK'l witli since tlio lime of its desoriptiou by Dumi'ii'l ;in(l IJibioii. T. penlUtis
and T. fiKsiniaculatus are Mexican forms in which tlie eyes are invisibU'. The gen-
eral color of tlio latter is yellow, but the more dorsal scales are minutely spotted at

their bases, while the head and tail are immaculate. 7'. cmunctus is very long and

slender, though the tail is not longer than the diameter of the body. The color is

silvery brown, the snout and lijis light yellow. It is found from Panama northward.

Australia has nearly a dozen species of this genus, most of which have been named
after men who have distinguished themselves as herpetologists. They are all utidcr-

ground forms, chiefly feeding on ants and their eggs. lu burrowing they are greatly
facilitated by the general form of their body, which is of a larger diameter i)osteriorly

and is terminated by a short acuminate tail.

A second genus, Anomalepsls, characterized by having the crown shields reijularly

arranged, is found in Jlexico. A. mexicamis is long and slender, with tail like Ty-

phlo])s, and eyes visible through the semi-transparent ocular shield. The labials are

only two in number, though the previous genus is ])rovided with four. The color is

reddish-brown, of a lighter shade below; the yellowish-white border of the individual

.scales gives the animal the apjwarance of being reticulated. The genus Stenontonia

is provided with teeth in the lower jaw, and the shields of the crown are reduced to

scales. The ocular is large and transparent, displaying the eye beneath. Members of

this genus are quite abundant in ]\[exico, a form having the scales arranged in four-

teen longitudinal rows, the two labials sej)arated by the ocular, and the infra-labials

four, inhabits Texas, and is known as S. dalce. Allied to this is S. rubelluni, which

has five infralabials and reaches a length of eight inches.

SuB-OrDEU II.— COLUBRIFORMTA.

This group embraces all the harmless ophidians except the forms already treated

under the head of Opoterodonta. As a general rule these serpents have the maxillary
and mandibulary, as well as the palatine and j)terygoid bones, well jn-ovided with

small recurved teeth, and in some forms those of the mandible, posteriorly, may
become fang-like and conduct poison from a venom gland. Such forms are, however,

rare, and, though evidently poisonous, are not regarded as being dangerous. The sev-

eral members present a great variety of form, and can more easily be distinguished
from other sub-orders than they can be comprehensively defined as members of a

single group circumsci'ibed by distinctive characters. The colubriform snakes are

found in the temperate regions, usually as terrestrial forms, while in the trojiics

they are not only found on the ground, but many are arboreal. Aquatic forms

are abundant in some localities. Xot onlv are colubriform snakes beneficial in

destroying vermin, such as mice and rats in the southern states, and the

troublesome )iouched-gophers, Geomi/s bursariug, in the West, but some of these in-

nocuous forms do not hesitate to battle with the most jioisonous Solenoglyphs, which

they often defeat.

As before said, though the majority of colubriform snakes are harmless, and are

only too glad to retreat from the sight of a human being, a few are aggressive. Some
of the tree-snakes, Dendrophida', do not hesitate to si)itcfully attack travelers as tliey

j)ass unsus])ectingly through the jungles, and often— as they choose the eye as the

point of attack— inflict dangerous wounds. The pythons have been known to attack

vol.. 111. — 23
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and kill full-grown men by their powerful colls, though those reptiles nre ordinarily
of a most timid nature, retreating on the least disturbance. The variations in form

jsresented by the sub-order have their extremes in the short thick body of the Tortri-

cidse, or the bluntly terminated body of Silt/bura, and the slender elongated form pre-
sented by many of the Dendrophidie. A few, such as the pythons and boas, and
some of the Eryeidaj, as well as the Tortricidse, have the pelvic limbs represented by a

pair of anal claws.

The first to be treated, and, consequently, the lowest family of colubriform snakes,
includes a number of Asiatic underground forms, having many characters in common
with the Typhlopidae, nnited under the name Uropeltid-e, or shield-tails. The mem-
bers of this family have the cylindrical body passing without any visible constriction

into the short pointed head. The tail is abbreviated and often terminates abruptly
in a naked disc, or, in the genus Silybura^ covered with keeled scales. The eyes are

very small, and the cleft of the mouth of inconsiderable width, and not distensible
;

the jaws are armed with but a small number of teeth. The shield-tails, it will thus be

seen, are adapted for an underground life, where they find larva?, worms, and ants'

eggs, of which latter they are very fond. Though seldom met with, they are very
abundant in numbers, and chiefly inhabit the island of Ceylon, though some forms are

found on the neighboring mainland. The genus Uhlnophis includes several Cin-

ghalese species, characterized by having the nasal plates separated by the rostral ;

and the tail, which is shorter in the female, covered by smooth scales, and terminated by
a rough shield. JR. oxi/7-hi/nchtcs reaches a length of fifteen inches, and is found in the

loam at a depth of two or three feet, as well as in ant-hills. Ji. punctatus, which

attains the length of nineteen inches, is the largest species.

Of the genus Ui-opeltis, only a single species, U. grandis, the largest of the family,
is known. It inhabits the mountains of Ceylon and is extremely rai'e. The genus

Silybura includes a number of species which have the scales of the abrupt tail

strongly keeled, and the supra-orbital and postocular shields confluent. S. macrolepis
is represented by a single Indian sjiecimen measuring ten inches in length. Plecturus

has only two uninteresting forms. The final genus of the Uropeltidre contains but a

single species, Melanophidium vi/naadense, which has the termination of the tail

armed with a rough horny point. The genus and species have been described from a

specimen captured at Wynaad at an elevation of 3,.500 feet.

The second family, Tortricid^, or short-tails, have the short, blunt head depressed,
and not distinctly marked off from the bod}', which is protected by evenly laid,

smooth plates, those of the ventral side exceeding the others but little in size. The

eyes are small; the labials but six in number; and the teeth are few but stout. The
most noteworthy feature, however, is the rudimentary pelvis, which bears a pair of

small limbs which make their appearance each side of the base of the tail as

small claws. Meml)ers of this family are found in both hemisphei'es, where they pre-

fer the dry and sandy districts, burrowing near the surface for subterranean worms
and insects. TortrLv scytule is beautifully banded with black, and does not exceed two

feet in length. Its habitat is the valley of the Amazon, the natives often wearing it

as an animated neck-ornament. T. eryx inhabits southern Europe and Egypt. The

genus Cylindrophis is characterized by the absence of intermaxillary teeth. But three

species arc known, two of which inhabit Britisli India, where, being, like the other

members of the family, sub-terrestrial, they are seldom found.

To the family Toitricidae may be appended the genus Xenopeltis, to which some
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naturalists give a family value. Xenopeltis has eight labial plates, and the ventral

scales well developed ;
it is rei)resented by a single species, X. unicohr, which inha-

bits Borneo, Sumatra, Java, the Celebes, and otlier neighboring islands, as well as a

portion of British India. In its habits it is nocturnal, and obtains its prey of small

mammals by entering their burrows. Being a large and stout animal, sometimes reach-

ing the length of four feet, it has little difficulty in overpowering its victims.

The third family embraces the Ekvcid^, or sand-snakes. Members of this group

have a small conical prominence on each side of the vent, somewhat resembling the

anal spurs of the Boida^ ;
the tail, however, is much shortened, and, instead of being

Fig. 210.— Eryx jaciUus, saiid-suake.

used as a prehensile organ, is so developed as to act as a lever, assisting the animal in

working its way into the coarse gravel of the barren jilains which it inhabits. Nearly

every desert has its representatives of these most interesting reptiles: America has

Charina jdumbea. J^ri/.vjacidi(S is restricted to .southern Europe and Persia, while in

India is found the harndess JSiu/.rjohnil, which the serpent-charmers so mutilate about

the short, rounded tail, as to give the animal the ajipearance of having a posterior

head,—a monster regarded with the utmost horror by the ignorant natives. In confine-

ment this Indian form constantly remains hid in the gravel of its cage, from which it

cannot be induced to appear, e.\eept by offering it the most tempting morsels. In its

native haunts, the treeless deserts, the animal is probably creptiscular, as its food— mice
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and small reptiles
— is much more abimdant at evening, or during tlie early moi-ning,

than under the enormous heat of a nearly vertical sun.

We now come to those ophidians, Pythonid^, which, because of their great size,

have been known from the time of the earliest writers. Though of dimensions large

cnougli to satisfy the cravings of the ordinary searcher after the marvellous, they liave

nevertheless been the subject for most exaggerated stories, and it is extremely diffi-

cult to find data which liave not been more or less subject to the influence of imagina-
tion. The ancient writers were especially fond of magnifying the powers of these

serpents. Valerius Maximus writes: "And since we are on the subject of uncom-

mon phenomena, we may hei-e mention the serpent so eloquently and accurately
recorded by Livy ;

who says, that near the river Bagrada, in Africa, a snake was seen

of so enormous a magnitude as to j)revent the army of Attilius Regulus from the use

of the river; and after snatching up several soldiers with its enormous mouth, and

devouring them, and killing several more by striking and squeezing them with the

spires of its tail, was at length destroyed by assailing it with all the force of military

engines and showers of stones, after it had withstood the attack of their spears and

darts : that it was regarded by the whole army as a more formidable enemy than even

Carthage itself; and that the whole adjacent region being tainted with the jiestilential

effluvia proceeding from its remains, and the waters with its lilood, the Roman army
was obliged to remove its station : he also adds, that the skin of the monster, measur-

ing 120 feet in length, was sent to Rome as a trophy." Krefft, alluding to this jiicce

of rem.arkable history, s.ays;
" Snakes 10 to 14 feet long are considered very large now-

a-days, and in former ages may have kept armies at bay, but our better acquaintance
with their habits enables us to tre.at them with the contempt they deserve."

Not only has the size of these animals been exaggerated, but their swallowing

powers have, in some works, appeared as almost unlimited. The animals on which

the pythons ordinarily feed are seldom larger than a small dog, and though they may
seize and overpower animals as large as a goat, to swallow them " horns and all

"
is

absolutely impossible.

The Pythonidas, in general structure as well as i)i their habits, resemble the Boajidae,

though they are all Old World forms, and have some of the labials deeply pitted, a

characteristic which at once determines them. There are skeletal characters also

which can be made use of in identification. In the boas the frontal bones are broader

than long, while the opposite holds for the pythons. The rock-snakes, or Pythonidas,
inhabit tropical Asia, Africa, and Australia, and though accounts are not rare of their

attaining the fabulous length of forty feet, specimens bv actual measurement very

rarely reach one half that length. The body is rounded; tail prehensile; head de-

pressed and rounded in front ; eyes of moderate size, the elliptical pupil having its

longer diameter vertical
;
scales smooth, subcaudals in two rows

;
some of the labials

are pitted ;
teeth on the intermaxillary, maxillary, palatine, pterygoid and mandibulary

bones and none grooved; and the adults are provided with rudimentary hind limbs,

placed each side of the vent, and called 'spurs.' These organs are suj^posed by the

natives to be used in fighting, though they probably have sexual functions, or may be of

use in grasping the limbs of trees as the animal swings over the surface of the water.

Pythons generally prefer those localities which border on some quiet pool, where they
lie in wait, either suspended from an overhanging limb, or hid in the luxurious vege-
tation of the ground, or possibly partly submerged in the Mater, waiting the arrival

of some small animal, which, as it is about to drink, the reijtile seizes by the snout.
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Eunectes viurinus, anacomla.
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and, after wrapping sevoral eoils of its body about it, strangles. Finally, having
crushed the larger bones, the jiroee.ss of deglutition is begun, which may last for sev-

eral hours; the head invariably being the first to pass into the gullet, the body follow-

ing. As the teeth all point inwards, and the jaws are successively and alternately

jnished forward and drawn back, the jirey, if not too large, is thus of necessity drawn
into the mouth. The reptile may, however, iiiid that its food is not suitable, or it ma}^
need to take breath, and though the ])rey has passed some way down the oesophagus,
it is not unfrequently disgorged, making its ajipe.-u-niice as a most frightfully contorted

mass, covered with mucus from the alimentary tract; its slimy appearance having un-

doubtedly given rise to the false notion that the animal covers its prey, previous to

deglutition, with saliva. For some time after the reptile has taken a large meal, it is,

either from fatigue or from the effects of so loading its stomach, extremely lazy and

inactive, being not infrequently quite indifferent to what may be going on about it.

The inactivity of menagerie sjiecimens, however, is due rather to the enfeeliling effect

of a cold climate, rather than torjior resulting from overfeeding, or gentleness from
kind treatment. It is in their native forests that these forms must be studied to be

admired. Not only are the caged animals inactive, but the purple bloom, so charac-

teristic of the healthy animal, is invariably defective or lost
;
the rough treatment to

which they are subjected, as well as a disease of the jaw,
—

caries,
—

rendering them
indifferent and unhealthy.

It is not an unusual occurrence for the female python, which exceeds the male in

size, to deposit her eggs while in confinement and watch over them with the most

zealous care. Observations have been made which prove that the eggs are actually
incubated. The mother, after arranging them in a convenient pile, coils her body,
the temperature of which is consideraljly above the normal, around and over them,

remaining in this position until the eggs, at the end of about three months, are hatched.

"We have here among the reptiles an undoubted instance of maternal solicitude.

Python reticidatus has the following characteristic marking. The undei-Iying color

is light yellowish-brown or olive, and the head and neck is ornamented bv a dark

brown line passing from the tip of the snout backwards, on each side of which are

two bands passing from the eyes to the angles of the mouth. Along the back a series

of black rings bordered with white, spotted scales gives the animal a netted ap])ear-

ance, from which it has received its specific wmwc, reticulatits. The netted ]iython is

found quite abundantly in nearly all the islands of the Malay Archipelago, as well as

in Burmali and Siani, where it is called Ular Sawad.

Mr. Wallace, in his description of these islands, gives an account of a python
which illustrates the bold and independent yet helpless nature of this, or a closely

allied, mammoth seri)ent. It seems that during the evening, while the naturalist was

interesting himself with his books and insects, a 2iython took up its abode in tlie

thatched roof directly over the bed, not making its presence known, however, until

the following afternoon, when it was fin.ally dis])Osed of by a native well accustomed

to its habits, though it evinced all the indignation of a regular tenant.

Pi/thon molurus, the adjiger of the Hindus, inhabits the peninsula of India as far

north as the Himmalehs and also possibly the Malay peninsula and Java. Like other

members of the family, it prefers tlie low moist lam's in the neighborhood of water,

where it captures birds and small quadrupeds, such as fawns and rodents. It differs

from the pi'evious species in several i)articulars. P. molurus has the two anterior

ujijier labials, and four of the lower labials, deeply dented with pits, while P. reticio-
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latus has four upj^er and several lower labials similarly develoi")ccI. P. molurus has

its light, greyish-browu body ornamented with a dorsal row of large square spots,

below which are two lateral rows. The top of the head is ornamented with a lance-

shaped blotch, along each side of whicli lie a pair of dark brown lines, which pass

from the nostrils, through the eye, to the sides of the head, where each meets a simi-

lar streak from the lower jaw.

Python regia, the royal rock-snake, having the four anterior upper labials pitted,

^5Z:1-" 7^;/,aH^^'^'

Fig. lill. — I'ython seba, fetich-suake.

and the lower labials broad and four in number, inhabits western Africa. It is of a

dark brown color, almost black, and has a series of light spots along the middle of the

back, and two more along the sides, beneath, the lips and chin are white. This python
is quite often seen in menageries and traveling shows. P. 7iatalensis, the Natal rock-

snake, is regarded with respect by the natives, believing that it has some mystic influ-

ence over their destinies. It lives on small quadrupeds, remaining quite torpid for

some time after its meal. At this time it is quite easily disposed of. P. sebce is a
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form oftoii nu't with in zoological gardens, where it is known as the fetich-snake. It8

home is in thu warmer parts of Africa.

In Anstralia tlit're are at least six species of Pythonitla; and more genera than of

any other innocuous family. The representatives are the largest ophidian inhabitants,

some reaching the length of ten feet. They are nocturnal and move during the day

only when compelled to. The genus Morelia has the rostral plate, as well as the ante-

rior three labials and the j)osterior infralabials, provided with deep pits. M. spilotes

is of a glossy black color, with a bright yellow spot on every scale
;
the abdominal

scutes are yellow, with shades of black. This animal may be distinguished, as can the

other Australian rock-snakes, from the numerous poisonous forms inhabiting the same

country, by the large number of scale rows, there being from forty to fifty in the

pythons, while the largest number known among the jioisonous snakes is twenty-six.

It is a strange coincidence that while the so-called '<liamond snake' of Australia, the

form now under consideration, is liarndess, the Jloplocep/ialus superbus, inhabiting the

neighboring island of Tasmania, and bearing the same vernacular name, is highly ven-

omous. J/, spilotes has a very limited distribution in southeastern Australia, being

only found from the coast to the I>Iue 31ountains, but is re])resented further west by

the following species. The indiviiluals of this species inhabit nearly every region

that offers shelter, though stony ridges supplied with trees and well watered seem to

l)e their favorite localities. It is in such jtlaces that they can iind young water-rats,

{Ilydrotmjs) ducks, and possibly the straying chickens of a neighboring farmer.

Though naturally unobtrusive, when irritated they bite severely. The eggs of either

this or the following species have Vjecn found. They were neatly piled up in a nest of

dry grass, which was concealed in a hollow log. 31. variegata, or the carpet-snake,

closelv resembles the diamond in its habits and structure, though its habitat is defined

and separate. It is found in every other part of the continent except southern Vic-

toria, the region of the diamond snake. In coloring it is of a uniform greenish brown

with irregular markings ;
different specimens show a great variation due to age and

localitv. In their movements and general habits the carpet and diamond snakes are

shnilar, though the former may be somewhat the larger.

The genus AsjykUotes has the scales in fifty-two rows and reaches a length of eight

feet, and may possibly grow larger, even exceeding the Jlorelias in size. The species

are not well known, and only a few spcciniens have been captured. A. nielanocephctlus

is at once recognized by its jet-black head and neck, its siuall scales, narrow abdominal

plates, and the absence of pits in the labials. The general color is light brown, with

darker rings above, and yellowish white below'. Allied to this genus is Liasig, the

representatives of which have some of the upjier and lower labiuls pitted. The few

species are found in the islands of the Arafura sea. Xardoa has only the posterior

infralabial pitted. X. gilhertii has a length of from three to six feet. Of its habits

little is known.

Of the family of boas, the Boid.e, it may be said that its members are distinc-

tively Xew World, resembling the jjythons in their h.abits, and in being of enormous

size, but differing from them in several structural particulars. The boas have tlie

I)ody long and fusiform ;
the head distinct and flattened ;

the snout ]>rominent ;
the

tail generally j^rehensile ;
the nasal plates may be entire or divided

;
the nostrils lat-

eral. The labials are generally withotit the pits so characteristic of the Old World

forms, many of the cejjhalic shields are divided, and the sulwaudals are entire.

Boa impcrato); or the emperor, is found in Central America and ^lexico, ami may
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possibly be regarded as a northern variety of the more tropical Jioa constrictor,

though the scales of the head are ratlier large. The general color is brownish, with a

dorsal series of quadrangular brown spots, which is separated from the smaller spots

of the flanks by a pair of light lateral lines. 7>. constrictor, though properly an inhabi-

tant of Brazil, is represented in Central America by a variety, isthmica. Along the

back is a series of transverse brown bands, each connected with the marks of the

flanks by a latero-posterior isthmus, and along each side of the belly is a series of more

^^"^"^WH Iitw vA'i V 7'"/ .? '

J"

Fig. 212.— Boa constrictor,

or less broken, irregular sjiots of a black color. B. mexiccma is allied to B. imperator.

B. constrictor, proper, iidiabits the more tropical ]iortions of South America, though

travelers from all parts of the world have almost in\ariably described large serpents

which have come under their notice as 'Boa-constrictors,' rendering it extremely

difHcult to determine acurately what species they are describing, and bringing the

name to so gener.al a use that it has almost lost the primary significance given it by

its original propounder, Linne.
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Eunectes murimis, the anaconda, is also a native of tropical America, and is repre-

sented in the engraving as in its native haunt, the low land hy some j)Ool or sluggish

stream, about to seize a ' boat-bill.' Tiie anaconda is one of the largest representa-

tives of the family, and is beautifully ornamented over a groundwork of rich brown,

by a double series of blotches along the back, ami with irregular annular spots along

the sides.

I'IG. lilu. — Jilij/lwauiiia caninum, dog-he:ided boa.

JCipfiosouM caninum, or the dog-headed boa, inhabits Brazil, and is of a green
color with light dorsal bands. The labial 2)lates resemble those of the pythons in being

deeply pitted.

Epicrates cenchrta, the ringed boa or abonia, was at one time worshipped as a god

by the ancient Me.vicans, who often offered to it human sacrifices. In its habits it is

a true member of the family, strangling its prey by winding around it fold on fold of

its ponderous bodj'. Its general color is of a dark yellowish gray, oriiainented with a

dorsal row of large brown rings, and along the sides liy \ ariable blotches of a dark

color, having in their centre a lighter crescentric ornament.
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A lar^e number of the smaller serpents are imited under the name Caiamarid^,

or dwarf-snakes. The members of this group are found in nearly every country of the

globe, living beneath stones and prostrate logs. Their diminutive size and nondisten-

sible neck compels them to restrict their diet to such small grubs and worms as they

can easily master and swallow ;
while they are thus employing themselves they not

infrequently become the prey of some larger foraging reptile. The genus Calamaria

which is only found in the East Indies, has the labial plates reduced to four or five.

Thouo-h there are several species, they resenible each other so closely that they can be

classified only after considerable trouble. The Ulapes are their particular enemies.

The genus Geo^Ms is represented in America by four species, all of which inhabit

Mexico, where are also found the genera Ficimia, CheilorJiina, Stenorhina and TaTv-

tilla. Virginia striatula is a little snake found in the south, from Virginia to Texas.

Fig. 214. — Calamaria aWivcnhr.

It is a modest and most inoffensive reptile; its reddish-brown back and salmon-colored

inferior surface form a combination far too pleasing to be hid away, as it too often is,

beneath the bark of some old dead tree or log.

The genus Carp/iophis is very generally distributed ; in the United States, the

species ammna, inhabiting the more eastern and northern portions, as the thunder,

gi-ound, or worm-snake, is most familiar. In its habits it is nocturnal and sub-terres-

trial, being much more often turned up by the plough, or brought to light by the hoe,

than seen naturally on the surface. It, moreo\er, always seeks escape by burrowing,

rather than by flight ; indeed, the animal's motions, when out of its element, are most

awkward. In general coloration it resembles the previous species. The East Indian

OUgodorus belong to this family, and are characterized by the absence of palatine

teeth, and by their peculiar physiognomy, the head being short and blunt. Closely

resembling the OUgodorus, externally, are the members of the genus Simotes, which,
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however, have an armature of palatine teeth, and roach a consi<leral)le size. Tliey

are known in soutlicrn Asia, as well as on tlie neighboring islands, from their fierce

habits.

"We now come to a large family of cosmopolitan ophidians, the CouoxEr.LiD^,

found in nearly every countrj', though rare in Australia. They have the body tajier-

ing towards each end
;

the head, which is separated from the body by a distinctly

constricted neck, depressed, short, and often obtuse ;
the scales of the body are usu-

ally smooth, and arranged in from thiiteen to twenty-three rows, and in size the

magnitude of many members of the genus Coluber is not reached. Though generally

hiactivc, on being attacked they defend themselves with considerable energy. In

coloration, being mostly terrestrial forms, they are generally dull, though some which

Fig. 215. — Opkibolus getulus, chain-snake,

inhabit grass land, are bright-colored, and are among the most graceful, as well as

most beautiful, of o}ihidians.

The genus Coronella includes a number of purely terrestrial forms, inhabiting

nearly every tenijicrate and tropical country. Coronella aiistriaca is very generally

distributed throughout Europe, where it is often mistaken for the viper. It has, on rare

occasions, been found in England. C. cana inhabits south Africa. C. orientalis is

described as the only representative of the genus in India, and the C. anstralis, or

the Australian ground-snake, has been described from a single sjK'cimen in tlie British

INIuseum. As considerable work has been done on the Australian snakes by native

naturalists, and as no second specimen has been discovered, the form must l)e ex-

tremely rai-e. It not only rejjresents the genus, but th« family, in the insular

continent.

In North America, the family under consideration is represented by several
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common serpents belonging to tlie genera Ophiholus, DiadopMs and JTeterodon.

Ojyhibolus triangulus, the milk-snake, is found from Canada to Virginia, and has

received, from its habit of frequenting old cellars and out-houses, while in search of

mice and small vermin, snakes and lizards, the name of house-snake
; its confidence

has been taken advantage of, however, and it has, of late, become quite uncommon.
It is a most beautiful, graceful, and active animal, and the slender body sometimes
reaches a length of four feet. The chain-snake, Ophibolus getuliis, is a more southern

animal. In the south it is one of the most beautiful, as it is one of the most common,
snakes. Its body is of an intense black, ornamented by a series of narrow, white

rings, fi'om the arrangement of which the animal has received its common name. The

negroes hold this serpent in the highest respect, and even give to it the name of

'king.' They maintain that it exercises dominion over the other reptiles, and can meet
and overcome the deadly rattler. The diet of the chain-snake is ordinarily made up of

lizards, salamanders, small birds, and mice, as well as weaker members of its own species.

Diado2)/iis2n/)ictatus,o\; as it is more popularly called, the ring or collared-snake, is

one of the most beautiful reptiles of our continent, over which it is very generally

distributed, east of the great plains. In its choice of raiment Diadophis has shown
most excellent taste, and, at the same time, good judgment. Above, a dark sage-

green, given the ajipearance of Highland plaid by the regularly arranged scales,

harmonizes with the shades of vegetation in which the little fellow searches for his

limcheon of bright-colored beetles and grasshoppers. He seems to know that below

he can wear a little bright color, which, being hid from .ubove, will not attract the

attention of his enemies; so he has decked himself in an orange waistcoat, sometimes

ornamented with a double row of black buttons, and finally finished his dandy costume

by putting on a white collar and black cravat. From its gaudy attire the ring-snake is

often selected as a pet, and soon becomes accustomed to its new surroundings.

Having a distribution very nearly coincident with iJiado^y/ns pimctatics, though a

much less interesting animal in appearance, is the puffing-adder, hog-nosed snake, or

sand-viper, Heterodon platyrMnos. This serpent is large and unsightly. The rostral

plate is so formed as to resemble the up-turned snout of the hog, and when surprised,

if retreat is impossible, it flattens itself out, appearing to be twice its ordinary size.

It delights in dry, sandy districts, where it sometimes remains perfectly motionless,

basking in the sun for hours at a time
;
or it may partly bury itself in the loose sand,

using its peculiar snout as a spade. From its uncouth appearance this rejitile is

generally considered to be extremely ])oisonous. It is strange that such a character

should be given to a form which is perfectly harmless, and can be induced to feign the

aggressive only after jirotracted ill-treatment. I have repeatedly placed my finger in

the mouth of one that seemed to be of the most ferocious disposition, but no attempt
was made to bite. Of a half dozen aSTorth American Heterodons^ the one under con-

sideration, which inhabits the United States, east of the Mississippi, is most familiar,

though it is in part replaced, in the south, by a black variety. The females are very

prolific, as many as one hundred and eleven being born of a specimen in the

National Museum. Heterodon is also found in Madagascar, and in Chili, both being
beautiful examples of the genus. Allied is Psaminopihylax rhotnbeatus, which is

abundant in South Africa, Avhere it is known as the schaap-sticker. It is a very

gi'aceful and active animal, about two feet in length, and feeds on small lizards and

insects. Considerable variety of coloring is shown by specimens of unlike ages and

from different localities.
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In the family Colubrid^ have been placed the greater number of non-veno-

mous ophidians which do not jiresent any striking characters either as to their habits or

structure ;
a description inust therefore be general. Body of moderate length and

breadtli ;
head well-proportioned and separated from the body by a more or less con-

stricted neck
; eyes and mouth of moderate size ;

teeth covering both jaws and palate,

and never presenting any special development ; the plates of the head are evenly

arranged, and those of the body never present any outline or structure deviating

greatly from the normal. So few prominent structural variations are ])resented by the

several forms, that grouping from this standpoint is difficult and, at best, unsatisfactory.

Some naturalists have endeavored to base an arrangement on habits. Yet, as many
forms are intermediate, and others unite the habits of evidently widely separated

groups, this plan is even more unsatisfactory than the first. The family is cosmopoli-

tan, its members being found in nearly every country under the tropical and temperate

sun. Australia and some of the Pacific islands, however, are not represented. North

America has a large number of forms, included in several genera, the distinctive

features of which are chiefly liased on the arrangement of the cervical plates.

The introductory genus is Ci/c/oj>/i is, which is represented by one of the most

beautifid, as it is one of the most familiar, reptiles, the green-snake, Cydophisvenialis.

This is a most gentle and harmless ophidian, allowing itself to be handled in the

roughest way, and seldom offering the least ojiposition. Specimens are often captured

and made pets of, living in confinement for considerable periods of time. In nature

they are found in moist meadow-lands, where they are concealed by their protective

color, and where they find an abundance of insect life well suited for their food. The

green-snake is not oidy found on the ground, however, but is an active climber, and

may not infrequently be seen entwined among the branches of bushes or of low trees.

The genus is represented in India by a much larger form, C. major, which sometimes

exceeds three feet in length.

Closely related to Ci/clophis is the genus Merpetodri/as, representatives of which

are found in both hemispheres. They are elongated forms, adapted to an arboreal

life, their colors, shades of green and brown, being well adapted to conceal tlu'm.

If. carbmtus is found in Brazil and Surinam, and is peculiar in that it has no vertebral

row of scales, the several series of the body always being in an even numl)cr.

The genus Coluber has many interesting forms, native as well as exotic. The

Alleghanian variety of C. obsohtiis, the mountain black-snake, has received considera-

ble attention, from its distribution. It was first detected in New England, along the

Connecticut valley, where it attracted attention as a black-snake having the scales

keeled, the ordinary Bascmiium coiistrictorhny'uv^ the scales smooth, and though since

found in cither eastern localities, its proper home is among the mountains of the A])pala-

chian range, where it sometimes reaches a length of seven feet. In confinement its tem-

perament is (juite different from that of its smooth-scaled cousin, being mild and gentle.

C.giittatus, the corn-snake, inhabits the southeastern jiart of the United States, and was

first described, in 174.3, by Catesby, as follows: "It is all over beautifully marked with

red and white, which seems to have given it the name of corn-snake, there being some

maize or Indian corn much reseml)ling this in color; they are robbers of hen-roosts,

otherwise they are harmless." In its habits the present form differs from the majority
of our common snakes in being crepuscidar, sjiending the day hid away in some

crevice. In length the coni-snake sometimes reaches five feet. This form has been a

great stumbling block to herpetologists, having been described under a dozen different
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names. C. vulpinus, the fox-snake, has been captured in Massachusetts, though its

home is further west. C. quadrivittatus, or chicken-snake, as it has been called by the

negroes, frequently enters the southern cabins for rats and young fowl. The body is

of a dark olive color, ornamented with four longitudinal brown bands. Of exotic

Colubers, C. coreas, of Surinam, is the largest, and C. quater-radiatus, the largest of

Europe. The iEsculapian-snake, C. cesadcqni, is the most common European type.
Often they are seen in museums and menageries, where they become very tame. This

form was introduced into the mythology of the ancients, who twined it around the

staff of ^'Esculapius and the caduceus of Mercurj", which, when thus equipped, were

supposed to be jiossessed of the most wonderful virtues.

The genus Hascanium is i-epresented in North America by five species, and twice

as many varieties. The most characteristic, as well as the most familiar form, and the

common black-snake, _Z>. constrictor, inhabiting the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains, and its variety, vetiistum, west to the Pacific, while nientovarius extends

further south, through Mexico to Tehuantepec. The common black-snake is most

often found in the neighborhood of water, and is particularly partial to thickets

of alders, where it can hunt for toads, mice, and birds, and, being .an excellent climber,

it is often seen among the branches of small trees and bushes, hunting for young birds

in the nest. While on these plundering expeditions the reptile is often followed by a

troop of small birds in the greatest flutter of excitement. The black-snake does not

always rem.ain in unfrequented localities, however, but is often surprised in old fields,

by the roadside, and will even enter barns and seize chickens. At these times, the

rapidity with which it retreats, on Ijeing surprised, has given the animal, in some local-

ities, the name of ' racer.' As long as retreat is offered there is no resistance, though
if cornered, or during the breeding season, the usual mild temper gives place to a most

irascible disposition ; this is very characteristic of the animal when in confinement, as

it is alw.ays quarrelling and biting its fellow-prisoners, as often as the opportunity pre-

sents itself. The racer has been known to follow people, though this is more generally
from a spirit of investigation, rather than from any design on the part of the animal

to attack the object of its pursuit. Dr. Yarrow, however, knows of an instance in

which a female, with its young, on being surprised by a small girl, entwined itself

around the child's neck, biting her, meanwhile, in the face, and would probably have

strangled her, were it not for the timely arrival of assistance.

The young of this species are peculiar ;
instead of being black, as is the parent,

they are of .an olivaceous color, ornamented with a dorsal series of dark-edged brown

spots, M'ith lateral rows of spots of still darker color. The head is a dark chestnut

shade, mottled with brown.

Pennant's early description of this form illustrates the tendency to exaggerate,

evinced by many old writers
;
an inclin.ation, by the way, which has not entirely passed

by. He says :
"
Many ridiculous frights have happened from this innocent reptile.

As everyone in America is full of the dread of the rattle-snake, they are apt to fly at

the sight of any of the serpent kind. This pursues, soon overtakes, and, twisting

round the legs of the fugitive, soon brings him to the ground ;
but he happily receives

no hurt but what may result from the fright ;
all the mischief this species does is to

the housewives, for it will skim their milk pans of the cream, and rob their hen-roosts

of all the eggs."

Closely related to the black-snake is the coach-whip snake, B. Jiafjelllformis, which

inhabits the south, as far west as the Mississippi, where its variety, testaceum, extends
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to the Pacific. The general form is greatly elongated, resembling in this respect some

of the Dendrophidre, as specimens are sonietinics six feet in length. They are most

beautiful animals, and so fleet in their movement as to almost fly over the ground.

Though ordinarily inoffensive, on being attacked they defend themselves with vigor.

Batram, in his " Travels in Carolina," speaks of once finding a hawk so wound up by
one of these serpents as to be rendered almost helpless. The name '

coach-whip
'

is

not given because of the elongated body, Ijut from the arrangement of the juxtaposed
caudal scales, which resemble a braided raw-hide whip. Catesby mentions a peculiar

belief, among the Indians, that the snake will, by a jerk of its tail, separate a man in

two parts; and the negroes of the south, to-day believe that it can flagellate a man
to death. H. tetiiuturn is found from the plains to the Pacific. While H. constric-

tor has the scales of the back in seventeen rows, J3. teniatum has them in fifteen, and

is, moreover, ornamented with a lirown dorsal band and with lateral lines of orange,

red, or yellow. The inferior surface is anteriorly spotted with brown.

The genus Spilotes is represented in North America by two species which differ

from the members of the previous genus in having the teeth equal and smooth— the
' black-snakes

' have them larger posteriorly. S. couperi inhabiting the Gulf states

and Georgia, from its enormous size, is the most interesting form. In coloring it is of

a deep black, shading into yellow on the throat. It is known by the negroes as the

indigo or gopher-snake, and, though sometimes reaching the enormous length of ten

feet, it is never molested by them, as they suppose it to be, like the king-snake ( Ophio-
hohis f/etulus), a mortal enemy to the rattler.

Pitt/02)his has the scales keeled, the nasal plate divided, and the last abdominal

jslate entire. P. rnelanoleucus, the i)ine or bull-snake, is found east of the Mississippi

and south of the Ohio rivers, and it is particularly fond of the pine forests. Though
one of the largest North American serpents, it is extremely active, disappearing almost

instantly on being surjiriscd, though this may be due to the fact that it not unfre-

quently has underground holes into which it retreats, and from the immediate vicinity

of which it seldom journeys. To obtain its prey it chooses a likely locality, and waits

in patience for some unsuspecting rabbit or squirrel to pass by. P. hellona inhabits

the west, feeding, as do many of the genus, on mice, gophers, and other small vermin,

and doing, in this way, immense benefit to the agricultural interests, as the.gophers, as

well as other small rodents, are perfect pests of the western farmer. The western bull-

snake not inifrequently exceeds the length of six feet, but it is of a peaceful disposi-

tion. Captured individuals of this species have been known, even when concealed, to

attract others. It is not an unusual occurrence for the mate of a serpent which has

been killed to search for, find the body, even when it has been dragged for some dis-

tance, and remain by it apparently with a feeling of sorrow if not of revenge.
The Indian rat-snake, Ptyas mucosuit, is very abundant in southern India and

Ceylon, where it often enters human dwellings while in pursuit of rats or chickens. It

is always ready, on the slightest irritation, to bite, and, as it grows to a considerable size,

often reaching seven feet in length, it gives considerable annoyance to the natives.

When angry, the rat-snake is said to produce a ])eculiar musical note not unlike that of

a tuning-fork. In general structure it resembles our common black-snakes.

The genus Dromiscics is common in the West Indies, South America, and Mexico.

A single species, D. Jlavilatits, has been found in the southeastern United States,

there being in the National IMusetnn a single specimen from Florida, and a second

from North Carolina. D. atcr is the 'gray-snake' of Jamaica, and is ufteu seen about
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old ruins, lurking in some cranny for the approach of an unlucky lizard. If irritated,

it will dart at its adversary with all the savage vehemence of the most venomous

moccasin, and, as it sti'ikes for the eyes, its attacks not unfrequently prove dangerous.
Zamenis includes those Old World snakes, found about the Mediterranean and iji

India, which generally have the last ma.xillary tooth enlarged and separated from its

fellows by a short interspace. Of the genus JTenehiphis but a single species has been

described
;
a few specimens, some measuring six feet in length, have been captured in

the East Indies. Philodryas viridissimus, a most beautiful example of the Colubridje,

and connecting them with the Dendrophidaj, inhabits Brazil, where, because of its

slender body and beautiful green color, it has received tlie name of emerald whip-
snake. It lives on young birds, and on such small prey as it may capture while

meandering among the branches of the tropical forests.

The members of the family Dexdeophid.e, or tree-snakes, are found sporting amid

the luxuriant foliage of tropical America, Asia, and to a less extent, Africa and Aus-

tralia. To adapt them for an arboreal life, the body and tail is greatly elongated, and

each ventral scute is usually pro\ided with a pair of keels by which the animal can

the more firmly grasp the smooth branches. The genus Deudroji/iis includes a large

number of species, which are frequently adorned with the brightest colors, of which

green is often the prevailing tint. The head, which is distinct from the neck, is nar-

row, long, and depressed, the snout being very prominent. Two species, representing

two genera, are natives of Mexico, Leptophis mexicanus, and Oxybelis ceneus, which

latter species, though of small diameter, reaches a length of four feet. The Boom-

Slange, Jiucep>habis capensis, of South Africa, presents so much variation in its mark-

ing that several species have been described by those unprovided with a sufficient

number of specimens. Though the inhabitants of South Africa consider this form to

be poisonous, on dissection no venom glands have been found, though the teeth are

covered with a slimy secretion, which maybe possessed of irritating qualities. Allied

to Bucephalus is Ahcetidla liocercus, one of the most beautiful of tree-snakes, inhabiting

Borneo, where the native children are said to often make a pet of it, the harmless

reptile coiling around their arms and bodies without their evincing the slightest alarm

and naught but pleasure. In its native haunts the animal is most active, leaping from

branch to branch of the highest trees, and directing its lithe form with lightning

celerity towards any unfortunate lizard or beetle which it may chance to espy. Liv-

ing also in Borneo, as well as on neighboring islands, is the larger Goniosoma oxy-

cepluduin., which reaches a length of eighty-two inches. It is said to be a most active

and ferocious animal, defending itself, when attacked, with great energy.

The tree-snakes proper are included in the genus Dendrophis, and are character-

ized by having an obtuse snout, equal teeth, and smooth vertebral scales. Bendro-

phis 2ncta is the most common East Indian form, and, like Bncephalus, it is liable to

great variation in color. D. punctidata is a beautiful animal inhabiting Australia,

and growing to a length of five or six feet. It is of an olive-green color above, and

pale yellow below; the shades of color, however, appear to depend on surroundings,

as specimens in captivity are never so brilliant as those seen gliding along the grass-

land, or swinging from branch to branch of the lofty trees. The nearness to the time

of exuviation has also considerable to do with the coloring; specimens just after the

old epidermis is shed being very brilliant. The eye of this form is large ;
the teeth

small and of uniform size, and the dorsal row of scales considerably exceeds in size

those of the scales of the body. A loreal, a scale generally characteristic of this as
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well ns of otlior innocuous ojiliidians, is present, and the assumed shape of the body
wlien the animal is angry is coniiiressod, instead of dejiix'ssed like that of venomous

forms, of whicli the laterally extended neck of the JSIcJa presents the best type.

It seldom attempts to bite, and can be ordinarily handled without showing any re-

sistance. The food consists of batrachiaus, saurians, young birds, and possibly

insects. It is ju'obably oviparous, and is foun<l in all but the southern portion of the

Australian continent. J), callu/aster is a more northern form. It is small, not reach-

ing a length of three feet, has no loreal shield, and below is purj)lish-yellow.

Chvijsojielea orna, because of the innumerable varieties of marking which it

presents, almost defies specific description. It is considered by Gtinther to be the

most beautiful of all snakes. In its habits it is arboreal, being able to even pass

down a smooth and vertical tree-trunk. It is a widely-distributed form, inhabiting

southern Asia and the East Indian archipelago. Its food consists of geckoes and

other small saurians.

The family Dryophid.e includes some of the most interesting forms of the serpent

tribe. In the genus Dri/op/tis, not only is the body so slender and elongated as to

reach a length of nearly five feet, with a diameter of less than an inch, but tlie head

is also slender, with the muzzle projecting for some little distance as a ])ointed jiro-

boscis. Representatives of this group are found in Asia and America, though the

most interesting form inhabits Madagascar. The Old World species have the maxil-

lary teeth grooved, while the American forms have them less specialized. The preva-

lent color is green, with two longitudinal white stripes along the lower side. The

longer diameter of the pupil is horizontal, a position which possibly points to the

nocturnal habits of the animal.

The most remarkable representative of the family is the langaha, Dryopliislangaha
of Madagascar, which, though its body is less than three feet long, has a scaly proboscis,

often flattened into a leaf-like organ, half an inch in length. The general color of the

animal is a deejj brown. 2Va(/ops prasinus, or as it is sometimes called, Dri/op/iis

nasutits, is a beautiful grass-green animal, living in the jungles of India, and often

reaching the length of seven feet. To it has been attributed the habit of darting at

the eyes of passers-by, an action which has made it particularly disliked by the na-

tives. The snout is greatly prolonged, and jjrovided with a movable fleshy tip.

Passerita has the snout much produced, as in langaha. That this develoj)ment is

used merely as a tactile organ, such as are the tentacles of Herpetoyi, is questionable.
While Ilevpetoii is semi-aquatic, and would find tentacles, which would do away with

the necessity of it protruding its tongue, a most usefid acquisition, Passerita is an

ordinary tree-snake in its habits, so that its tongue can, unhindered, perform its ordinary
functions. The rostral jjrolongation is moreover covered with rough scales, and can

only be imperfectly sensitive. It seems that the true office of this development is to

increase the size of the opening of the mouth, as do the marginal bristles of the

mouth of some birds— for exam]ile, the night-hawks (Caprimulgidaj).
The Xatuicid^, which includes many of our most connnon snakes, unites forms so

diverse that clear definition is almost impossible. It includes serjients which may be

small or large, slender or stout; the eyes are of medium size; the teeth variable; and
the scales either keeled or smooth. The several genera are well circumscribed, though
the family is ditticult to define. They jjrefer the neighborhood of water, in which, if the

case demands it, they are expert swimmers. They differ from many other Colubriform
snakes in their habit of beginning the process of deglutition as soon as their i)rey is

VOL. III. — 24
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seized, without first waiting for it to die. This haliit lias often resulted in considerable

interest to those uufaiiiiliar with it. Not infreq\iently the snake can be induced, on

in-itation, to disgorge a well-secured meal, wliich often apjiears as a lively froL?, that

hops away with all the experience, if without the understanding, of Jonah. The habit

may also explain tlie almost imiversal belief, of which more has been said in the intro-

duction, that certain snakes swallow their young in time of danger. Since a serpent,

that had been made a meal of would live for some little time after being swallowed,

and if, in the meantime, the feasting snake were killed, the imjjrisoned animal would, if

liberated, crawl away with all the experience of the frog.

We will first treat one of the largest genera, and the one that is the most typical

of the family ;
its members are recognized by their keeled scales, regular arrangement

of the cervical plates, and by the numerous teeth of the jaws and palate, of which the

Fig. 21G. — Tiophlnnolus natrix;
• common suaUu '

ui Europe.

anterior are shortest. The Tropidonoti are found in the neighborhood of water, as a

general rule, and, though not aquatic, are excellent swimmers, and, on being surprised,

will often choose this means of escape. Members of the genus are abundant in Xoi-th

America, Europe, Asia, and a portion of Australia, as well as some of the islands of the

Ea.stern Archipelago, though rare in Africa and South America.

The illustration which has been selected to re])resent this large genus is th.at of

TrojJidonotus natrix, a form which is abundant throughout Europe, being particularly

fond of the neighborhood of ponds and streams, into which it often voluntarily plunges,

sometimes coiling itself up and remaining at the bottom for hours at a time. With

the common people it is known as the ringed or grass-snake, and is often tamed, soon

learning to distinguish its friends. In confinement it will eat beetles, grasshoppers,

frogs, and even ])read and milk. Of the dozen or more American representatives of this

genus, Troindonotus sipedon is, perhaps, the most familiar. This snake is found in
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the vicinity of nearly every slow-ninnint; stream, brook, or pond, -n-here tliej' often

startle the angler, either by llicir exert inns to escape in the rushes or semi-aquatic

bushes, or by boldly phiuging inti) the water, in which they also often capture their

food, which consists of frogs, toads, or fish, and, being excellent swimmers, thev are

not infrequently seen in the middle of ponds, and are esi)ecially almndant about lily-jjads.

They are said to fre<juently take the hook, when it is baited with a worm or small min-

now, but when captured will fight like a tiger. In many jiortions of the south this snake

is called the water-nuieeasiu, and is considered very poisonous. While dying, the lower

side of the body often takes on an iridescent character, the rapid changes of the

prismatic colors being particularly beautifid. Specimens over three feet in length are

rare. The Australian frcsh-water-snake, T. ^^iciuratieg, varies much in color, being
either gray or deep brown, with a salmon-colored abdomen, and spotted along the

sides with a double series of red dots. It resembles, in general marking, the Tropi-

dechis, a venomous form
;
the two can easily be distinguished, however, as 7\pictiiratus

has fifteen dorsal and lateral rows of scales, while TrojikkcJds has more than twenty.
The species under consideration has been observed to congregate in great numbers,

during the early evening, around lagoons and water-holes, though during the day few

or none are to be seen. Of the score or more of Indian Tropidonoti^ T. mucroph-
thulmus is the most interesting form, for, though it is a perfectly harmless animal, it

superficially resembles the cobra so exactly as to often deceive those well acquainted
with both animals. The resemblance is further carried out in that the neck is capalde
of exj)andiug horizontally, and is provided with a larger number of scales than is the

rest of the body. This animal, inhabiting the Himmaleh mountains, offers one of the

most interesting instances of jn'otective resemblance in the animal kingdom.
Also abounding in species, of which, in North America alone, there are about a

score, is the genus JEhitcenia, to which our most fa.niiliar serpents belong. J?, saurita and

E. sirtalis, are seen by the dozens, during a country walk, of a bright summer's day,

anywhere in the more eastern portions of the United States. In general marking the

two so nearly resemble each other that they are ordinarily considered to be similar,

being ])0]ndarly called strijied or garter-snakes. T. saurita, how'ever, is longer and

much more slender than T. sirtalis, and is found in more moist localities. The collector

^\ ill cajiture many more of these forms than of any other, except, possibly, the green-
snake. The eggs of Tropidonotus are sometimes found about out-buildings, and in

hatching give birth to little fellows having enormous eyes and a spotted body, the

longitudinal bands of the adults only being gained after several sloughings of the

skin. These cast-off skins are very abundantly found among piles of rubbish, or

under the loose bark of decaying trees. They are eagerly sought after by the great
crested Hy-catcher, Mi/iarcfius cristatus, who uses them to line her nest. Though

perfectly harmless, the garter-snakes are most offensive to handle. They exude a most

fcetid odor, which so possesses the power of penetration and adhesion as to render it

(piite imjiossible to rid one's self of it.

The genus Storeria is rejiresented in the eastern United States by two species, both

of small size, though interesting and graceful in tluir habits and motions. Storeria

occipitomavuhtta is found throughout the jNIississippi valley, and eastwanl, and is often

captured in Xcw Englauil, where it has lieen called the spottcd-necked-snake, on

account of the three large, white, irregular blutches just back of the occipital plates.

S. dckayi is equally abundant, and was first described, as was the jircvious species,

from Massachusetts specimens. It frequents meadows and grass-ground, where it
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feeds on insects, such as grasshoppers and crickets. Ilelicops, though a tropical

genus, is represented in Florida by Allen's Selicojjs, a form which, because of the

peculiar structure of the tail, stands well up, and perhaps should lead the genus.
Abastor erytkrogrammus, the so-called hoop-snake, though it possesses none of the

remarkable qualities attributed to this monster of tradition, is an abundant species in

the south. Though preferring dam]) and marshy ground, it never voluntarily takes to

the water. Farancia ahacura, inhabiting the south from the Carolinas to Texas, is a

closely related form, tliongh it is more shy and, consequently, apparently less abundant.

It lacks the longitudinal dorsal ornamentation, and below is of a deej) red color. It is

called horn-snake by the negroes.

The family of desert-snakos, Psaiimopiiid^, arc chiefly inh.abitnnts of tropical

Africa, and are not very well known. In some points of structure they reseniljle the

DryophidiB, though members of this latter family can always be distinguished by
their green coloration, and by their horizontally placed pupil : the desert-snakes are,

moreover, provided with a pair of long maxillary teeth. Psainmojyhis elegans is long
and slender, though the other members of the family are stout, and adapted for a

'

terrestrial life. P. jyulveruJentus is a most repulsive rejjtile ;
its undefineil ornamenta-

tion, swollen lijjs,
and large, hidden fangs, give to it, on examination, a most venomous

aspect. It is a small species, inhabiting southern Asia, and the neighboring islands.

Ccelopeltis lacertina inhabits Egypt.
The HoMALOPSiDJi includes fresh-water snakes, which sometimes swim down the

rivers to the sea, and in general structure resemble the truly marine snakes, Hydrophi-

d£e, with which they have sometimes been classified. They have the nostrils so placed

npon the tijj
of the snout as to enable them to breathe without protruding but a small

portion of the head from the water. They prey on tish and crustaceans, often lying

in wait, their prehensile tails being entwined around some submerged branch
;

in cap-

tivity, however, they generally refuse all nourishment and soon die, otherwise they
would make extremely interesting pets, being gentle and harmless. It is stated that

the act of parturition is performed in the water, the known species being vivi]iarous.

The most interesting form is JTerpeton tentaculatum, a species which, though often

figured, is extremely rare, a single specimen having been unique for more than half a

century, and now the species is only rarely seen in herpetological collections. It

inhabits the southeastern portion of Asia, where it is occasionally found in muddy
water, its tentacles serving as organs of touch. These rostral appendages are as long

as the snout, and are covered with scales similar to those of the loreal region.

Hypsirhina is characterized by its smooth scales and united frontal plates. The

species, about six in number, are restricted in their distribution to the East Indies.

Cantor gives an interesting description of a specimen of //. exhydris, which lie suc-

ceeded in keeping for a considerable time in captivity. "Members of this species may
be seen in rivers as well as in irrigated fields and estuaries, preying npon fishes, which,

however, it refuses in a state of captivity. It is of timid and peaceful habits. A

large female, after having been confined upwards of six months in a glass vessel filled

with water, brought forth eleven young ones. Shortly after the parturition she ex-

pired, under a few spasmodic movements; and also two of the young ones died m the

course of about two hours, after having, like the rest, shed the integuments. In

length they varied from six inches to six and two eighths. The living nine presented a

most singular appearance ; they remained a little way below the surface of the water,

coiling themselves round the body of an adult male which was also kept in the vessel.
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occasionally lifting their heads above the surface to breathe, at tlie same time resisting

the efforts of the senior to free himself. Fislies and aquatic insects were refused, in

consequence of Avhich the young ones expired from inanition in the course of two

months."

The family Rachiodontid-e is represented in Africa and possibly in Asia. iMsy-

peltis inornatus is frequently found under the bark of trees in the southeastern

portions of Africa and presents one of the most interesting examples of adaptation for

a special end. The Rachiodon has a general structure which enables it to lead an arbo-

real life, searching among tiie branches of the tropical trees for birds' eggs, and that

the contents of the egg may not be prematurely freed while it is yet in the mouth,
teeth are absent excejJt in the angle of the jaws where they cannot reach the shell.

When the egg reaches the a?sophagus it comes in contact with a row of " vertebral

teeth," formed by the specialized inferior spinous processes of the first seven or eight

cervical vertebrw, which are elongated and covered with enamel; by contraction of

the muscles of the throat, these saw through the egg, the contents passing on to the

stomach, while the limey shell is quickly ejected. Elachistodon loestermanni is the

Indian form. Though provided with the same peculiar vertebral teeth it is probably
a member of another family.

The DiPSADiD^E, or night tree-snakes, includes a large number of serpents inhabit-

ing the tropical regions generally, ha\ing an elongated compressed body, broad and

triangular head, and with the posterior maxillary teeth grooved. In the Xew World
a single species passes north of Mexico into Arizona and Texas, though other repre-

sentatives are quite abundant further south, the genus Leptognuthus reaching the

Argentine Republic. Dipsas is found in Mexico and Brazil, as well as in India,

Africa, and Australia. It is from a most strange and ancient belief that the genus
has been thus named. Dipsas^ -which is derived from a Greek word meaning thirst,

was given to this harmless reptile from the belief that the animal was possessed of a

most insatiable thirst, to alleviate which it would often coil itself in the valuable

springs of the deserts, polluting their water and imparting to their victim, should

they sting the unfortunate traveler, an eternal thirst which could only be quenched by
death.

Dlpsas dendrophila is of large size, sometimes measuring seven feet in length. It is

of a deep black color with numerous yellow cross-bars, which in some specimens are

reduced to lateral spots. The lower portions are usually yellow, marbled with black.

The species properly belongs to the East Indian archipelago, though it is occasionally
found on the mainland about the Malay peninsula. Of the Indian Dipsades proper
it is worthy of note that they capture only warm-blooded animals, some being exclu-

sively liird and others mammalian feeders. A single species, D. fuscus, inhabits

Australia, and a closely related form is found on the island of New Guinea. Though
the posterior maxillary tooth is long and grooved, the bite is not the least dangerous.

Being nocturnal in their habits, they are not so abundant in collections as are their

diurnal cousins the Dendrophidfe, though specimens have been taken all along the

eastern coast, where, coiled up in the branches of some tree, they await the ajiproach

of night, when they sally forth to search for birds' eggs, insects, frogs, and the

smaller Mammalia. In captivity they are said to be gentle, allowing themselves to be

freely handled without evincing the slightest inclination to resist.

The blunt-head or Amhlijcejjhalus boa of Java, Borneo, and the neighboring

islands, though classified among the Dipsadidaj, is an aberrant form; the head has
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been compared with that of a dog, \\hich aiumal it further resembles in its habit of

sua^jping at whatever disturbs it. It often secretes itself iu the thatched roofs of huts

where it finds a large assemblage of insects. The genus Pareas includes a few sijecies

inhabiting Java, and neighboring islands, which have the palatine and mandibular

teeth gradually increasing in length from behind forwards.

The members of the family Scytalid^ are closely related with those of Dipsa-
didae. But three genera are known. Oxyrhojms ckelia and doliatus are found in

Mexico, Hologerrhum inhabits the Philippines, and Scytale South America.

The family of Lycodontid^ embraces a number of snakes of moderate length,

with small eyes and generally vertical pupil. The shields of the head present nothinc

extraordinary ;
the dentition alone being prominently characteristic. The maxillary

armament has anteriorly a jjair of elongated teeth.

Fig. 217. — Scytale coroii<it<(

From the peculiar shajje of the jnipil of this family it would seem that the mem-
bers are nocturnal, yet this is not the case with most, as they feed almost exclusively

on skinks, M'hich can only be cajitured during the day. Some African Lycodonts are,

however, nocturnal, feeding on mice.

The genus Lycodon includes some of the most common snakes of India, L. mili-

eus being perhajjs the most abundant. The fangs in the front of the jaws admirably

adapt this animal for seizing and retaining the small hard-skinned saurians which

foi'm almost its only food. It is a small animal of only about two feet in length.
The highest family of colubriform ophidians is made up of the wart-snakes, Acro-

CHORDiD^, which are disposed in three genera. Acrochordiisjavanicus has the body
covered with small, wart-like, tubercular or spiny scales, no shields on the head, and no

specialized ventml scutes; the tail is short and prehensile; the nostrils close together
and at the tiji of the snout. It is viviparous, as are the other members of the family,
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as many as twenty-seven young being born at a time. Very few of tboso animals have

ever been taken, tliougli tliey are occasionally seen on the island of Java at Penang
or Singapore. The savage apjiearance presented by its sullen eyes, swollen jaws, and

short, thick body, is not .such as would court a more intimate acquaintance. Allied

to the preceding and also inhabiting the East Indies is Chcr.ii/ilrus f/rantilafits,

which has the hinder part of the body and tail slightly compressed, and its lateral sur-

face increased by an inferior fold of- skin along the abdomen and tail. The scales are

I'lii. ::ls.— Acrochoril u^ jac'i jui:'< .^^ \\ari-^u:ike

un))rovide(l with the tubercles and s]iines of the jirevious genera, though both forms

are alike in having no ventral scutes. This, as might be inferred from its structure, is

a purely aquatic reptile, resembling in its habits the Hydrophida), though it lacks the

prolonged jirocesses of the caudal vertebra?, and its bite is perfectly harmless. C.

granulatiis is found along the shores of the Eastern archipelago. New Guinea, and tlie

Philippines, as well as on the east coast of the Indies, Sijmetimes being found several
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miles from land. Xenodermus differs from the other, the two already mentioned

Arcrochordida3 in having well-developed ventral shields, and sub-caudal scales. It

inhabits Java.

Sub-Order III.— Pkoteroglypha.

We now come to the snakes provided with poison-fangs ; they have been divided

into two groups, viz., those with permanently erect fangs, Proteroglyjjha, and those

having fangs which can be erected or depressed at will, Solenoglypha.
In the first group, behind the erect grooved fangs is the usual armament of maxil-

lary, palatine, jiterygoid, and mandibular teeth, and the general form and external

armature of the body generally resembles that of the Colubriformia. There are two

families, the distinction being based on the general shajje and structure of the tail.

The family Elapid^ has the body cylindrical ;
the tail fusiform ; the head with the

usual armament of shields, though the loreal, with the exception of a single species,

is .always absent. The eye is small and has a round pupil, and the nostrils are placed

laterally^ while in the succeeding family they are, except in J'laturus, placed dorsally on

the tip of the snout. The fang is not only perforated by an internal canal which con-

ducts the venom from the specialized salivary gland to the slit-like opening in the

distal extremity, but along the front is a permanent groove. JMembers of the family
inhabit all the trojiical countries as well as, and esf)ecially, Australia, and are generally

regarded with considerable fear by the natives.

The introductory species is the cobra of India, or, as it is known to science, the

JS^aJa tri2nalians, and is the most familiar, as it is the most dreaded, of the serpent

tribe. Though Ojyhiciphaffus, of the same country, is the most venomous of 023hidians,

the naja is more abundant, and, being exti'emely poisonous
— it being estimated that the

annual mortality in the Indian peninsula, from its bite, is over 5000— is more feared

than any other reptile. Though several varieties of this dangerous animal exist, there

is in India but a single species, which is also found throughout the islaiuls of the Malay

archipelago. While hunting for its food, of small reptiles, frogs, and fishes, it may
climb to the roofs of huts, among the limbs of trees, or even enter the water, where

it is an expert swimmer, being sometimes found at a considerable distance from land.

It is often nocturnal in its habits, and is ovoviviparous. Its natural enemies are

jungle-fowl, which devour the young, and the ichneumons Ilcrpestes, which will over-

power the largest adults.

The cobra-da-capello, being the most common venomous reptile of India, an object

of curiosity to the Europeans, the sole source of subsistence of innumerable vagrant snake-

charmers, and an object of intense interest to naturalists, has probably received more

attention than any other ophidian, not excepting the rattle-snake. Those bitten by
the animal seldom escape death, and, of the few that do, many are subject to periodic

returns of the most excruciating pain. Ordinarily, on being attacked, if no antidote

is administered, the poison almost instantaneously affects the whole system. The

reptiles seem to be well aware of the fatal power possessed by themselves as well as

by their fellows, for while, in confinement, they will attack and kill any snake of a

different kind that may be presented, for their own species they evince the greatest

respect, though, when several are closely confined in the same apartment, trouble may
occur. They soon become accustomed to menagerie life, and often live to an old age.

When thus confined, the animal, during the day, is lazy and inactive, seldom stirring
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except when irritated, or to occasioii;ilIy diiiik
;

at night it is active and restless. The

front of the glass cage containing those animals at the Zoological (ianhns in London

has to be painted, that the serpents may not kill themselves by striking against the

otherwise invisible obstacle when irritated by visitors. .

In its general form the Xtija diffeis from other snakes, excepting the related

Opliiophagns^ the superficially similar Tropldonotus macrothabmis, and a few Austra-

lian forms, in possessing a dilatable neck, the ribs of which are greatly elongated and

flattened. The reptile, when excited, is capable of expanding the neck to a width

several times exceeding that of the head, tlie cervical scales being much more numer-

ous across the back of the thus formed 'hood,' as the expanded ixn-tion is called,

than they are further down the body. The hood, in the ordinary form, is ornamented

with a pair of dark spots on its upper side, which, being connected by a ci'oss-bar, bear

a strong resemblance to a pair of spectacles, from which fact the animal is not infre-

quently known as the spectacle-snake. The explanation of the origin of tliis orna-

ment as given by the supei-stitious Buddhists, who always treat the reptile with the

greatest reverence and behold its maltreatment with horror, is that Buddha, weary

with his labors, was lying asleep in the direct rays of the sun, when, seeing which, a

cobra so elevated himself and expanded his hood as to shield the deity. On waking

up, Buddha was so pleased with the act that he promised to repay the considerate rep-

tile, which promise, however, he soon forgot. It seems that at this time a kite preyed

on the cobras, and to such an extent that a total extinction of the race seemed inevit-

able ;
in despair, and as a last resort, the cobra ventured to remind the god of his

promise, and begged protection from the enemy of his race. Buddha then placed the

black marks on his hood, which so surprised and frightened the kites as to render the

cobras forever free from their attacks. This attributed act of protection has so in-

fluenced the ignorant natives that they do not dare protect themselves from an animal

which is yearly killing off thousands of their race.

The fangs of the JS'aja are long and grooved, having the foramen at their extrem-

ity so situated that the slightest scratch will prove inoculative. Behind the fangs

are a few ordinary teeth. In coloring the reptile varies greatly ; it may be of a uni-

form brownish-olive above, with white, black-edged 'spectacles;' uniform d.ark brown

with black spectacles ;
blackish-brown with a pair of white spots in place of the spec-

tacles, or it may even have no marking on the neck whatever; or a uniform l)lack,

with a single white ornamental spot, and white or black below. These differences in

coloration and ornamentation belong to a single species, which, as Giinther says,
"

is

only too common all over the continent of the Indian region."

The only relatives of this animal arc the Kaja spiitatrix, a black, unornamcntcd

form, and the asp {JSfaja haje) of the Egyptian divinities, an animal found in nortbern

Africa, and called by the residents Spurge-schlange, because of the peculiar habit

attributed to it of forcibly ejecting its venom, which may often reach the object of

the serpent's anger, though it be some little distance away. Mr. Cumming, the Afri-

can explorer, speaks of suffering great pain from the poison which one spat in his eye.

That this is an ordinary habit of the snake is rather doubted by some naturalists.

The asp is described as being generally slow in its movements, though, when irritated,

it flies at its adversary, defending itself with great energy. It is a good climber, and

quite often is seen in the water, where it is perfectly at home, which habits are those

of the cobra, an animal which it resembles also in coloration and size.

Of snake-charming, of snake-charmers, and of Indian jugglery, a volume might be
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•written. It seems certain tlmt cobras of the most poisonous nature are handled with

impunity by itinerant jugglers, and it is also a fact that not uncommonly the reptiles

are rendered harmless by having their fangs extracted. So-called jugglers have been

known to capture cobras while they were in their native retreats, and have not been

injured, while others, more unfortunate, have been bitten and only saved from death

by the prompt administration of some jilant, or, to them, charmed stone. The truth

about the matter seems to lie in the fact that the cobra, like many innocent snakes,

f I \ ^x

Fig. 219.— Opklopkagics daps.

will permit itself to be handled in the roughest manner, provided no sign of fear is

shown by the person so performing. Perfect confidence and conscious ability will

work wonders. It is a peculiar fact, and one that has been i)aralleled in several Amer-

ican serpents, that when a cobra is destroyed, its companion will soon appear. Pliny,

in speaking of this trait, says that between the male and female an affection exists,

and if one is killed tlio other endeavors to avenge its death.

Ophiopharjua daps., though being provided with an expansion of the neck similar
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to that of the cobra, has also around the occipitals three pairs of very large shields,

wliieh arc clinractcristic of the genus; it is furtlicr peculiar in having a single small

tooth behind the fang. We are now dealing with the most deadly of animals, a form,

the bite of which will produce the death of a human being in three minutes, and that

of an elephant in two hours. Were it as abundant as the cobra it would soon depo]]u-

late the country, but the Ophiophagits is a rare snake, though of wi<le geograjihical

range. It lias been captured in India, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and other neighboring

islands, and is not only the most deadly, but the largest of venomous, colubriforra

ophidians, specimens having been known to reach the length of fifteen feet. A speci-

men from India, exhibited before the Linnean Society of New South Wales, ineasured

14"i inches in length. As its name imj)lies, the Ophiophagus lives on other snakes,

which, as it is very strong and active, as well as possessing such virulent qualities, it

has little troul)le in overpowering. It is often arboreal in its habits, spending a por-

tion of its time hid away in the hollows of decayed trees. It presents as great a

diversity of color arrangement as does the cobra.

The genus Diemeniu includes several Australian forms which have fifteen or

seventeen rows of smooth scales; the fangs jirovided with anterior grooves, and

followed, ])osteriorly, by a series of smaller teeth. A few of the forms, when adult,

are very dangerous. The gray-snake, D. reticulata, reaches a length of thirty inches,

and is uniformly gray above and greenish below, the underlying skin being black.

The Q\Q has two circles, one of black and the other of yellow, surrounding it. ^lem-

bers of the genus are very abundant throughout the Australian continent, with the

exception of the extreme north and south, and offer an excellent illustration of the

little value that c'an be jjlaced upon color as a distinguishing character among reptiles.

A snake, after shedding its skin, has a much different color from that before exuvia-

tion. The gray-snake frequents sandy plains, where it captures small reptiles, and

where it also deposits its eggs, sometimes to the number of twenty. It is ordinarily
between two and three feet in length, and though some of its congeners are poisonous
its bite is said to cause but little irritation. During the cold season, as the gray-snakes
are extremely susceptible to frost, they retire, sometimes several together, beneath

flat stones, which are daily warmed by the sun, and there remain semi-torpid, often for

several weeks at a time. D. supierciliosa is nearly double the size of the gray-snake,
with which it is very generally distributed, though it prefers more rocky localities,

where, not infrequently, it proves a dangerous animal. Though the adults retire into

the ground during the cold season, the young are found, as are those of many other

snakes, under stones and logs thi-oughout the year.
The north Australian Pseudonaja. nudiaUs has the smooth scales arranged in seven-

teen ro^^•s, along the back and sides, while on the non-distensible neck there arc two or

four more. Behind the fangs there is a series of five or six small teeth. The general
color of this rare animal, which sometimes reaches the length of nearly six feet, is

l)rown or blackish-olive, with darker cross-bars, of which the first is of the most intense

shade, being in some old forms, the only jiersistent ornament.

We now come to the genus Elaps which, thougli represented in Africa, South

America, and the East Indies by many species, in North America there is but one,

which, however, has several varieties. The Elapides are characterized by having
the head rounded and depressed, and not separated from the body by a distinct neck;
the muzzle is short and broad; the fangs stand alone in the upper jaw; the scales are

smooth, and so colored as to form bands of the brightest shades of black, red, or yellow,
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from reference to the arrangement of whieli the several Xortli American species
can be determined. JSkips fulvus, the harlequin-snake, or 'viper,' has the first broad

ring behind the occiput black, and all subsequent rings separate, and not united into

groups. The head and tail are ringed with black and yellow, while the body combines
with these colors a most deep and intense red, the yellow serving as a narrow border
for the black. Its habitat is the southern United States and Mexico, though the

species is continued still further south by varieties, of which there have several been

recognized.
The harlequin-snake is often found below ground, and especially in sweet-potato

^±=^'
'^^

: ui~'''

Fig. 220. — Flaps coraUina, cural-snake.

fields, where they are frequently dug up by the laborers. From their ordinary mild

disposition they are considered by most people as perfectly harmless, a strange fact

when we consider the habits of its more southern congener, E. leinniscatiis, a most

dreaded reptile of Brazil. £J. euryxanthus, the Sonera harlequin, has the first hood-

ring behind the head of a deep red color; it inhabits the Sonoran region, or that

portion of south-western United States and northern Mexico which includes a part of

Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, and Sonora in Mexico. E. laticollaris is found in the

neighborhood of Pueblo, Mexico, and is characterized by having the black rings

arranged in groups of threes, and the occipital band yellow. JE. elegans and decoratus

also inhabit Mexico; the first has the occipital band lilack, while decoratus has it red.
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It should be boi-ne in mind that there are jjerfcctly harmless snakes that have the

general coloration of the Ehqyides, though belonging to the previous sul>order. By
those unfamiliar with their nature these harmless forms are also called harlequins.

Allied to the harlequin-snakes is the genus Bungarus^ the several species of which

inhabit India. The generic title is a so-called Latin form of the vernacular name,

bungarum. The representatives are terrestrial forms, living chiefly on small mammals

and reptiles, for which they are continually searching during the day, though they
avoid the direct rays of the sun. They are shy, and invariably seek a retreat on being

surjjrised, though they are active on being attacked, defending themselves with great

'"^^^^
Fig. 221.— Bungarus fasciarus, bungarum.

vigor. Their bite is extremely dangerous, though the degree of its virulence depends
on the age of the reptile, as well as on the size and position of the wound. As the

fangs are short, the abrasion can generally be excised or cauterized, which should

always be done immediately, though the dangerous sym]itoms are not likely to show
themselves until the lapse of considerable time. The largest Bungurits reaches a

length of four feet, and inhabits Java, the Malay Peninsula, Penang, and portions of

China. It is known in science as B. fasciatus, and much resembles B. cei/lonicns,
which is abimdantly found in the island from which it receives its specific name.
From the stomach of this Ceylon species, specimens of Urojyehis have been taken.

Jloplocephalus includes nearly twice as many species as any other Australian genus.
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The several representatives are viviparous ;
have their seales smooth and arranr!;ecl

in from fifteen to twenty-one rows
;

tlie liead not separated from the neck
; and the

sub-caudal scales entire. //. cnrtis, the brown-banded snake, is the most dano-erous

Australian reptile, its liite Ijeing known to kill an animal the size of a goat in about

an hour's time. There is a jieculiar fact worthy of mention in regard to this animal.

Tliough its Ijite proves so immediately fatal to animals generally, to itself or to any
other highly venomous serpent the poison has no effect. If the reptile could be

poisoned by its own venom, the slightest scar in its mouth would soon become inocu-

lated, and death would result, the animal soon becoming extinct. Experiments of a

similar nature on otlier venomous snakes would reveal many interesting facts. The
brown-ban<led snake is ver}' widely distributed over Australia and the neighboring

islands, and sometimes grows to be of considerable size, specimens five or six feet in

length being sometimes captured. The coloring is variable, ranging from gray to

black and with or without distinct bands
;
the abdomen is ordinarily of a yellow coloi".

The younger forms have the bands much more distinct than the adults, and the Tas-

manian specimens have the belly spotted or clouded with gray. Thirty or even more

young are brought forth in a season by a single pair, the young presenting as much

variety of marking among themselves as do the adults. At the beginning of cold

weather all retire into the ground, from which they do not emerge until the tempera-
ture is once more suitable. This reptile, together with other large and venomous

Australian snakes, has the peculiar habit, when excited or irritated, of raising the ante-

rior portion of its body and spreading its neck, thus assuming the api)earance of the

cobra of India. Other species which have this habit are H. suj)e7-bus; the black-

snake, Pseiidechis 2}orphyriaciis ; and the orange-bellied snake P. cmstralis.

Tiie large-scaled snake, Iloploceplialus svperbus, is easily distinguished from its

congener, 11. curtis, the only form which equals it in size, by the shape of the middle

cervical plate, which is oblong, that of the previous species being almost square. The

present species, moreover, has the scales of the back and sides in a less number of rows,

there being but fifteen, while JI. curtis may have even nineteen. Specimens have

been captured which had markings on the back of the distensible neck «hich strongly

resembled those of the cobra, though ordinarily the snake is unornameuted, lieing of a

plain copper color. Like the previous species, the large-scaled snake lu-efers marshy

localities, frequenting extensive reedy swamjis or river banks, where it captures frogs,

lizards, and small mammals. It inhabits Tasmania, as well as southern Australia, on

the island being known as the diamond snake, a fact that has been mentioned in con-

nection with the Australian '

diamond,' Morella spilotes. II. variegatus is extremely
limited in its distribution, being only found in the immediate neighborhood of Sj-dney

where it is known as the l)road-headed snake and reaches a length of tln-ee feet.

Being a nocturnal form, it is, though abundant, seldom met with by the collector,

except under flat stones, where they hybernate during the cold season. It frequents the

open scrubby country and is also quite abundant along the coast line of the south-east.

Its poison is not of a sufficiently virulent character to produce any serious results to

larger animals. Mr. Gerard Krefft, who has done more to elucidate the study of the

Australian reptiles than any other naturalist, says :
" If a person be bitten by one of

them, the sim])le act of sucking the wound is sufficient to avert any unpleasant sensa-

tion
; but should nothing be done, a violent headache, a certain stiffness in the spine,

and some local swelling is generally the consequence. It takes from thirty minutes

to an hour before these symptoms set in." Closely resembling this species, but differ-
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ing from it in liaving the vcntrals ck'ei)Iy cut out on each side, is II. stephensii, which

inhabits the neighborliood of Hastings Kiver. II. coronoides is jjcculiar to Tasma-

nia. II. uigrescens is unique in ha\ing the tongue white. Thougli first only found

around Port Jackson, it has since been obtained from points along the coast further

noi-th. It is closely allied to Vermicella, like which ophidian it allows itself to be

handled without offering resistance.

Tropidechis carinata resembles in many points the members of the jirevious genus,

but has the scales keeled, which peculiarity, with others, gives it the appearance of

some harmless Tropidonotus picturatus, from which animal, however, it can be easily

separated by counting the number of rows of scales, the venomous snake having

twenty-three rows, while Tropldonotus has only fifteen.

Mii^Jfe^

Fig. 222. — Catlophis mactUandi and C. annularis.

It has been noticed that venomous snakes often have the temporal shield inserted

between the two last upper labials
; this arrangement is illustrated by the genus just

treated.

The genus Pseudechis has the scales arranged in seventeen rows, the anterior sub-

caud.als entire, while the hinder ones are generally divided
;
behind the grooved fangs

are smaller simple teeth. The first species, P. jjoip/ii/rkecus, a black snake, grows to a

length of six feet and is the most common Australian venomous sn.iki\ and was first

classified with the cobras by the early writers, being, as .already said, one of those

ophidians which on irritation exjiand the skin of the neck. It is fond of moist locali-

ties, and is quite active when in the water, where it catches frogs, insects, and small

mammals
;
as many as sixteen young water-rats {Hijdromys leiicor/aster) have been

taken from its stomach. The bite is extremely venomous, soon i)roducing the death
of a fair-sized animal. It is found all over Australia, but has never been caiitured in

Tasmania.
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The Callophides are characterized liy the small number of scale rows, there being

only thirteen, and by the grooved maxillary fang standing alone. The several species

are very similar to one another. The head is of moderate length, and not separate
from the body ; the cleft of the mouth is but little extensible, and the scales of the

body are smooth and polished. Tlie genus is restricted to British India, and the

members are more abundant on the continent than in the Archi2jelago. They repre-

sent the American JElaps, the African Sbmorelaps, and the Australian I'^ermicella.

They are thus terrestrial forms, preferring the hilly countries to plains, and are of

slow and sluggish movement. In their general form they closely resemble the abun-

dant Calamaridse, on the members of which genus they chiefly feed
;
the venomous

reptile being able to overpower the non-venomous. It is a strange fact that the dis-

tribution of these two genera is over the same geographical area, and, though both are

abundant in India, a sj^ecimen of neither genus has ever been found in Ceylon. The

sight and hearing of CaHo2)his is extremely defective, making it an easy matter for

the collector to secure them. Though they can only be induced to bite after consider-

able agitation, they are nevertheless very poisonous, and the greatest caution is neces-

sary in collecting or handling them. Animals inoculated with the venom have died

in from one to two hours, though the small fangs and scanty supply of poison renders

it quite easy, in case of accident, to prevent any fatal results, j'rovided onlj' that the

proper remedies are at hand.

One of the most beautiful of Australian opliidians is the scarlet-spotted snake J^ra-

chysoma diadema. Its general color is brown, each scale having a yellow spot in its cen-

tre, and the neck, which is distinctly constricted, is surrounded by a bright scarlet collar.

While the scales of this species are disposed in fifteen rows, those of J3. triste are in

seventeen. The genus J^ermicella has the head like H^laps, and a j'air of minute

grooved fangs, without any other teeth in the upper jaw. These characteristics con-

nect it, as well as allied Australian forms, more intimately with the Ela2ndes of the

western than of the eastern hemisphere. 1'^. annidaia is called by the native collectors

the black-and-white ringed-snake, and inhabits nearly every part of the insular conti-

nent. It is at once recognized by the alternate black and white rings, which encircle

the bod}', and by its peculiar dentition.

The arrow-headed Dendraspis, Dendraspis ayigusticeps, is an inhabitant of South

Africa, and is quite abundant at Natal. It is long, sometimes reaching six feet, slen-

der, very active, and a good climber. Its color is olive brown, Avith green above and

a paler shade below. JNIuch different in fornr is the death-adder of Australia, known
to science as Acanthophis antarctica. Its popular name is most characteristic, as it

is a very dangerous reptile, being provided with long immovable fangs, and jjossessing

venom of a most dangerous character, though not so virulent as that of the cobras or

rattle-snakes. A frog severely bitten l)y a large death-adder has been known to live

more than twelve hours. The peculiar tail, the terminal portion of which is com-

pressed, and covered with enlarged scales, the last being formed like a thorn, though
it only becomes hard in old individuals, is neither an instrument of offence or defence,

though the natives suppose it to be a most effective instrument of death. It is from

this peculiar appendage that the generic name has been given.

The gcwws, Denisonia'i?, peculiar in having— though it is a poisonous snake— a

loreal shield, an ornament Avhich is usually characteristic of innocuous ophidians. It

is a rare snake, of only ordinary size, inhabiting Queensland.

The family IIydrophid^, or sea-snakes, includes a group of highly specialized
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0]ibi<1ians.
The clon£ratod body, tliough suli-oylimlrical nntcviorly, is posteriorly com-

jjrus.seil,
the tail often being shaped like a broad paddle. To bring about this struc-

ture, the caudal vertebrte are compressed, and their vertical processes elongated. The
head is rather 'indistinct' in most of the forms, and bears the valvular nostrils, ex-

cept in Platurns, on the upper side; the eyes are small, with a round pu2)il; there is

no loreal plate, and the general scutellation of the head is regular ; the body scales

are small, and may b(> keeled or tubereulate
;
the fangs are of ordinary size, erect and

grooved, and followed by other teeth of sim|)le structure. The members of the

family inhabit the tropical portions of the Indian and Pacific oceans, and sometimes

enter fresh water. All are puivly aquatic, spending their whole life in the water, out

of which they appear to be blind and soon die (^Platurus may be an exception to this

statement, as it offers many structural characters opposed to the other Ilydrophida;).
In their general form the sea-snakes are most admirably adapted for their aquatic life.

Tlie compressed body and paddle-like tail not oidy point to this, but the belly is not

rounded as in other ophidians, but sharp, like that of a herring. The ventral scutes,

moreover, not being of value for aquatic locomotion, are not specialized, or, if so, only
in a mild degree. The tail, though shaped like that of a fish, is at the same time j^re-

hensile, enabling the animal to rest by winding it about some half-sulniierged root or

piece of coral. The nostrils are so jirovided with valves, that when the enormous

lungs have been inflated, they can be tightly closed, and the animal, with its supply of

air, can either dive below the surface or rest motionless, being buojed up by having
its specific gravity thus diminished. The position of the nostrils is such as to enable

them to breathe without protruding more than the tip of the snout from the water.

The armament of scales has been seized upon by the naturalist as offering a means of

classifying the several sjiccies. "While a few have the scales imbricated, like those of

terrestrial serpents, the majority have them merely juxtaposed, and often lose their

horny covering and become tubercular and soft. The shields of the head (except in

PhUitrus, which form is generally exce])tional), are so changed as to often lose all

resendilance to those of ordinary o]ihidians. In shedding their epidermis, the sea-

snakes resemble the lizards, only a small portion being exuviated at a time. The eye
of the sea-snake is so weak that, when the animal is taken from the water, all its at-

tempts to strike prove ineffectual. The mouth is so closed by a development of the

rostral plate, as to ordinarily prevent the entrance of water, though in some forms there

are two small openings for the extrusion of the bifurcated tongue. The family pos-
sess poison of the most intense virulence, by which they obtain their food, which

consists exclusively of fishes. These they seize and sting, the poison affecting the

unfortunate animal so that it almost instantly dies, and in a relaxed condition, so that

the serpent, in swallowing them, as it does, head first, has no inconvenience from the

otherwise erect and rigid spines and barbs with which many pelagic fishes are armed.

Though naturally shy, the sea-snake will, when attacked in its native element, dart

at the intruder with all the vigor of the indignant teiTestrial forms ; but when drawn

up in nets they are apparently helpless, the fishermen picking them uj) and throwing
them back into the water with the most surjirising unconcern. 3Iany experiments
have been made to keej) the sea-snakes in aquaria, but they invariably die in a few

days. All the forms are viviparous, the young, sometimes to the number of nine, being
active swimmers from the first. The adult males may be easily distinguished from
the females, as they have on each side of the tail an area which seems to be consider-

ably swollen. The natural enemies of the sea-snakes arc the eagle-rays and rapacious
VOL. III. — 2.5
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sharks. Specimens of cicrht feet in lensith are eomnuni, while there is a sinsle in-

stance of one measuring twelve feet,
— far too small, it will lie seen, for the sea-serpent

of the newspaper.
The genus Platurus, though found upon the high seas, has so many points of struc-

ture in common with the terrestrial, as well as at variance with the marine, serpents,

that its position is that of a connecting form vmiting the Elapidse with the Hydroph-
idae. The sub-cylindrical body, the smooth, imbricate scales, the well-developed ven-

tral scutes, the divided sub-caudals, as well as the general physiognomy,— the cleft

of the mouth being horizontal, while other sea-snakes have it turned up posteriorly
—

are characters which answer equally W'ell for the members of the previous family.
The scutellatiou of the head is quite regular ;

there are two pairs of frontals, seven

labials, no loreal, and the nostril is lateral, a position unique in Hydrophida', and

pointing to a partly terrestrial life, though positive information as to this habit has

not been obtained. The poison fang is small and generally stands alone, though occa-

sionally a small tooth can be found some little distance back. Platurus scutatus

inhabits the Indian seas from southern India and Cliiua to Xew Zealand. It some-

times reaches a length of five feet. P.Jischeri is a smaller form, having a geographi-
cal range of less extent, and is not found on the southern shores of Australia, though
it extends further east, having been observed near the New Hebrides.

The genus Aipi/surus is found around Australia and the neighboring islands. It

has the body compressed, the cervical scales divided, the nostrils opening superiorly,

and each surrounded by a nasal plate. The scales are of moderate size and may be

either smooth or tuberculate
;
the ventral scutes are well developed and have a longi-

tudinal median ridge ;
the sub-caudals are undivided. A. anguiUwfonnis inhabits the

Javan seas and reaches a length of two feet. The upper jsarts are brownish, orna-

mented with cross-bars of yellow, and the tail is terminated by a large shield-like

scale. A. kevis has tlie terminal scale very large, and is of a uniform brown color,

inhabiting the seas around Xew Caledonia and Xew Guinea, where it sometimes

reaches the length of five feet. Emijdocejjhalus inhabits the Australian seas and is

characterized by having the ventral shields large, and with only a slight median ridge,

the labials are reduced to six, and the imbricate scales are tuberculate. The tail ends

in two large denticulated scales. The tortoise-headed ringed sea-snake, Ernydocepha-
lus amiulatus, reaches a length of thirty inches. The head is covered with rounded

plates, and the body is encircled by thirty-five black and as many more white rings.

-27. tuberculatus, the tortoise-headed brown sea-snake, is about the same size as its con-

gener, but differs from it in having a longer head, larger and more tuberculated scales,

and in being of a uniform pur])lish brown color, mottled with lighter .spots .along the

sides. Of Dit-teira Init a single specimen has been taken, the locality of which is

unknown. It has the nasal shields separated by the frontals
;
and the ventral shields,

though narrow, are distinct. A. cah/ptus is also an extremely rare ophidian, inhabit-

ing the southwest Pacific ; only two specimens are known. In length it measures

about two feet.

Much different is the distribution and abundance of Si/drop/iis, a genus character-

ized by having the head of moderate length and well provided with shields, and the

lower jaw without an anterior notch. There are enumerated of this genus as many
as thirty-five species which are easily determined by reference to their general form

and armament, the shape of the head, and the arrangement of the cervical plates.

Sydrophis cyanocincta, the form selected for illustrating the genus, is jaopularly
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known as the c-hittul, and is characterized by having the scales faintly keeled, the ven-

trals l)io:i<], and the terminal scale of moderate size. Its color is greenish olive above,

shading into yellow below, and decorated with from fifty to seventy-five black cross-

bars, which in young specimens surround tlie body, though the adults generally have

the vi'iitral portions obsolete. It is (^ne of the most connnon sea-snakes, being found

south and east of Asia, and among the islands of the archipelago. It reaches a

Fig. '223. — Jli/i/rojihi.'i ajanocincta, cbittul, sea-suake.

length of six feet. II. stokesii is also a large form, an old female having been known
to reach the length of si.Kty-one inches, and a height of four and a half. It is an

abiuidant snake on the northern shores of Australia, though its more e.vtended distri-

bution is uncertain. The adults are of a uniform grayish color, shading into white

below. II. rohusta is a form which has caused considerable confusion among nat\iral-

ists. It is large, ornamented with as many as thirty-live black rings, and is found in

the -waters at the south of India, as well as among the islands of the archipelago.
The eyed sea-snake is a beautiful animal inhabiting the Australian seas

;
it is known
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to science ns JT. ocellata, the specific name being given because of the eye-like spots

along the sides and ornamenting the back.

Of the family of Hydrophida? no representative has a wider distribution than the

yellow-bellied sea-snake, Pelamis hicolor. It not only inhabits the Indian Ocean, but

has been captured on the coast of Madagascar, as well as on the west shores of j\merica

and as far south as New Zealand. On the Australian shores, numerous specimens are

stranded during gales ;
the females, on dissection, have been found to contain as

many as six young, these often of considerable size. In the Australian seas it is by
far the most abundant representative of the family. It might be expected that a

species so cosmopolitan would offer many varieties in minor points of structure and

Fig. 221.— Pe/aiiiis 6ifo^ur, yuUuw-bcliiud btja-biiaku.

coloring, and this is the case. The first variety has the upper part of the head and

body of a uniform black, and the belly brownish olive, the tail with black spots.

These colors may be separated by a lateral line of yellow, which, in other varieties,

may gain possession of the lower poi'tion of the l)ody, or infringe regulai'ly or irregu-

larly upon the black of the back. The length of three feet is not exceeded.

SuB-OkDER IV.— SOLENOGLYPHA.

The fourth division of o]ihidians has been subdivided into two groups, the basis

for the subdivision being that, while the Old World representatives resemble those of
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the wc'Storii hemisphiTc iu goiu>r:il fomi, habits, an. 1 in the effect of jioisoii, thoy, as

a nik', are iliffcreiit iu not j)ossessiiig a deep i)il
on ihe side of the liead, between the

eye and nostril, very characteristic of tiic American forms, or Bothrophera, and are

lience distinguislied as Abothrophcra.
The fangs are tlie oidy teeth of the maxiharles of the Snlenogly]>ha, Avliieh hones

are so attai-ht-d to the Itiehrymal and frontals as to aUow eonsiderahle motion, that the

fangs, except wluu ahcuit to be used, may He against tlie jaw, where they are covered

by two folds of tough membrane. Immediately behind the slender fangs, -which are

not only often broken off, Init are regularly shed, are several incipient teeth, which,

though only attached to the gum, are regularly ]iushed forward, and take their posi-

tion as new fangs when the old ones are lost, becoming firmly attached to the maxillary

bone. These fangs arc perforated by a canal, which is quite evidently, on viewing the

teeth in cross section, a mere fold of the anterior jiart, the lateral ridges being united

together from near the base of the fang, where opens the venom duct, to a point

a little above and in front of the apex, where it ojiens by a small slit. The venom

gland, which is a modified salivary gland, varies greatly in size ;
in all cases, however,

it contains a cavity where the 2:)oison is reseiTcd until it is ready for use. Below and

around this gland are a series of muscles, which, by voluntary conti'action, can project

the venom through the duct, down the canal of the tooth, and can throw it further, as

a small jet, for some little distance. It has been often stated that the venom must, of

necessity, be ejected by the ]iressure of the muscles, as the reptile strikes. This is not

the case, however, as the ser])ent can, at will, control the ilow of venom, and may
even sti-ike without poisoning the object of its auger; moreover, a thoroughly exas-

perated snake, when held by the neck, has been know'u to forcibly eject the venom,

though no opportunity was given for striking. When, however, the animal is sur-

prised in its native haunts, if no retreat is offered, it collects itself, so that the anterior

part of the body can be straightened, and, on being fui'ther irritated, may strike with

the mouth open and the fangs depressed, or it may erect the fangs and wound, or it may
strike with the mouth closed, the fangs jirojectiug as tusks on each side of the lower

jaw. On the fangs entering the flesh, the snake, liy throwing its head forward, makes

a small cavity iu front of the venom orifice, which receives the poison when the teeth

are withdrawn. "When small animals, intended for food, are thus wounded, they

appear paralyzed, the snake watching them most intently, an action which has, to

some peojile, sulistantialized the foolish notion of charming. As the venom is an

active decomjjosiug agent, it undoubtedly assists in digestion. It is an interesting fact

that the members of Solenoglypha ai'e viviparous.

The symptoms exhibited by persons who have been bitten by our moi-e poisonous
snakes seem to vary considerably ;

but it is probable that the poison, entering the

blood, ]iaralyzes the nerve ceiitres, seriously affecting the function of respiration, and

enfeebling the action of the heart. The venom, when taken into the alimentary tract,

is harmless, as it is incapable of passing through the thick mucous walls, and its nature

is more or less changed by the action of the digestive fluids. But through other

tissues of the body, as the serous or muscular, it rapidly spreads ;
the blood thus

affected being materially changed, and after death losing its natural coagulability.

The first thing to be done, on receiving a wouml from a ])oisonous serpent, is to

tightly tie a broad ligature between the part wounded and the heart, that the venom

may be, only little by little, admitted into general circulation. The next thing is to

enlarge the wound and suck fmm it the blood and j^oisou. Sjnrits should be freely
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given, that the weak action of the heart may be kejjt up, and finally, but as soon as

possible, there should be injected directly into the wound a one per cent solution, in

water, of potassa perraanganas, a chemical antidote discovered by Dr. Lacerda, of Rio de

Janeiro, and found to be ^-ery effective.

The first representative of the sub-order of which we treat is the Actractas^ns

irrer/idaris, of southern Africa, a form the habits of which are little known. Though
a small serpent, seldom exceeding two feet in length, it has the fangs developed in a

most extraordinary degree, being so long as to reach back to the angle of the jaw.
That this snake can strike as do other members of the sub-order is much doubted by

Fig. 225.— Vipera cerastes, horned-viper.

some, as the fangs seem to fill the mouth in such a way as to prevent their apices from

being protruded.
The vipers have the body robust, the tail short and not prehensile; the head

triangular and generally covered with scales, or at least incompletely shielded
; the

eye is of moderate size, and is provided with a vertical pupil, and in front of it there-

is no depression or pit so universally characteristic of the Bothrophera. The viper.s,

some of which grow to a considerable size, are inhabitants of Africa, and from their

virulent nature have been known since time immemorial
; the most common is the

Vipera cerastes, or horned-viper. This animal, though not so poisonous as the cobra,

is extremely dangerous. In its appearance it is a most re]ingnant animal, of a pale

brownish-white color above, witJi spots and blotches of a darker shade. Over each
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eye is a scaly spine or iiorii, wliicli is supposed, by the ignorant natives, to be jios-

sessed of the most wonck'rful virtin'S. Thimgh its lioinc is in tlie liottest deserts of

north Africa, wiiere it lies liulf buried in the sand, awaiting the ai-rival of its prey, it

can endure severe cold and ]irulongiMl hunger; the latter, however, might be expected
from its habits. Speeimuns have lieen kejit in confinement u]iwards of two years
without taking any nourishment, though they sloughed their skins at regular intervals,

showing that they were in a healthy condition. To this species Las been attributed the

questionable honor of prt)ducing the death of Cleojiatra.

The asp, or Vipera <(spis, has a wide distribution over Europe, extending north into

Sweden, as the only boreal poisonous rejitile. The liite of this ophidian is much

^'-^:^c.^'^^_^.^...

fIG. 226. — Clotho arietaiis, African puff-adder.

dreaded, for, though it only rarely produces death, it is very painful, often inducing

the victim to amputate the affected i)art rather than endure the paiu or run the risk

of possible; death. The viper or adtler, Pelias verus, is the only venomous reptile

known to inhabit England, where, as has been already stated, it is often mistaken for

the grass-snake, which, in turn, is not infrequently mistaken for the adder. They are

easily distinguished, however, as the poisonous reptile has a zig-zag chain of dark spots

running alonij; the back, which are not present in the innocuous form. The ground
color of the viper is, moreover, generally of a greenish-olive or brown, though sjiecimens

of a yellow, a brick-red, or a black color have been ca]iture<l. To this species, as is the

case with many other pdisoinnis reptiles, the habit of swallowing or partially swallow-
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ing the young, in the apprehension of clanger, has been attributed. Though the peo-

ple who are willing to swear that this is an ordinary occurrence are numerous, they

are, nevertheless, often uneducated; the fact that not a single naturalist of good

standing has ever observed the trait, though many have been their endeavors, seems

to cast considerable shade on this case of parental oversight. The poison of this ani-

mal must be of a very strong nature, for though it is only in the minutest quantity

when compared with that of such animals as the rattle-snake, it is capable of pro-

ducing the most severe symptoms, which sometimes last for days. During the cold sea-

son the addei-s, like the American copper-heads, congregate together, often entwining
themselves into a ball of the most rejDulsive .appearance.

The African puff-adder, C'lotho or Echidra arietans, has received its popular name

because of its habit of swelling or puffing itself up when irritated. It is both the

largest and the most jjoisonous reptile of South Africa, not infrequently reaching a

length of over four feet, and while other poisonous sn.akes are sufficiently active to

endeavor to escape on seeing an intruder, the puff-adder is so consummately lazy that,

rather than move or make itself known, it will remain, half buried in the hot sand,

with its sullen eyes fixed upon the unsuspecting traveler with a most freezing glare, and

if irritated in the slightest way, it st.arts up a hissing, which is followed, if the animal is

further apjiroached, by a most deadly attack. It is with the poison of this animal

that the Bushmen arm their most effective arrows. In collecting tliese serpents they

are said to w.alk up to the sullen animals, and before the snakes have fairly made uj) their

mind to strike, plant the bare foot upon the neck and sever the head with a small

knife. The color of the reptile is brown, variously ornamented with spots of gray or

white. ClotJio nasicornis is also an inhabitant of Africa, where it has received the

name of river-jack. The male is peculiar in having a spine, protected by scales, pro-

jecting from the upper side of the nose, between the nostrils. IT. corni(ta, or the

plumed-adder, as it is called, derives its name from the peculiar plume-like structures

which appear over each eye. Though short and stout, it is very beautifully orna-

mented, the body being marbled with chestnut, and punctate with numerous small

dots
; along each side of the vertebral line are two rows of dark blotches.

Of the Indian vipers there are but two kinds, Baboia russeUii has the nostrils very

large, laterally placed, and surrounded by three shields. The head is covered with

scales, those of the sides as well as those of the body being keeled. The general

color is brown, with three rows of large white-edged rings, of which those of the

middle of the body are largest ; the lower side is yellow, and in some cases marbled

with brown. The ticpolonga, as this species is called by the natives of Ceylon, in-

habits not only that island, but also India, as far as the Himmalehs. It is a most com-

mon terrestrial reptile, and is much dreaded, lieing nocturnal in its habits. It is

sometimes fifty inches in length, feeds on small mammals, and has been named by the

Europeans, because of its venomous nature, the cobra monil.

The other Indian viper. Edits carinata is structurally different from the previous

species, in that the sub-caudals are simple, and the nostrils are small, and situate

in a large, posteriorly divided nasal. The small keeled scales of the head .are imbri-

cate, two rows of which are between the eye and the Labials. It differs chiefly from

its African congener in having a fewer number of ventral shields. E. carinata is

common in many parts of India. It never exceeds a length of twenty inches. Being

such a small snake, its bite is not known to have ever proved fatal, though some au-

thors speak of it as a most virulent form, requiring a double dose of medicine to
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counteract the effects of its poison. Trimcrcsurvx ^including; Itrria.t, and ^Tefj^rd)^

embraces those vipers which, from their green color and prehensile tails, arc fitted for

an arboreal life. They are provided, as are the remaining genera of tlie sub-order,

n-ith a small pit in front of the eye, which indicates the lachrymal fossa of the Amer-

ican CrotalidK, of which they are the Old World reiircsentativcs. The members of the

present genus are naturally of a sluggish disposition, remaining for hours at a time

resting along some branch, which they resemble so closely in color as to attract no

attention until they have made their presence known, either by a warning hiss, or by

immediately biting. Though their onlinary small size generally prevents the bite

from proving dangei-ous, some of the larger specimens may inflict wounds which re-

sult in death. Ordinarily, however, the symptoms, though severe, are confined to

nausea and fever, seldom enduring for any long period. The pain and swelling having

subsided, the neighborhood of the wound becomes black and mortifies, and is finally

thrown off, after which the patient soon recovers liis former strength. The animals

ordinarily feed on birds and mammals ;
other ophidians as well as lizards being

rejected.

Trimeresurus trigonocephalus is a good representative of the genus. It is an inhab-

itant of Ceylon, where it leads an arboreal life, and reaches, when adult, the length

of thirty-one inches, of which the prehensile tail is about one sixth. The color is

green, with a network of black strii)es on the head, which is produced backwards as

a median dorsal line, sending alternate lateral branches to the sides. The lower sur-

face is pale green, marbled with blackish posteriorly.

Peltopelor has but a single represent.ative, P. macrolepis, an animal inhabiting the

Anamallay mountains, and reaching a length of twenty-one inches. It has a large

pit in the loreal region, the body with t^^elve series of large, keeled scales, and the

head with small, imbricate scales. Its color is of a uniform green, brighter below,

with lateral lines of bright yellow.

CaUoselasma is also represented by a single species. It has smooth scales, the head

protected above by cervical plates of the normal number ;
and the tail, which is not

]irehensile, terminated by a long spine-like scale. C. rhodostoma inhabits Java and

Sinm. Though only attaining a length of three feet, a single specimen has been

known to cause the death of two men in five minutes.

Illipnule nepa, the only representative of its genus, is found in southern India and

Ceylon, where it is known as the carawala and is greatly dreaded, though its poison

does not prove fatal until it has been in the system for several days, there being there-

fore every hope, ]irovided the proper remedies are only ap]ilied in time. Like the

other viperine snakes, it is viviiiarous, the young, five inches in length, having been

dissected from the female. The animal has the shields of the snout scale-like, while

the other cervical shields are normal.

We now come to those Solenoglyi)hs which are distinctively New World, and are

included under the head Bothrophera, the several genera of which have not only the

]icculiarities of structure already mentioned in the introductory remarks to the sub-

order, but also the following : The general form of the body is stout, and the large,

flat, triangular head well separated from the body, which latter is either terminated by
a series of so-called rattles, or may be of the ordinary cylindrical form ;

the pupil

is elliptical, its longer axis being vertical
;
between the eye and the nostril is a deep

jiit,
which characterizes the group, though some ophidians of the eastern hemisphere

have a somewhat similar depression. The venom glands are behind the eye, lying
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along the sides of the skull, and open into the tubular fangs. The scales of the body
are keeled and the anal scale is entire.

The introductory genus is Ancistrodon. It is represented north of Mexico by two

species -which are alike in having the sub-triangular head distinct from the neck, and

the tail short and tapering to a point. There are both frontals and parietals, and the

loreal may be present or absent
;
the scales of the body are arranged in twenty-three

or twenty-five rows, and the pits at the side of the face, are well represented.
The so-called highland-moccasin, A. atrofuscus, lias not been collected since the

time of its original description. It and A. 2^iscivorus are undoubtedly the same

species.

^^^^?-^ '^.^T^XdmBlll^

Fig. 227.— Ancistrodon contortrir, copperhead.

The copperhead, A. contortrix, has an extended geogi-aphical range, being found

from New England to Florida, and from the Atlantic to the Mississi]ipi, and is popu-

larly known as the copperhead, because of its dark bronze-colored head. Though it

is occasionally found in meadows, in the neighborhood of watei", searching for mice

and small birds, its proper home is in the wild mountainous districts where the preg-

nant females arc known to gather in large numbers and entwine themselves, as do tlie

European adders, into a huge mass of living venom, presenting to an intruder a most

formidable appearance. The young, which, like others of the sub-order, are brought

forth alive and active, show from the first a most irascible temper, when only a few

hours old striking right and left, apparently trying to test the power of their sharp

and delicate fangs. Tlie number born of one female is not known to exceed seven.

The young probably hibernate witli their parents.
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The coppcrheafl is of a bronze liazol or light reddish brown above, with a series of

transverse, dark brown bands wliieh enlarge on the tlanks into blotches. The lower

surface is of a flesh color and sjiotted, as is much of the back, with minute dots of

(lark brown. Along each flank is a row of dark spots altcrnnting with and between

the bifurcations of the dorsal bands. There is a loreal j.late, and the scales are dis-

FlG. 228. — Ancistr(Hionpi:ii:ii'OiUi, w iacr-moccasin.

posed in twenty-three rows. These last characters at once separate the present form

from the succeeding, which has no loreal, and the scales arranged in twenty-five rows.

The water-moccasin, .^-l. ^^i'sci'yorKs, is an animal dreaded by the travelers of the

Bouth even more than is the rattle-snake. While the latter only takes the defensive

on being irritated, and ordinarily makes its presence known by sounding its alarm, the
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moccasin strikes at every object that displeases it, awl -svill even raise its head and

spitefully strike at objects some distance away. In confinement, harmless snakes have

shown the greatest apprehensions on being placed in company with a moccasin,

which, nevertheless, they greatly exceeded in size. The moccasin, like the cobra of

India, seems well aware of the power which it possesses, for while the harmless

snakes above spoken of were soon attacked and poisoned, on the introduction of

moccasins, an understanding was obtained, and mutual respect resulted in perfect

harmony. In out-door life, the moccasin, wliich has for its habitat the southern states

from tlie Cavolinas to Texas, is always found in the water or its immediate neighbor-

hood. The i-eptile is often seen resting upon the low branches of some overhanging

Fig. 229. — Trigonocejihnlus lanceulatus, fer-de-lance.

tree, where it can at once bask in the sun and watch for its prey of fish, tadpoles,

frogs and the like, which it has no diificulty in catching, as it is a most active swimmer.

The coloring of this species is of an olive shade above, with about a dozen transverse

black bars
; below, brownish yellow, mottled with dark blotches. It can most easily

be distinguished from the preceding species by comparing the cervical plates, and

counting the longitudinal rows of scales. The variety jiJM(7«a.f is based upon a narrow

and crowded second labial ; it inhabits Texas. Specimens of the moccasin seldom reach

four feet in length.

The genus Trigonocephalus includes the most venomous animal of the western

hemisphere, the celebrated fer-de-lancc, T. ht/iccolatas, of Brazil. This animal being
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of a most asgrcssive disposition, attacking without giving warning, actually abound-

ing in its habitat, growing to a large size, and being of remarkable fecundity, jirobably

causes the death of more laborers in the sugar plantations of South America than any
other agent. Its venom is not spent in defence alone, but the fer-de lance being a

most voracious animal, it is of value in securing the rats and other small rodents

which would, were it not for this serpent, as well as several others, soon overrun and

dcstro}' the cultivated districts.

Under the generic name Caudisona ajipcar those forms which resemble the true

Crotali, in that they are provided with the terminal rattle, but they show their

intermediate cliaracter in that the [ilates of the head are much like those of Ancistro-

don. The head is large and triangular and well shielded with frontal and parietal

plates, the deep pit is ])resent, but the rattles are liut poorly developed and few in

number, being only ca]iable of giving a feeble alarm.

Cuudiiiona terr/emina, the IJack rattle-snake or massasauga, is found in Ohio and

Michigan, and southward to ^Mississippi ;
it has the scales in twenty-three or twenty-

five rows, a large pre-orl)itaI, and a small ami sub-triangular loreal. In coloring it is light

ashy brown or black on the liaek, dejiending on the exposure to which the animal has

been subjected ;
those having lived in dry open localities seem to Ije bleached out.

The back is ornamented with seven rows of irregular spots. This animal is often

found in the burrows of the prairie-dog, C;/nomijs ludovicianus. C. edicardsii is a

rare and a beautiful species inhabiting northern Mexico, Texas, and Arizona. The
scales are in twenty-three rows, the two outer rows being smooth. The general color

is yellowish brown with several series of spots, the dorsal series numbering about forty-

two. The belly is light yellowish mottled with brown. C. miliria is a very abundant

form in the south, where it has received tlie name of ground rattle-snake, being fre-

quently found among dry leaves and in tangled grass, searching for small field-mice.

As it seldom gives any warning before taking the aggressive, it is very much dreaded,

especially by the common people, who regard it as even more dangerous than Crotalus

horridtis, but experiments show that its bite is not as Airulont ; a cat which was

severely wounded, recovered at the end of a couple of days. Though the ground
rattle-snake has sulKcient venom to kill the animals on which it preys, as the towbee

buntings, and field-mice, it has not, being but a small reptile, a sufficient cjuantity to

dangerously affect the larger animals. It has the scales arrangeil in twenty-one or

twenty-three rows, all but the outer keeled, and the labials numbering from ten to

twelve, the infralabials eight to thirteen. The coloring is generally dark, of an ashy-
brown shade, with a dorsal series of from thirty to forty irregular, liand-like, black spots
with light edges, which become divided towards the tail. Along eaeli flank and also

along the belly are three series of smaller spots alternately arranged. The greater
number of specimens have a dorsal line of a reddish color. The habitat is along the

southern states and Mexico. C. rava inhabits the table-lands of jMexico, and is allied

to the previous species. It is of a yellowish color ornamented with from twenty-six
to thirty deej) brown dorsal and an equal number of alternately arranged lateral s|)Ots.

The head is pale and immaculate, save a very minute punetulation. The species is

at present quite rare in museums.

The genus Crotalus has the jiarietal shields scale-like and the frontals either divided

or absent
;
the tail is terminated by a well develojied organ, popularly called the

rattle. Of this genus there are several species, which number some naturalists have

augmented by including the members of the previous Caudisona. As now restricted
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tliere are about fifteen species, man}- of which ]irescnt several local varieties. Although
the Australian Acanthophis and many members of the genus Tijphlops have the tail

terminated by variously formed spines, the appendage peculiar to Crotalus is by far

the most interesting, as it is by far the strangest development. As to its use, many
have been tlie theories

;
some claim that, as the sound resembles that jiroduced by

several insects, it is a lure for insectivorous birds, but observation has shown that,

while hunting, the snake ordinarily preserves quiet ; it is moreover seldom that birds

are found, on dissection, to be in the stomach. Equally weak seems the explanation
that the sound produced by the rattle so terrifies the smaller animals on which the

snake feeds, as to render them helpless and thus easily captured. To many it might
seem jirob.able tliat it is a special organ designed for bringing the sexes together in the

mating season, an end which is often gained by other and numerous means, but, while

mating, the rattle, though used, is not vibrated with as much energy as it is when the

reptile is irritated, and it is here that we find the probable use of the organ. Though
ordinarily 2>erfectly able to defend itself, the rattle-snake is, after having repeatedly
drawn from its supply of poison, for somie little time comparatively helpless, and being
rather slow, as well as having a sullen disjiosition, it would, were not some provision

made, suffer from its temporary helplessness. This is prevented, however, by the

rattle, which the snake, on being surprised, uses as an alarm, making its j^resence

known, the reptile thus avoiding the undue waste of poison, which to it is an essential

means of protection.

The rattle, a most common cabinet curiositj', is made u]) of a series of depressed

horny rings, each consisting of a posterior tongue-shaped portion, which is held in the

liollow, cup-like, anterior portion of its succeeding fellow by a terminal knob, the so-

called ' button.' It will thus be seen that if a portion of the rattle is broken off, a
' button '

will always remain. As such an accident is not infrequent, and since sev-

eral new joints may be added during a season, the number of rings can in no way
indicate the age of their possessor, though we must give uji all hope of this fact ever

being comprehended by the ordinary local reporter.

. The habit of rapidly vibrating the tail, when excited, is possessed by many ophi-

dians, and when it is done while the reptile is in dry leaves, a noise is produced so

resembling the alarm of the rattle as to even deceive an expert. This liabit of many
harmless forms has often resulted in their death, they being first mistaken for adult

rattlers, though, when killed, the excited hero, not finding the terminal appendage, and

not willing to allow the mistake, maintains it is a young rattler, an assunijition often

apparently substantiated by an inspection of the tail, wliich is often tipped in many
innocuous ophidians by a smooth horny scale.

Crotalus durissus is the introductory species, and is found from Mexico to Brazil.

It has often been confused with C. Jiorridus, but is at once distinguished from that

animal in that it has the scales arranged in twenty-nine or thirty-one rows, and

the dorsal markings moi'e regular and taking on a lozen-shaped form. The keels of the

scales are very large and swollen, though, as in V. horridus, they do not arm the

outer row of scales, which are large, smooth, and broad. The general color is yellow-

ish brown, ornamented along the back by a series of sub-diamond-shaped brown spots

witli light centres and yellow borders, and which, as they continue to the flanks, enclose

rhombs of the general ground color. The yellowish belly is clouded with darker

shades.

Crotalus molossus is a native of New Mexico and Arizona, and is characterized
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Crotalus lucifer, Oregon valtle-snake.
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by Laving tlie nasal plates divided ;
four prefrontals ; eighteen labials

;
seventeen

infralabials, and the scales in twenty-four rows. The body is yellowisli, strongly marked

with a dorsal series of rhombs, similar to tliose of C. ada/nanteus. An allied species

collected at Fort Wiiipi)le, measuring tliirty-one inches in length, contained an adult

blue-bird, Sialia mexicaiia. They ai'e reported from the San Francisco mountains

at an elevation of 10,000 feet, and inhabit dry rocky ground. C. confiuentus, the

]»raii-ie rattle-snake, is very abundant along the Missoui-i Kiver and its tributaries from

Nebraska to the IJocky Mountains. During tlie hot season they retire to tlie dry

canons, where they hide among the willows, being extremely sluggish and stupid, and

possibly partially blind, as the cuticle, though cleaving from the body and eyes, is not

as yet shed. Tlie liead is sub-triangular, and the plates irregular, angulated, imbri-

Fig. 230. — Civtahis (tunssus, ratlle-suake,

-
==:5^^fp^^

cated, and not infrequently tuberoulated. The labials are from fourteen to eighteen

above and below, and the scales of the body :n-e arranged in from twenty-five to

twenty-nine rows. Along the back there are between foi'ty and fifty brown spots

margined with narrow white lines. C. poh/stktns, inhabiting the table-lands of

Mexico, seldom reaches the lengtli of two feet. There are two nasals, two loreals,

fourteen laljials, and thirteen infralabials; and, of the twenty-seven rows of scales, all

are keeled excepting tlie lower two. Along the back is a median yellowish stripe bor-

dered by lines of grayisli lirown, and ornamented by a series of seven brownish black

spots.

C. lucifer, the western black rattle-snake, was brought to the light of science in

1852, by the description of Baird and Girard from specimens captured by members

of the exploring party under Cajitain Chas. Wilkes in California and Oregon. The
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general color is reddish lirown above, deeper along the back, and yellow beneath,

thougli a specimen tliat had just shed its skin, captured on the Cohimbia River, had
the ground color pure white, with sea-green patches on the back. Ordinarily, the

patches are in a series of sub-circular white rings, lined internally with a narrow black

line. The internasals are subdivided, and separated from the nasals by a row of

small scales. The rostral plate is small and pointed above, and pentagonal in form,
and there are from thirteen to si.\:teeu labials. The scales of the body are arrano-ed

in about twenty-five rows. Rattle-snakes are most abundant south of the Cohimbia
River

; west of the Cascade Range they are very rare. At the Dalles the present
species has been so abundant as to be very annoying, specimens sometimes entering

.#^?^/.v//- iU'IaR^i'

Fig. 231. — Crotatusadamauteus, diamond-rattler, and C. horridus, banded rattle-snake.

human dwellings, though of late, since the introduction of hogs, their numbers have

considerably decreased. The Indians, it is said, use the tail of this rattle-snake to

produce abortion.

Crotalus adamanteus is distinguished by having the parietals and frontals scale-

like, the nasal divided, the loreals generally two, and the scales, the keels of wliich

are not tubercular, arranged in twenty-seven or twenty-nine rows. The color is yel-

lowish brown, and the back is ornamented by a series of about thirty distinct, dia-

mond-shaped spots, which are dark brown in color, with a lighter centre, and mar-

gined with yellow ; on tlie tail these spots pass into transverse bands. This species is

an inhabitant of the southern states, and its varieties extend to California and into

Me.xico. In its habits the diamond-rattler prefers the damp and shady places in the

neighborhood of water, though there is no evidence that it follows its prey into that
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element. Fnnii tliis pi'i'fcri'iicc tin- rcptilo is coiiiiiKnily kimwii :is the \v:itfr-i-;ittlcr in

some jiortions of the soulli, lliouuli tlie naino (liamoinl-rMttlor, yivi'ii becaitso of tlic

iliaiiioiKJ-siiajKHl inarkini;s of the back, is more general. Ilolbrook, in sjieakiiig of it,

says: "A more disgusting or terrific animal cannot be imagined than this; its dusky
color, bloated body, and sinister eyes of a si)arkling gray and yellow, with the pro-

jecting orbital plates, combine to form an expression of sullen ferocity inisurpassed in

the brute creation."

The most abundant s]ieeies east of the Mississippi is C. horridus, popularly known
as the handed rattle-snake. It has a very general distribution from Maine to Te.vas,

being in some localities quite common, though the universal war waged against the

species has greatly reduced its numbers. At one time it was very abundant on a

low range of hills in eastern Massachusetts, where it was possible to obtain several

S]iecimens in a short time, lint it is now extremely rare, and is only met witli on

the most unusual occasions. Further south, in some localities, the animal is still abun-

dant, though never occurring in such numbers as to, in any way, hinder— as a related

form of the west does, — the local s|)ortsynan from following his bent. It is naturally

sluggish, and will often remain jicrfcctly motiiMiless while an unsuspecting intruder

passes within a few tVet, but the instant the reptile is perceived, it ordinarily coils itself

for an attack, and may remain thus on the defensive, ready to strike at whatever may
displease him, but never following the object of his rage ;

after a short time he may
uncoil, and, as Ilolbrook says,

"
slowly retreat like an unconquered enemy, sure of his

strength, but not choosing furtlu-r combat." That the reptile cainiot strike unless

coiled, is a mistaken notion, for although this position is ordinarily chosen,— the animal

thereby having a greater reach,— when angry and contined it will strike right and

left, coiled or uncoiled.

The rattler feeds on small ral.liits, rats, and s(juirrels, which latter Dr. Bachman,
the intimate friend of Audubon, lias observed the snakes to watch as they sported

among the branches of a large tree; undoubtedly waiting to pounce on some unfortu-

nate one that might descend for a fallen nut or acorn, or possibly to search for water.

The old belief that serpents
' charm '

is now obsolete, though not e.xtinct. That
such a belief should once have been current is not surprising, since birds are often seen to

flutter around a marauding snake, but really more from maternal solicitude and friendly

sympathy on the jtart of the birds than from any reptilian power of fascination. The
instinctive, and sometimes paralyzing horror which seizes on one when he knows he is

the object of some frightful monster's fi.xed gaze may also be adduced as a cause for

a belief so general until within a few years.
Tlie jiarietals and frontals are scale-like; the na.sarplate divided

; scales in twenty-
three or twenty-five rows, of which all but the lateral are strongly keeled; the labials

are numerous, there being along the ujiper border of the mouth from twelve to six-

teen on each side, and eighteen along the lower jaw. There is a dorsal series of more
or less irregular and imperfect transverse bands; the general coloration is variable,
some specimens have the ground of a bright yellow color, while others are almost
black. The length of four feet is seldom reached, though a specimen fifty-four inches

long has been captured. As many as twenty-three rings in good condition have been
known to compose the rattle.

Crotcdiis eni/o resendjles C. tnolossiis in general coloration, and is a very beautiful

animal. It can easily be distinguished from the species named, however, as it has a

peculiar scutellated muzzle, and there are only twenty-three rows of scales, molossiis
VOL. III. —26
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having twcnty-niiic. It is of a yellow color above, willi the ordinary series of small

transverse rhombs, which send lateral prolongations to the sides of the body. It

inhabits Lower California.

Crotalus tigris is a form which h.as the nasal plate divided, and the keeled scales

disposed in as many rows as those of '''. cerastes. The head is depressed, and being
narrow behind, and the nose broad and obtuse, it is quite quadrangular in outline.

The animal is of a yellowish ash above, with small clustered blotches anteriorly, which

develoj) into brown bands further back. C. cerastes inhabits t'alifornia, Arizona, and

Mexico, preferring localities where there is absolute-

ly no trace of vegetation, such as are those of the

southwest deserts, where it is extremely abundant.

Its chief structural peculiarity is the pair of horns

surmounting the head, and giving the animal the

a])jicarance of the horned-viper, Yipera. cerastes, of

FIG. 232.— Head of Crotahis cerastes, Africa, which animal it further resembles in being

very sluggish, and in its choice of locality. The

New Mexicans have named this animal the '

side-winder,' because of the slightly

lateral motion which they have in j^assing forwards.

The next member with which we deal is C.j^yrrhus which has the head obtuse and

rounded, the labials fourteen, and the loreals four. It is a most highly colored

animal, being of a bright salmon red, with transverse bars of a deeper shade, which

are broadest along the back, and lateral series of yellow blotches. A specimen cap-

tured in Arizona during a hasty retreat from hostile Indians, by members of the

'Wheeler Survey,' attracted considerable attention as a 'red rattle-snake.' C.

mitchellii has many points in common with the red-rattler, though it has but one

loreal, and the small upright nasal is separated from the rostral and labials by a series

of small scales. The general color is grayish yellow, with indistinct quadrate mark-

inajs along the back, which at the tail are reduced to bands. The scales are in twenty-

five rows. This animal, the last of the genu.s, has been only found in Lower Cali-

fornia.

The last and highest member of the family Crotalidw is the Aploasjns lepida, a

form inhabiting western Texas, and first described in 1861.

Order IT. — PYTHONOMORPHA.

The members of the order which we now treat lived at a time when the American

continent was considerably lower than it now is. New Jersey and Delaware, as

well as a greater portion of the southern states, were then under water. The Mexican

Gulf extended as far north as the Ohio River, and the Rocky Mountains, in some

places 10,000 feet lower than they now ai'e, apjiearcd as a range separated from the

valley of the Mississij)pi by abroad expanse of salt water which teemed with animal

life ; the immense chalk-like deposits of the ]irotozonns suggesting the name of the

period, the cretaceous. It was during this ])eriod, when the sea was somewhat warmer

than at present, that gigantic reptiles, in their general form and movements resembling

huge eels, ploughed through the water by means of their four paddles and propeller-

like tail, in search of fishes and other inarhie life, much in the same manner as does

the sea-suake of to-day.
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The Pytlidiiciiniirplis, though i)Ccasioii:illy fnuiiil in European <k'])osits, aro best

known from Anie'rican specimens, wliicli are aljundaiitly found in the limestone rocks

of Kansas and the cretaceous deposits of New Jersey and Ahibama. A careful

examination of the fragments has shown that the animals were greatly elongate ; the

head large, flat, and cotiieal ;
the eyes, tliougli ])laeed at the sides of the head, being

directed more or less ujiward ;
anil the liml)s represented by two pairs of broad pad-

dles, firmly unitcil with the body. In several particulars these ancient forms resemble

the serpents. The teeth were disjiosed in four rows along the upper jaw, though dif-

ferently arranged, for although the jialatine and maxillary bones were armed, the j)re-

maxillar} teeth appearrd in two rows instead of one. They were used only as organs
for Seizing the i)rey, wiiieh was swallowed whole, without mastication. The lower

jaw had not the l)ones connecting it with the head movably articulated and allow-

ing displacement, though the rami were united in front by the elastic ligament so

characteristic of the previ(jus order. The distention of the mouth was provided for,

however, by a special structure only represented in a few serpents and in the young
of some birds, like the heron. This consisted in the jaws being jirovided, midway

Fio. 233. — Jaw o£ CUdastes ; x, sphenial articulation.

of their length, with a hinge, the splenial articulation, which enabled the rami to

bow out and allow the most bulky prey to gain easy access to the large and spacious

gullet.

By reference to the figure of C/idasti's, it will be seen that the pectoral arch con-

sisted of only a scapiUa and coracoid, and that the pelvic arch had no rigid sacrum,

and was but loosely united on the middle line below. The ilia were long, and not im-

mediately in contact with the vertebral column. The pubic and ischiatic bones were

small and free. The pes and nianus, and both limbs, were small in proportion to

the size of the animal, and of a less robust type than in any other order of marine

Reptilia.

The quadrate bones movably attached to the sides of the skull, the simple articu-

lations of the ribs, and the free vertebras of the sacral region, are points which luiite

Pythononior]iha with (^phidia and Lacertilia. The general structure of the posterior

[lortion of the lower jaw is like that of lizards, while the chevron bones, j)rotectiiig

the sub-eaud.al continuation of the aorta, are not ojihidian. The teeth, being without

true roots, arc not like those of Lacertilia, nor are they identical with those of Ojdudia.
It will be seen that the animals require an intermediate ])osition between the

previous order and tln' one succeeding, the Laeertili.-i. With the otliei- orders,

except the Chelonia, which they resemble in having the ipiadrate bone j)artly

enclosing the auditory meatus, and a few jioints resembling the Plesiosaurs, they have

little or no affinity.

The genus CUdastes is re)iresenled by about a dozen species once inhaliiting the
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coasts of New Jersey ami jVlahania, as well as the " Western Sea." It contains the

most elongate forms of the order, though tliey do not reach sucli a size as do some of

the Ziiodons. The quadrate bone gives evidence that there was considerable lateral

flexure of the mandibular rami
;
and that tlie animals were strong and muscular is

shown by the striations and sculj)tures still ajipeai-ing on many of the bones. Tliat

tlie vertebral column might not be dislocated by the animal's powerful contortions, the

vertebras are provided with an extra pair of articular processes which are very charac-

teristic. The largest representative is C. cineriarum, from the Kansas strata, and

reaches a length of forty feet. C. tortor was a lithe and active animal, with numerous

knife-like teeth, and probably fed on fish. C. inmiilus is remarkable for its small size,

being only about twelve feet in length. It was probably not infrequently the unfor-

tunate prey of some of the larger cretaceous sharks.

The genus Platecarpus is also represented by about a dozen sjiecies which resemble

Clidastes in the form of the humerus, tlumgh the vertebral articulations are like

those of Liodon. The muzzle is considerably shorter than in the i^revious genus,

from which the animals also differ in having the chevron-bones free from the vertebral

centra. The teeth are very characteristic, being neither compressed like Liodon, nor

angularly faceted as in Mosasawus but are curved and, in section, sub-circular.

Such sjsecimens as have been discovered have been of medium size.

Fig. 234. — Skeleton of Clitlastes, restored.

Mbsasaiirus has been .abundantly found iu the greensand of Xew Jersey, and other

cretaceous localities further south. It differed from the two previous genera in having
the flippers more pedunculate, the humerus and femur being more slender, and in

having the teeth provided Avith facets. The chevron-bones are in part coossified, and

the arches of the vertebral column interlock, presenting in rudiment, the articular

processes of Clidastes. The representatives of this genus, of which there were in

Europe two, and in America, where the animals were much more abundant, nearly a

dozen species were, like other Pythonomorphs, long and slender, and with a flattened,

pointed head. The food, which was captured alive, was quickly swallowed, passing,
on its way to the loose pouch-like gullet, between the expanded branches of the lower

jaw. M. maximus was the largest species, and sometimes reached a length of eighty
feet.

The genus Liodon has the teeth compressed, lenticular in sectional outline, and

formed for cutting. The vertebraj have not the strong articular processes of Vlida.^tes

and the humerus is small and narrow. The typical species of the genus was described

by Owen from remains found in the English chalk, and is extremely rare. In America

the forms abounded during the chalk iieriod and were tlie giants of the order. L.

proriger, of the Kansas beds, measured seventy-five feet in length, and was provided
with a long projecting muzzle, a development possibly used as a ram when fighting.

L. dysj)elor was probably the largest of known reptiles, considerably exceeding the

3fosasaurus maximus in size. The source of the food supply of such monsters may
well excite our curiosity, as their magnitude does our surprise.
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Oeder III. — LACERTILTA.

To this order beldiii;- llie li/.arils, u liich may 1h' (Ii-HiumI as all now existing reptiles

having a pectoral girdle and stermnn, and, as a rule, four linihs. A tyni]ianic cavity

is usually present, and the eyes, witli a few e.xcejjtions only, arc provided with lids.

The bones of the jaws and luad di not allow that expansibility generally character-

istic of snakes, and a still further dejiarture is made from this group in that the lizards

are provided with a urinary bladder.

The lizards are generally of an elongated form, and snake-like, some carrying the

resemblance still further by liaving the limbs reduced to rudiments, or externally en-

tirely absent. The limbs, when present, are seldom sufficiently strong to support the

body from the grouml, and are hence used more as pushing organs, though the cha-

meleons have them designed for grasping, the geckos Tnodified into sucking disks, l)y

which they can ascend perjiendlcular walls, some of the iguanas for swimming, and

yet others for digging. It will thus be seen that the animals are designed for differ-

ent modes of life. While some lizards are terrestrial, and have the limbs poorly

developed or even absent, others are arboreal, and, like the arlioreal serpents, are spe-

cially modified and jirotectively colored. It is in this order, however, that we first

find rejitiles designed for an aC'rial, or jiartially aerial, life. The shoulder girdle is

always present, and the shape of the clavicle is of considerable taxonomic value. The

sternum is absent in a single genus, Amphi$b(ena. The ribs are generally present,

and extend from the anterior cervical to the lumbar vertebra;. These ribs, in forms

like Draco and Liole})his, are the chief organs of support for the wing-like expansions

of the sides of the body.
The structure of the skull is particularly interesting, though complex. On its

peculiarities has been based the only natural classification. The cranium proper, that

portion of the skull enclosing the bi'ain, is relatively small
;

it does not extend to the

orbital region, and is protected in front by a vertical curtain, the membranous inter-

orbital sejitutn. The bones of the jaw are connected with those of the cranium by
the intervention of an arch, the zygomatic, made up of the malar, postorbital, and

squamosal bones. The quadrate is large and much more firmly attached than in either

of the previous orders. The rigidity with which the bones are united is worthy of

notice, and ]iartieularly interesting when compared with the loosely articul.ated facial

bones of the ser2:)ents. The lower jaw is incapable of lateral expansion, cither by
means of an elastic symphysis, or by a medial joint.

The dentition is ))eculiar, and, to a certain extent, characteristic. Much more

variety as regards general structure, mode of- insertion, and position of teeth, is pre-

sented than in the previous orders, though these peculiarities are of only secondary
value in classification. In many families there is an interesting distinction lietween

Old and New World forms
;
the former having the teeth planted along the ridge of

the jaw are termed arrodonf, while the latter have them merely appresscd to the

inside, and are p!in-odont. A jieeuliar anomaly is presented by the American genus,

Teiiis, the teeth in the young being jilurodont, and, as age j)roceeds, by a growth of

the bone of the jaw around their bases gradually becoming acrodont.

Though the shajie of the tongue is very variable, and, to a certain extent, charac-

teristic, its covering is of far more importance to the systematic zoologist. Though
the lower families an<l the degraded Amiihisba'nas have the eyes, like the serpents,
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unprotected l)y liils; the biglier forms have well (levelo])eil iiils; some, like the

skiiiks, liaviny the lower so transparent that it ]ierforms the office of a nictitating

membrane, though closely related forms may have it opaijue and scaly. The keen-

sighted chameleons have the eye entirely surrounded by the lid, vision being obtained

through a central slit.

The integument of lizards, though often provided with scales, is not invariably

so protected; the geckos and Amphisba^nas offering the most familiar excejitions.

The scales, when present, j)resent considerable variety of .structure, which is of use in

determining the several genera and species. These scales are often of considerable

size, especially when connected with the cutaneous cx])ansions of the throat, back,

and sides. Along the inside of the thigh and across the abdomen the skin is not

infrequently pierced by ducts leading from subcuticular glands. These openings are

called pores.

Though the majority of lizards are oviparous, a few, like Aiif/uis, Seps, and Phry-
nosotJia, give birth to their young. With the exception of Ileloderma, all are per-

fectly harmless so far as poison is concerned, and are generally of a most timid

nature. They are by far the most numerous, and present the greatest variety of

coloration in the typical countries.

The classification herein adopted is the most natural, and is based on a thorough

study of the anatomical peculiarities of the order, a result of the labors of Pro-

fessor E. D. Cojje and G. A. Boulenger. Twenty-one families are characterized, all of

which are treated to a more or less extent.

The first family, Geckonid^, is easily recognized. It includes a number of the

lower develojoed lizards, which have the centra of the vertebne concave both ante-

riorly and posteriorly. They are further characterized by having the tongue short,

thick, and fleshy, the eyelids rudimentary, and the pupils of tlie large eyes generally

vertical and elliptical, a peculiarity which points to a noeturiu^l life. They are all plu-

rodout, and the head is broad and depressed ;
the body is of moderate breadth, granu-

lar above, and covered below with small imbricate scales ;
the tail is normally thick at

the base, and tapering, though it is so often broken off that it is generally somewhat

deformed. The limbs are stout, of moderate length, and the well-developed toes are

usually ])rovided with an adhesive ajijiaratus, made up of a series of plates or disks,

by means of which the animals can run up a perpendicular wall or smooth tree.

Though nearly all are provided with claws, the sucking-disks are less perfectly

developed in the arboreal forms. The acrid fluid secreted by the disks has given the

erroneous idea that the animals are poisonous.
There has been observed in many geckos a jx'culiar pair of calcareous masses on

each side of the neck. These seem to vary in size with different individuals, in some

being entirely absent, while m others of the same species they may appear either as a

thin layer or as hard rounded masses. No dermal ]iore has been discovered to con-

nect them with the exterior.

The geckos are small in size, never exceeding fourteen inches in length, and are car-

nivorous
; destroying the larger insects and moths, and are to some extent canni-

balistic, eating their own young, and, what seems most surprising, they have been

observed to devour their own tail, an organ which they seem to regard as purely orna-

mental, to be dis](ensed with whenever the occasion demands. Among themselves

they are quarrelsome, and often fight over their ))rey. They are noisy at night,

many being named, as is the gecko, from the peculiarity of their calls.
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Plati/<Incti/hts maiiridnilotif: is fouiul in ihc cininlrics bonlcrinrj the Mpilitcrrancan

:iiiil is known in tlio sontli of France as tlic turciiti:. It is iic\cr t'ouml in danij) or

slia(k'<l localities, hut ilelights in the siinsliine, being I'omul aliout ruins and old walls.

The colder portions of the year it spends in an inert condition, hid away in some

crevice, or under the tile of an old house, ready to creep out on the first waiin days
of spring. It is a perfectly liarnilcss animal. Of its cry nothing is known.

Fig. 235. — Platydacfi/ius nianritanicits^ tareiitc.

SphoBrodactijlus iiotatux, one of the smallest American li/.ards, measuring aliout

two inches in length, is the only gecko in the l^'nited States, though there are three

or four in Mexico and Lower California. Each of the toes is terminated liy a small

rounded disk, by means of which, the animal can wander over the jierpendieular faces

of rocks. Till! reptile is very rare in collections, though it has been several times taken

in Florida and Cuba. Wliile the scales on the liack ami sides nw large and keeled,

those of the belly are smocjlh, small, and lie.\ag(jual.
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The genus Hemidactylus is vei-y generally distributed through the warmer regions
of the globe, and is cliaracterized by having the dilated toes armed beneath by two
series of transverse imbricate plates, and the trunk and tail without lateral cutaneous

appendages. H. trihedrus has the back granulated with numerous trihedral tubercles,

some of which equal the opening of the ear in size. Tlie femoral pores do not cross

the pre-anal region. This animal, which reaches a length of seven inches, inhabits the

coast of Malabar, avoiding the liabitations of man, only living in i-ocks and trees. Of
much different habits is the semi-domesticated //. niucidatus, the most common gecko
in India, and extending its geograjihical i-ange into China, the Philiiiijine Islands, and

Fig. 23G. — IlemUIacrjjlns vcn-iLcidatuit, gecko.

Mauritius. H. frcBnatun, the cheecha of Ceylon, inhabiting also In<lia and possibly

south Africa and Polynesia, is a most interesting little animal. But four or five inches

in length, it makes its a]ipearance soon after sunset, .about the walls of the Inili;in

dwellings, in search of flies or other small insects. If some attention be shown it,

however, it will jiresent itself every evening at the accustomed place, where it expects

rice or morsels of bread, soon becoming very tame. The female lays three or four

eggs in a crevice of some old wall, or possil)ly in a hollow tree. IT. vemicalatus

inhabits the shores of the Meiliterranean, where it is often fomid in cellars. It is of

a reddish-gray color, with back anil tail covered with conical tubercles.

To the collector in the island of Jamaica, the croaking-lizard, Thecadactjjlus
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kevis, is a most abundant, as well as a most interesting, animal, though of repulsive

appearance and unfounded had reimtation. It is found everywhere; in the out-build-

ings, old mills, and cattle-sheds, making its presence known by a singular croaking

noise, which it maintains throughout the night, resembling that produced by drawing
a stick over the teeth of a comb. The eye is unprotected by lids, and though tlie

]>upil is large and circular during the night, in the day time it contracts to a small

vertical slit, giving the animal anything but a pi-epossessing expressimi, a marked con-

trast to the meek countenance of the there abundant Ameit'cis. The skin of the

croaking gecko is very soft and fragile, tearing, like wet ])aper, almost on the slightest
touch. The conical tubercles of the head and back are more depressed posteriorly,
where they are flat and scale-like. The tail is very fragile, tliotigh on being lost it is

soon and rapidly replaced. One in captivity had a new appendage grow to the length
of an inch and a half in less than three months. The female has a special place,
some crevice in a tree, to which she repairs every little while ami deposits an egg,
sometimes these are found to the number of eight or nine, firmly glued together, and

containing embryos in different stages of development.
The flying-gecko, Ptychozoon homalocephalum^ is well worthy of notice, being

among the lizards what the flying-squirrel is among the rodents. The toes are well

s])read apart, armed below with a single series of undiviiled transverse
])lati's, and all

but the thumbs arc terminated by claws. The most wonderful developments, however,
are the wing-like cxp.'msions of the skin, which appear as horizontal plates, extending
from the sides of the head, body, and tail, and continued as flaps on each side of the

limbs, and as webs between the toes. These dermal expansions are only used when
the animal is leaping; they then act as a parachute, in the same way as the so-called

wings of the flying-dragon. When at rest, a series of muscles draw them close to the

body, so that they offer no hindrance to the animal's movements.

The flying-geckos are very beautiful and intei'csting. Cantor observed a jiair

Avhich he kei>t for some time in confii:ement. The power of changing the shade of

the body was possessed only to a limited degree. The female, after neglectin;:; for

some time an egg which she had laid, finally disposed of it by using it as food. The
male was also equally economical, always devouring his exuviated skin.

The Xantus geck(j, I'lu/Uoihictijlus a-cuiti, was desci'ibed in 1863 by Professor Cope
from a specimen obtained at Cape St. Lucas by the person to whom it was dedicated.

Since that time several more have been captured in tlie same locality. They are aliout

nine inches in length, and ornamented with line l)lackish cross-bars, which continue

on the tail as rings. I)iplodacti/liis mictus is also a native of Lower California, where

it is called the St. Lucas gecko. It differs from /"•. xanti, which it about equals in

size, in several structural peculiarities, though lioth genera are alike in having the toes

])rovided along the under side with two lows of membranous plates.

The family Eublepiiakid-K includes a small number of gecko-like lizards, which
differ from the members of the previous family, however, la having the vertel)ra' pro-

ccelian, i. e., with the centra concave anteriorly, and in a few other skeletal peculiarities.

Three genera are included, one from each of the three continents, Asia, Africa, and

America.

EuhJej^harls hardiHckii is a rare form inhabiting India, where it ordinarily jiasses

for a gecko, thi>ugli on examination it is evidently of entirelv different habits. Its

toes, not being compressed or dilated, prevent it from climbiiiu- any plane of more
than orilinary inclination, while the short, stout claws, show it to be a terrestrial
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aiiim:il, wliich Imliit is also iiulicatc'<l ]ty its ordinary scaly toes. The body, as well as

the head and limbs, are covered with tubercles of varying size, while the lower pails
are protected by small imln-icate scales. The tail is thick and cylindrical, and covered

with rings of small sub-quadrangular scales, which on its dorsum appear as flat

tubercles.

The xVmerican genus Coleoni/x is represented in Texas, California, and the Colo-

rado desert by a rare animal, C. variegatus, or the variegated gecko. In coloring, it

is, above, of a brownish yellow, ornamented with irregular IJotches of reddish brown,
which sometimes are arranged as transverse bands. Along the edges of the eye-lid,

as well as the entire under surface, a pure white color obtains. The toes bear claws.

.Psllodactyliis is an allied form inhabiting West Africa.

The family Uroplatid.e is the first of a large number of families which resemble

each other in having the tongue cither smooth or covered with villose papilhu, never

Fig. 237. — Pygojms h'pidoptis,

with scale-like papillre, and in having the j)roximal ]iortion of the clavicle dilated. It

has the vertebras concave on both faces, and several peculiarities in the arrangement of

the bones of the head. But a single genus, Uro2)l<((es, is known, of which U.Jimhri-

attis, the famocantrata, inhabits Madagascar, and was first mentioned in an early his-

tory of that island in 1658. It is a peculiar animal with webbed toes, and with a

series of fringes passing down the sides of the liead, body, and tail, which latter is

described as being much shorter than the body, and oar shaped. The natives, from

the animal's habit of running at them witli open mouth, jiarticularly dislike this harm-

less form, even considering it to be of a poisonous nature, and pretending that, by its

membranes, it so adheres to the breast, the jiortion of the body which they claim it

always attacks, that a razor is necessary to free it from the skin.

The family Pygopodidje is represented by the genus Pijyoptts, which is found in

Australia, and has the body cylindrical and elongate, the eyelid rudimentary, im-
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luovalilc Mild sc:ilv, .iii'l (inly a siiiulc \ku\-
<<( liiiilis, tlu" iiostcrior, wliicii :ir(^ scaly ami

undivicliMl. /'. Icjildiipiis has tliu scales uf tlie back kcclcil, ami the prc-aiial poics

niiinerous. hi its general structure and liabits it resembles I'mialojuis. Ddiaa is an

allied genus, having smooth scales, no pre-anal pores, and shorter rudiments of hind

limbs, while Aprnsia^ of the same haliitat, western Australia, has no indication of

limbs whatever.

We now come to one of the more interesting families, the Agamid^, which is

rciiresented in the eastern hemisjiliere by several acrodont genera.

Aijdiitit pro]ier lias the lioily covered with keeled scales, the head trian!j;ular, the

tail idiiiid and covered with iinliiicate scales, the femoral ])ores absent, and the pre-

anals in a row across the abdomen. ^I. rii-JaUcepa inlialiits the warmer portions of

Africa, being particularly jiartial to dry and arid localities, where it is very watchful

and siis]iicious. If it cannot intimidate the object of its disturbance l>y its gesticula-

tions, it ([uickly retreats and conceals itself.

Till' genus i'ldoti-'K inhaliits India and t'e\loii, and includes several species which

resemble each other in having the lym]ianiini naked; the scaU'S of the back and sides

equal, regularly arranged, and their tips directed slightly upward ;
the dorsal crest

formed of non-united spines; the gular sac but slightly developed; the sub-caudal

scales as broad as long, and the femoral pores absent. The representatives are all ar-

boreal, feeding on insects, tender leaves, and berries. C. veisicolor, the so-called
'

blood-sucker,' is one of the most common animals of the whole continent, extending
north into the cooler zones of the Himmalehs. The vernacular name was perhaps

given because of the occasional reddish hue of its throat. The female deposits her

eggs, sometimes to the number of sixteen, in the hollows of trees, or in holes which

she digs in the earth
;

the young appearing after a lapse of eight or nine weeks.

During and after showers these animals often descend to the ground, to search for the

numerous larvaj and small insects which are washed from the trees.

The genus Jjraco is characterized by a most remarkable growth along the sides of

the body, the skin being horizontally sjiread out as a parachute and supjiorted by five

or six false posterior ribs. A pendant appendage like that of the iguana is also

present.

The nieml>ers of this genus, the tlying-dragons, are confined to the East Indies,

Avhere they lead an arboreal life, lightly shooting from tree to tree by means of their

expanded jiarachutes, or, with these foldeil to the side of the body, running along like

ordinary members of the order, and resembling in their general haldts the Anoks of

the New Worl.I. Tlu' several sjiecies are extremely similar, the distinctions being

chiefly based on the relative length of limbs, the ]iosition of the nostrils, and the gen-
eral scutellation. 'fhe tail is undoubtedly of consideralile assistance in diri'cting their

course through the air; to this end it is long and slender, aii<l more tiriidy articulated

than that of less aerial relatixes. Cantor, in s])eakiiig of the ilying-dragons, says :

"The transcendent beauty of their colors baffles descriiitioii. As the li/.ard lies in the

shade, along the trunk of a tree, the colors at a distance a] 'pear like a mixture of

brown and gray, and renders it scarcely distinguishable from the bark. Thus it re-

mains with no signs of life except the restless eyes, watching ])assiiig insects, which,

suddenly ex])anding its wings, it seizes with a sometimes considerable, unerring leap.

The li/,ard itself ap]iears to jiossess no power of changing its colors."

The scxcral s|iecies, of which tlieri' are foiirteeii, arc between seven and eight
inelu'S in length. Thri'i' or four whitish eu'^s are occasioiiallv found in the females.
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D. volans inhabits Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and has been taken at Singajjore and

Penang.
The frilled-lizard, Cldwnydosawus kinffii, is an animal of considerable size, nearly

reaching the length of three feet, and inhabiting Australia. It is provided, when

adult, with an enormous frill or collar attaclied on each side of the neck behind the

ears, which ordinarly lies upon the sides of the body, though, when the animal is ex-

cited, the structure is quickly elevated and brought forward, like an inverted umbrella,

and being beset on both sides with large keeled scales, is of considerable value as a

shield of defence.

I''IG. 23is.— Chtam/jdo^aitras kingit, trilled lizard.

Captain Grey, in writing of this animal, says: "As we were pursuing our walk in

the afternoon, we fell in with a s]iecimen of the romarkal)le frilled-lizard. It lives

principally in trees, though it can run very swiftly along the ground. When not pro-

voked or disturbed it moves quietly about, witli its frill lying back in jilaits ujion the

body; but it is very irascible, and, directly it is frightened, it elevates the frill or ruff,

and m.akes for a tree, where, if overtaken, it throws itself on its stern, raising its

head and chest as high as it can upon the fore legs, then, doubling its head underneath

the body, and disjilaying a very formidable set of teeth from the cavity of its large

frill, it boldly faces an ojijionent, biting furiously at M'batever is ])resented to it, and

even venturing so far in its I'age as to fairly ntake a charge at its cnemv."
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The genua Ifistiurus lias the compressed back ami tail aniifil with a crest; that of

the tail being much the larger. A reiireseiitative is the saii-ii/.unl, //. itmbolnensis, so

called from the enormous ijerpemlicular development surmounting its tail. It is one

of the largest tree-lizards, being nearly four feet in length, and is of a general brown

color, shadiii'j; into green on the neck mikI head. The animal is chictly known through
the writings of Valentvn, the early 1 )utcli traveler and divine, W'ho found it in the island

of Amboyna, where it lived in the woods and thickets bordering streams, 'i'he diet, be-

sides seeds and berries, is made up of water-plants, worms, millepedes, and such like.

When it is frightened it seeks safety by di\ing atid hiding under some submerged
rock, from wliich retreat, Ijeing exci'eclingly stupid, it will allow itself to be taken in

•
. H>'^

/^/^^^/
.

Fig. 239. — Moloch horridus.

a net, or may even be grasped by the hand, not offering the slightest opposition to its

capture. The natives destroy large immbers of them for food, the flesh being white,

tender, and very ])alatal)le.

The genus Phri/noeephalus is restricted to central Asia, and may be recognized by
the stout head and anteriorly directed nostrils. The tongue is not notched, but

slightly pointed ;
the eyes small, with well-developed lids, of which the u]iper is rudi-

mentary and hidden below the projecting superciliary ridge. The body is much
dejiressed and covered above with minute scales, which along the sides l)ecome siranu-

lar
;
the legs are well develojicd and are without pores. The tail is said to be prehen-

sile, though this is doubtful.
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The Australian inolocli, Moloch horridus, is one of the most reinilsive creatures of

nature. While many of our lizards are protected by thorny scales, and some of the

FJirijaosotnas have the head armed with horns, the moloch actually bristles with

strong, conical spikes, those surmounting the crown and those over the eyes being par-

ticularly long and stout. On the back of the neck is a large rounded protuberance
covered with spines and having the appearance of a second head. The larger spines
of the back and sides are simply conical growths of skin capped by a thin horny cover-

ing, and supported by surrounding dermal outgrowths of a similar nature, though
of smaller size.

JJolejMs, a native of the Malay Peninsula and China, is represented by but a

single sjiecies, L. sulcatiis, which reaches a length of about twenty inches. The

genus is chai-acterized by having the tympanum naked
;
the scales small and without

keels, the femoral pores present, and by having, and chiefly, the skin of the sides of

the body capable of ex]iansion into wing-like organs, which are supported by very

long anterior spurious ribs. When the animal is in a state of rc])ose, or is simply

wandering among the branches, these organs are appressed to the sides of the body
and ajipcar as mere longitudinal dermal folds. But when wishing to pass to some re-

mote position, or if merely agitated liy suilden fear or anger, the six anterior ribs,

which are greatly elongated, are brought forward, expanding the membranous skin, to

which the fore and hind limbs ai'c juxtajiosed, and the thus greatly expanded reptile

sails off to a neighlioring tree, as gracefully as the tiying-sijuirrel. These lizards are

naturally very active, and will defend themselves with tooth and nail on being cap-

tured. In confinement, however, they soon become tame, and feed on rice and soft

fruits.

The genus Stellio has the tympanum naked and the body depressed ; the scales are

spiny on the tail and unequal in size. No pores are present. JS. tuherculatus inhabits

India, and is dusky brown above, speckled with black, and below whitish passing into

green on the throat. Tliey ha\e been found on the mountains of Thibet as high as

15,000 feet. Specimens over a foot in length are rare. S. vulgaris, called 'hardim'

by the Arabs, is found in those countries bordering on the eastern Mediterranean, and

is jjarticidarly abundant about the ruins of ancient buildings, where, during the

warmer portions of the day, they may be counted by the hundreds. They are always

busy, scrambling over the hot surfaces of the stones after flies and ants, only stopping
to nod their heads,— a habit, Ijy the way, which has resulted in the death of many an

innocent, the Moh.ammedans supposing that the rejitiles are mocking in derision their

form of worship. The hardims are of an olive-green color shaded with black, and

below a ])ale yellow.

Tlie members of the family Icjuaxid.e are jiluroilont lizards confined to the

warmer jiortions of tlie New World. The bodv, in the more typical forms, is laterally

compressed and su])ported l:)y
limbs which are designed for an arboreal life, though

forms like Phrj/nosoinu may be depressed and terrestrial, while othei's of different

habits may have the body adapted to an aquatic life.

The genus Polijchriis has the quadrang\dar head covered with numerous appressed

shields; the back without a crest; the skin of the gullet compressed into a small

dewlap, and the body covered with smooth scales, which allow the changes in coloi'a-

tion below to be easily studied. P. marmoratns, the marbled Polychrus, inhabits

Brazil and Central America.

The genus Jffiiana, the one most tyjiical of the family, has the head jiyramidal.
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and often raisefl along the crown like a liclnid; tlio tongue tliick, -awX Imt slightly

notched, an<l the dorsal crest well develoj)ed. The tuberculate<l li/.ard, /. tiiberciduta

of the West Indies and South America, is the most familiar ly])e both in illustrations

and as museum and menagerie specimens. To tliose unfamiliar with the animal, it

presents an uncouth and most re)iulsive appearance. Its compressed body, liigh

dorsal ridge, and enormous dewlap gi\c to it more the a])]>earance of some ta.xider-

mist's fancy tliau an animal naturally designed and modified. Tliough in confinement

slow and inactive, it soon learns to know its keeper, to whom it shows a decided

preference. In their native haunts, during the warmer portions of the day, they
climb some low tree and stretch themselves in the sun, their tail hanging down like

that of a snake. When thus basking they are not easily aroused, and, perhaj)s trusting

too much to their protective color, can be closely aj)proached without evincing any
alarm. The natives take advantage of this in<lifference, and while tiie animal thus lies

gently eyeing the intruder, a noose attached to a long stick is sli]i]ied over its head, and

the unsuspecting animal immediatelv finds itself jerked from its elevated position to

fall a victim to the omni\orous ajijietite of man. Being an exclusive vegetarian, feed-

ing on fTowers, fruits, and fungi, and especially on the leaves of the mangrove, its tlesh

is jialatable, and is white, tender, and nutritious. The jiious I'ere Labat gave, two

centuries ago, a very interesting account of the manner in which he saw them cap-
tured. " We were attended by a negro who carried a long rod, at one end of which

was a piece of whiji-cord with a running knot. After beating about the bushes for

some time the negro discovered our game basking in the sun on the dry limb of a

tree. Hereupon he began whistling with all his might, to which the guana was won-

derfully attentive, stretching out his neck and turning his head as if to enjoy it more

fidly. The negro now approached, still whistling, and advanced this rod gentlv,

began tickling with the end of it the sides and throat of the guana, who seemed

mightily jdeased with the operation, for he turned on his l>ack and stretched himself

out like a cat before the fire and at length fell asleep, which the negro ]ierceiving,

dexterously slipped a noose over his head, and with a jerk brought him to the ground.
And good sport it afforded, to see the creature swell like a turkey-cock to find himself

entrapjied. Wc caught more in the same way, and kept one alive seven or eight days;
but it greaved mo to the heart to find that he thereby lost much delicious fat." Not

only are the iguanas cajitured in this way, but they are often chased to their burrows

or treed by dogs trained for the purpose. They are ordinarily captured alive, and

earned to market by people who thus earn a living at certain seasons of the year.
The tubei'culated liz:u-(l docs not often exceed the length of five feet.

The naked-necked iguana, /. (Mirntiiisinia, also inhabits the more tropical jiortions

of America, and is, too, an im])ortant animal for food. In general form and habits

it resembles its more abundant relative, though the neck has no large tubercles, and

the cuticular a]i]iendage of the chin is small and with only few denticulations. The

horned-iguana of San Domingo, I. cornuta, is characterized by having a conical osseous

point between the eyes, and two raised scales on the nostrils. Though, like the

previous species, the scales along the jaws are well developed, there are no tubercles

on the neck nor broad plate below the ears. The teeth of this and other related

iguanas are very peculiar and characteristic. Not only are they placed along the in-

side of each jaw, merely attached nistead of inserted into alveoli, so that the reserve

of incipient teeth have little difficulty in supplying the ]jlaei' of those broken off, but

the crowns of the teeth arc laterally comju-essed, and the edges denticulate, bearing
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in outline a sliajie not imlilvC that of a rounded elm leaf. This structure is very
characteristic and has been of considerable value to geologists, as, on finding teeth of

a similar nature in several of the Dinosaurs, they arc ui)hcld in inferring that these

extinct forms had many points in common with the more recent.

Mr. Darwin gives a most interesting account of the lizards of the genus AmhJij-

rhijnchus. These animals are restricted to, and characteristic of, the Galapagos

Islands, a small archipelago lying on the ecjuator, five or six hundred miles west from

the Pacific coast of South America. Tiie generic name has been given to these pecu-
liar reptiles because of their al)l)re\iated snout, the head being formed like that of

some of the sea-turtles, and tl.ough the two species are both vegetable feeders, and

Fig. 240. — Amblyrhyiichus critftatits, Galapjiyuy lizard.

are acknowledged to be of the same genus, they are of the most ojiposite habits, one

being purely marine, never retreating but a few feet from the shore, and feeding exclu-

sively on seaweeds, while the other is terrestrial, feeding on cacti and acacia leaves.

A. cristatus, the marine representative, is very abundant on all the islands of the

group, in some situations so congregating as they lie basking in the sun as to almost

lino the rocks along the shore. Though allied to the iguana, the tail is laterally

comjiressed and serves as the chief organ of locomotion, as the animal by horizontal

flexions of its body, jn-opels itself through the water ;
the limbs, with the partially

webbed toes, being appressed to the sides and only used to give an occasional push

as the animal glides along near the rocky bottom in search of the soft green
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foliaceous seaweeds (Ulv.i'), jilanls whicli are also abundantly fouml on our slioies.

Tlioiigli so iirc'-umiiieiitly an uiiuatic annual, liaviiig lieon known to live for an Imur

below the surfaee, it is a strange fact that on the ajij)reliensiou of danger, wliether

from land or sea, it invariably takes to the shore. This an<inialous habit maybe
explained by the fact that its original and only enemy may have been some ]>reda-

ceous shark, to cscaj)e which its only safety was in flyiug to the shore, which by an

hereditary instinct became to it the only jilace of refuge. 3Ir. Darwin says: "It

is easy to drive these lizards down to any little point overhanging the sea, where they
will sooner allow a person to catch hold of their tails than jump into the water. They
do not seem to have any notion of biting, but when much frightened they squirt a

drop of fluid from each nostril. I threw one several times as far as I could into a

deep pool left by the retiring tide, but it invariably returned in a direct line to the

spot where I stood. It swam near the bottom with a very graceful and raj)id move-

ment, .and occasionally aided itself over the uneven ground by its feet. As soon as it

arrived near the edge, but still being under water, it tried to conceal itself in the tufts

of seaweed, or it entered some crevice. As soon as it thought the danger jiast, it crawled

out on the dry rocks and shuflled away as quickly as it could. I several times caught
this same lizard by driving it down to a point ;

and though possessed of such perfect

powers of diving and swimming, nothing could induce it to enter the water, and, as

often as I threw it in, it returned in the manner above described." The animal is of a

dirty black color and of about a yard in length. Of its breeding habits nothing is

known.
A. demaria, the terrestrial species, differs from the previous in having the tail

cylindrical, and the toes without webs. The individuals of this sjiecies, though not

found in all the islands of the archijielago, are on some so abundant that it is with

considerable difficulty that a plat of ground, free from their burrows, large enough to

pitch a tent on, can be found. These burrows being dug at but a small angle with

the surface of the ground, are so poorly roofed over as to make traveling very difficult

and tiresome, the soil constantly giving way. The animals, which are somewhat

smaller than those of the previous species, are lazy, half torpid, and in their motions

semi-mechanical. When running along the surface of the parched soil they often

stop and doze, their eyes closed, and their hind legs awkwardly spread out. They are

diurnal, and seldom wander from their burrows, to which they immediately retreat on

being disturbed, and with a most awkward gait. They ai-e not timorous, however,
often elevating themselves and watching one with the drollest expression. After

considerable irritation they can be made to bite, though they are otherwise perfectly

harmless. Those that inhabit the more arid portions of the islands, are compelled to

go for long periods without tasting water, though they consume great quantities of

the succulent cactus, to which jilant they are very partial, as arc most of the animals

of the locality. The birds seem to be well aware of the mild disposition of these

•animals, as they not infrequently cat of the same fragment, and have been even known
to ]ierch upon the rejitilo's back. These lizards, as well as their eggs, which are laid in

their Inirrows, are used as food by those— as Darwin characterizes them— "whose

stomachs soar above all jirejudices."

Members of the genus Mefapoceros are found on the islands of Navaza and Haiti,

where they are large and strong. The older sjjccimens are )>eculiar in having, under

the basal joints of the third and fourth toes and the second joint of the third toe,

a number of scale-like scraj)ers.

VOL. III. — 27
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The genus Cydura was distinguished as early as 1825, •when it was applied to

those lizards which have a general resemblance to the iguanas ;
three species are now

known to inhabit the peninsula of Lower California. C. teres, the smooth-backed

Cyclura, has a length of about twenty inches, and is of a general dark-green color

Like others of the genus it has a loose fold of skin below its throat, a structure

that is maintained by some to be indicative of an irritable disposition. The comb-like

spines appear as a low ridge running from the occiput to the sacr.al region, where

after a short interspace, the more prickly caudal crest begins, sending out laterally

about two dozen spiniferous branches, which e.\tend as rings completely around the

tail, though the spines decrease in size as they leave the dorsal line. On the inside of

Fig. :;41. — Cyclwa lophumu, great iguaiiii.

each thigh is a row of seven glandular orifices. C. hemilojjha has the scales of the

dorsal crest along the najje considerably elong.ated, though they soon diminish in size,

entirely disappearing at .about the middle of the back. C. acanthura is the spine-

tailed lizard described by Shaw in 1802. It is a r.are anim.al, inliabiting Lower Cali-

fornia. C. lojyhoma is the great 'igu.ana' of eastern Jamaica, and is ]irovided with

an elongated dorsal crest like the teeth of a saw. Like the lizards of the related

genus Irpiana, this .animal spends most of its time, during the warmer portions of tlie

d.aj', lying out on the sunny branches of some tree.

The r,ange of liasiliscus extends northward into southern Mexico. In novelty
of appearance this animal rivals the Australian Chlamydosaurus. The basilisk proper
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is one of tliose animals mixed np in the superstitious traditions of the ancients, and

still reganlod by some with the greatest awe, being to them the king of the reptile

race, bearing a crown as a symbol of his sovereign rule. It was thought that he had

no regular occupation, and that he feasted on an egg laid liy a cock and inculiatcd by
a snake, though that the egg was thus incubated was denied by some '

naturalists,'

who maintained that a toad performed that arduous task. From the glance of this

^'^^«« ^i!^Wj^
Fig. 242. — Basiliscits mitratus^ basilisk.

mighty reptile's eye, death and destruftion spread.
" This i)oison," writes an author,

" infecteth the air, and the air so infected killeth all living things, ami likewise all

green things, fruits and plants of the earth ;
it burncth

\\\>
the gr.ass whereupon it

goeth or creepeth, and the fouls of the air fall down dead when they come near his

den or lodging. Sonietinies he bitetli a man or boast, and by that wound llie blood

turneth into choler, and so the whole body becometh yellow or gold, presently killing

all that touch it or come near it." The cock was the onlv animal before whom this
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terrible reptile would cower, and that the travelers of \he deserts might be protected,

they often carried with them a supply of these loud-voiced chanticleers.

Such are the traditions connected with the name of a harmless, inoffensive animal,

seldom exceeding the length of three feet, and inhabiting the forests of Guiana and

Martinique. It differs from the other members of the family in not possessing the

long extensible skin of the throat, and in being jirovided with an elevated unsegmented
crest along its back, and a second along the dorsal side of the tail, which is strength-
ened by the elongated spinous processes of the vertebral column. Thougli it might
be inferred from the compressed tail that the animal is aquatic, such is not the case,

as it lives an arboreal life, preferring the low branches of trees in the neighborhood of

some quiet brook. Upon the occiinxt is a most singular hood-shaped crown, which is

said to be capable of considerable distention.

Fig. 243. — Anolis principalis^ Aiuericau chauitilyuii.

The widely distributed genus Anolis is rejiresented in the United States by two

species, of which A. principaUs, inhabiting the southern states, is by far the most

abundant, and is Ivuown as the American chameleon, or scorpion. Tlic figure of

this animal is consider.ably enlarged, as its body seldom exceeds the length of three

inches and a half, though the elongated tail may be half a foot in length. The
entire animal is covered by minute scales, those of the jaws and head being somewhat

larger, and regularly arranged. The gape of the mouth is capacious, and the ear

opens just back of its conmiissure. The dewlap extends from the chin to the ster-

num, and by a special arrangement can be vertically expanded like a fan, when it is of

a deep red shade, or may be retracted so as to be scarcely visible. Though the gen-
eral color of the animal below is white, above it may assume almost instantly shades

varying from a beautiful emerald to a dark and iridescent bronze color.
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Tlie chameleons are particularly nlnuulaiit about cemeteries, finding a ready means

of retreat in the chinlss of the old oven-like tombs of the south. They are not confined

to these situations, however, but abound everywhere; on fences, j)lank-walks, wharves,

dry weeds, and brushwood. When on the broad green leaves of the ])almetto, when

searched for from above, they are with considerable difficulty jierceived, so exactly

is the color of the leaf counterfeited ; though, on looking on the lower side of the

leaf, their dark shadow is very distinct. Few animals exhiliit mimicry of color to a

greater extent than does this. Not only is the color constantly changing and passing

from lisiht to shade, but a passing cloud may cause the customary bright emerald to

fade. When surprised, tlu^
' chameh'on '

eyes the intruder, remaining pei-fectly motion-

less until some action frightens liini, when, with a dart, he is out of sight, all but his

caudal appendage, a bit of vanity wliicli is seized npon by tjie collector, and as it is

better articulated than that of lizards' tails generally, its owner, though involuntarily,

falls a victim to " the bottle." lUit not always does ho value his tail more than life;

after a short struggle he often frees himself, leaving a bit of il licliind, and scamper-

in<f around bob-tailed nntil the lost jiart is renewed. The Aiialis has many enemies to

contend with, of which the most connnon and most uncompromising is the cat. It is

said that this animal will leave anything
— meat, Ijirds, ami even fish— at the slightest

chance of securing one of these lizards.

From an economic standpoint the Anolis is a most imjiortant agent in restricting

the inordinate multiplication of insects, of which it devours gre.at numbers. Though

retiring early and sleeping late, tliey are abroad and at work during the warmer por-

tions of the day, when their prey is most abundant, and when other insectivorous

animals seek the quiet of retirement.

Two species of Anolis, iodiurus, and opaliiius, are very abundant m .Jamaica,

where they entertain tho visitor by their gambols and scrimmages. Indoors they are

very abundant, scrambling over the furniture and walls in seareh of insects, being

l)articu!arly destructive to the ants, and not infrequently do they junij) on one's

clothing without evincing the slightest fear, all the time changing their hue from

shades of golden green to dark bronze l)rown.

The genus Scelojjorus includes a large number of American lizards which have the

head covered with small shields ; the back and tail with large keeled scales
;
the belly

with smooth scales, and the femoral pores large. The members have until lately been

included under the name Troindolejus.

Sceloporus consubrinus is very generally distributed over the west, and extends

north to the Yellowstone. In Arizona it is not only abundant with other lizards in the

desert portions of the south, l>ut is also a common inhabitant of the high, <1it jilains

of the mountains. S. gratiosus is a second widely distributed species. It has the

scales of the back larger than those of other portions of the body. It inhabits the

sandy situations along the Colorado River, and other similar localities in the west.

The different individuals present considerable variation in color, due to the surround-

ings of the frequented situations. S. spinosits, an irdiabitant of Texas and Mexico,

reaches nearly a foot in length. Its rough carinate scales would give it a most re]>ul-

sive a])pearance were it not that the reptile is beautifully maculated with ]iurplish

black blotches. The ear opening is armed by three projecting spines, and the body
has about a dozen dark spots each side of the dorsal line.

Of about a score of species of the genus found north of Central America, but

a single representative, aS. undulatus, crosses the Mississippi. This species extends
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northward to tlie Ohio River, and even into New York. It prefers the more sandy
localities covered with pine, and is often called the '

pine-lizard.' It is a most active

animal, quickly scurrying away on being disturbed, and witli such celerity that the

little reptile is in some localities called the ' swift.' Though elsewhere known as the

'

allirjator,' and '

brown-scorpion,' it is a most gentle and harmless animal, in con-

finement having many odd traits. AVhen irritated it elevates its spinous scales, rap-

idly changes its color, and looks withal a most formidable antagonist. In its free

state it may be often seen basking in the sun, on some old fence, or perhaps among the

loftv branches of some tall pine, being so rapid in its movements that it can be cap-

tured only under the most— to the collector— favorable circumstances. In its coloring

it is a beautiful animal. The dark chestnut back is banded with half a dozen undu-

lating black stripes, having along their posterior borders a pair of light-gray blotches,

those of a side often becoming contiguous. The silvery abdomen is ornamented on

each side by a broad and elongated patch of a blue or green color, bordered with

black. Tlie tail, which considerably exceeds the body in lengtli, is slender, and of a

dusky color, banded transversely with black.

The genus Uia is of particular interest to American herjjetologists, from the fact

that it combines some of the characters of Sceloporus, as the similar shielding of the

he.ad, and in being provided with auditory apertures, with the general body scu-

tellation, neck-ring, and disposition of pores of Holhrookia. Uta differs from both

genera, however, in having the scales of the t.ail much enlarged, calling to mind the

same appendage of Crotaphytus.

Uta stcuishitriana, one of the most beautiful and graceful lacertilians peculiar to

North America, has the slender and elongated tail provided with large, vertically

arranged scales, and tlie lower surface of the neck with a transverse sub-lingular fold

in addition to the pectoral. The color above is blackish-brown, marbled with lighter

dots. Below it is of a uniform greenish-yellow, variegated with brownish-yellow

bands. Stansbury's uta has a wide distribution along the Pacific coast. Lower Cali-

fornia, the Sonornn region, Nevada, and the valley of the Great Salt Lake. Within

this territory are also found about half a dozen other members of the genus.

Dij:>sosaurt(s is another western genus, and has but a single species, D. dorsalis,

specimens of which h.ave been captured along the Colorado and in Lower California.

On being surprised, this animal carries its body high above the ground, and, elevating

its tail like a squirrel, scampers over the sand to its burrow witli great celerity.

The genus Crotaphytus, which has the head covered with small polygonal plates,

the jaws, pterygoid, and palatine bones armed with teeth; the auditory aperture

broad
;
the femurs provided with pores, and the tail extremely elongated, is peculiar

to North America, and resembles Holhrookia in the general arrangement of the teeth,

and in having but a single occipital plate, though it differs in having the external

auditory apertures ojien. C. collaris was the first published species, and was described

from specimens collected by members of Long's expedition. It is now known to in-

habit the central region of the "West, as far north as 40°. It is one of the most

active species of tlie group, and is quite difiicult to capture alive. Dr. Coues endeav-

ored to keep several in confinement, but they proved mitamable, and "not only

defended themselves with spirit and vigor, by biting when handled or irritated, but

sometimes assumed the offensive, leaping to attack to the full length of the cord

which confined them. Their behavior was in striking contrast to that of the horned

frogs picketed with them. The lizards lay sullen, but not cowed, watching every
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movement of the person;; aroun<l tliom with glittering eyes, ready to spring upon an

intnuler without warning. They chmg tenaciously to a stick or the finger, in which

they might fix their teeth, and suffered themselves to be suspended in this manner for

some time before relinquishing hold. Now and then they seemed to liavo a fit of

ungovernable rage, during which they leaped aimlessly about, and tugged persistently
at the cord. They refused to eat, apparently from pure chagrin, and all died within

a few days." C. wislizenii, inhabiting the country further west to the Pacific, and

south into Mexico, is closely allied. It probably lives on smaller lizards, as a species
of Onem%doj>horus has been dissected from the stomach of one. C. reticulatus in-

habits western Texas. I learn through Dr. Yarrow that both species of Crotaphytus
are eagerly sought after by the lower classes of Indians of western Utah an<l eastern

Nevada. To capture them the Indians employ a long switch armed at one end with a

hook, which is generally made from a bent nail or piece of wire. With this instru-

ment tlie lizards are drawn from their burrows and then tied up with other unfortunates.

In the National Museum are several of these hooked sticks, some of which are from

the Apaches of New Mexico.

Uma has the ears distinct
;
the palate without teeth

;
the infraorbital plate very

Fig. 244.— Crotaphytus icislizenii.

long; the imbricate labials oblique, and the claws long, slender, and straight. U.
notata is of a light pea-green color above, spotted with darker green, and beneath
white. It is a small form, the body being about two inches in length, in rare cases
found in the Mohave desert. Sauronialus ater, the alderman-lizard, though rare in

collections, abounds on Angel Island, in the Gulf of California. It is a largo and
stout animal, sometimes exceeding a foot in length. The head is nearly as broad as it

is long, and the tail does not equal the body in length. Though the young are quite
gayly ornamented, the adults are of a reddish dirt-color. Callisaurus dracontoides is

represented by three varieties, which are known respectively as the Californiau

dragon, inhabiting southern Lower California; the spotted-tailed dragon, found
around Sonora

;
and Gabb's dragon, which inhabits the northern portions of Lower

California. The ear openings prevent the members of this genus from being con-
founded with those of the next.

The genus JTolhrookia was dedicated to the American herpetologist. Dr. J. E. IIol-

brook, in 1850, by Girard, and includes a small lizard of most interesting struc-

ture, though of only ordinary asi)ect. Its resemblance to Crvtajjhijtus is destroyed
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by its having no auditory aperture, ancl it is a much more stumpy as well as a smaller

animal. There are no teeth on the palatine bones
;
a fold of skin crosses the pectoral

region, and only femoral pores are present. IT. macidata is rather short and thick
;

more so in the female than male, the entire length being between three and four

inches. The tympanum is covered by scales similar to those of the neck. Running
across the lower jaw from the angles is a fold of skin, smaller though parallel to the

second or pectoral. The general color is olivaceous brown, passing into dim violet

on the sides of the head, and ornamented on the back and sides by dark-brown

blotches.

Holbrook's lizard is found in the central and southern portions of the west, where

it inhabits the burrows of the prairie dog, Arctomys ludoviciana. II. propinqua and

texana are more limited in their distribution, being only found in Texas and the

neighboring portions of Mexico.

We now come to the more depressed members of the family, which, having the

legs short and appended more to the sides, give the animals a toad-like appearance.

They are mostl}' terrestrial, hiding in
jiits and holes of the ground, usually selecting

stony and sandy localities.

Few lizards are better known as objects of curiosity than those popularly called,

at home and abroad, 'horned or California toads.' From their odd appearance they
at once attract attention

;
and liaving a most quiet disjjosition, seldom offering to bite,

and soon becoming accustomed to domestic life, they are seized upon as pets by trav-

elers, and have even been used as jewelry, being tethered by a slender chain to a

breast-pin. Not only are they interesting from their habits while domesticated, but

many of their ways in nature are strange and unusual. There are no less than nine

different species of these animals inhabiting the country west of the Mississijipi, from

Mexico to Dakota, all Ijeing included under the single generic title Phri/iiosoma, indica-

tive of their toad-like ajipearance. No genus of the order is more easily recognized

than this. The body is more or less circular in outline, extremely depressed, and cov-

ered above with spine-like scales, which extend on to and cover the short conical tail.

The solid sub-triangular head is provided with carina over the eyes, wliicli are thus

jilaced in a groove and are minute. Strong horny spines are often developed from the

superciliary and temporal regions, as well as across the occiput. The pyramidal scales

of the back are greatly developed in P. cormtta, an animal \\hich presents a most rough-

ened and spiny appearance. In P. plati/rhinos and modestiim the body is quite

smooth, and destitute of the roughness generally characteristic of the group. The

scales of the lower side of the neck and body are important in characterizing the sev-

eral species. On the breast and anterior portion of the shoulders the largest scales

appear, being here very prominent, acute posteriorly, and provided with strong ridges

or keels. The relative portions of the thighs are similarly protected, though with

much weaker scales. Tlie legs are of a))OUt equal size, and used not for jumping, but

for running ;
the pop\ilar name

" toad "
being given more because of the animal's gen-

eral appearance than from any relation to the Batrachians. Though the anal poi-esare

absent, those of the thighs are present, and of dift'erent numbers in the several species.

Phri/nosoma douglassi is wide-spread over the entire western plains, extending its

habitat from British America into Mexico, and presenting two accepted varieties ;
the

coloring of different individuals from different localities shows considerable varia-

tion, ranging from a uniform brown shade above, to a spotted or barred ornamen-

tation
; infrequently the sides of the head are red. Below, the color may be of a
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uniform pale crny, or hlotchcfl with hrown. The yonng individuals are also different

from the adults, being of a more uniform and lighter color. Tlie color of all Pltryno-

somas, however, is due to a greater or less extent to the color of the soil on which

they live. Probalily no reptile ])rcsonts this peculiar adaptation more than do the

representatives of" this genus ;
often so accurately are the surrounding shades of color

counterfeited that it is impossible to distinguish the reptile. This coloration, more-

over, is not simply transitory, as in the eliameleons and other lizards, but is more per-

manent, and only changes after the animal has been placed on a new soil for a consid-

erable length of time. In confinement, which may be easily effected by tying a small

string to the animal's horns, it is a most inoffensive creature, and though the larger
ones may at first offer a little resistance on lieiug captured, they soon, with care and

kindly handling, become accustomed to a domestic life, and may become quite tame

¥W "'"Wllil'W^-

Flti. Ii45. — Phripwsoma orbiculare, liorneiMoad.

and live for months. They have been known to take milk and flies from the fingers

of their keepers. They are most bashful animals, when they think they are being

observed, as well as when roughly treated, depressing their bodies, and with closed

eyes feigning death to perfection. A little tickling along the side will bring them to

life, however, and i)lease them hugely, they expressing their fondness for the opera-

tion by inflating themselves until they are nearly spherical. They also seem particu-

larly pleased if the rain is allowed to fall upon them. This contentment is only tran-

sitory, however, for no sooner is their keeper lost to sight than they try some plan of

escape ; shuffling away with a rapid gait, or seeking concealment by drawing the limbs

to the body, depressing the head, and with a few wrigglings, disappearing into the

earth. Phrynosoma orbiculare is a Mexican form.

It is said that the horned toads have special aversion for dogs, on the sight of one,

pufiing up their body, lowering their horns in a most ludicrous manner, and hissing

like a turtle. Their food consists of flies and other small insects, ants being particular
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favorites. All Phynosomas are viviparous, the female giving birth to seven or eight

young at a time.

The XENOsAURiDiE is an intermediate group between the Iguanidse and the Angui-
dffi. Juenosaurus grandis is of about ten inches in length. The head and legs are

covered with close, rounded, smooth tubercles, which on the tail are arranged in regu-
lar rings. On the under side, the scutellation is made uja of smooth and rather elon-

gated scales, which diminisli in size posteriorly. Thus far it has only been captured in

Mexico and is probably of nocturnal habits.

The family Zonurid^ as now defined contains only three genera, Zonurus, Platy-
saitrus and Charncesanra, all of which arc South African, and resemble each other in

having the tongue simple, as well as in several osteological particulars.

Zonurus luicrolepidotus is represented by several local varieties, all of which prefer
the more rocky localities, perpendicuhir precipices being the favorite haunts of some.

They wander about on the narrow shelves in search of insects, or of some particularly
warm niche, where they can doze in the sun's rays unmolested. On being disturbed,

concealment is quickly found under some rock or in a narrow crevice, where, aided by
tlie prominences on the hinder edge of each tem})]e, they so secure themselves as to

make it almost impossible to extricate them. Z. (/riseus is also a very abundant form,
and is widely distributed over southern Africa, where there is scarcely a stony knoll

or rocky retreat which does not afford habitation for one or more. The colors of the

individuals vary exceedingly, no two being similarly ornamented.

Plat
>j
sawKs\\xi-t\iQ tail but poorly armed, and in general appearance is much

more elegant tlian the previous genera, which, however, it agrees with in its choice of

habitat, and in retreating, on being disturbed, into crevices and under stones, where it

is enabled, by its long, hooked claws, to retain a powerful hold. Its food is chiefly

comjjosed of insects.

ChamcBsaura anguina has an elongated, angular bodj', covered with lengthened
scales and ornamented with longitudinal bands. Though provided with limbs, they
are of a most rudimentary character, being extremely small, and, instead of having

digits, each ends in a simple point. They are of no use in jirogression, and are simply

organs atrophied by disuse. C anguinea is found in the more moist localities among
grass or stones, and in the vicinity of water. Though without feet, it is, by assuming
a serjientine movement, able to progress with great rapiditj-.

The Anguidje includes a number of both Old and New "World lizards, which are

characterized by several peculiarities of the bony framework, as well as in having the

anterior portion of the tongue retractile.

The genus Anguis has the body greatly elongated, serpentine, and terminated liy

a lengthened tail. Ko appendages are present, and the shoulder-girdle, sternum, and

pelvis are rudimentary. The eyes are provided with movable lids and the ears are

concealed by tlie overlying skin. A. fragiUs, the orvct or blind worm, inhabits

Europe and a portion of Asia, and was considered V)y Cuvier to be a serpent, so

much like these reptiles is it in its general appearance. In England it is very abun-

dantly found in the more retired localities, where it can pursue its prey unmolested,

though it is occasionally seen along the roadside, where its bright glossy body and

shining black eyes at once attract attention. From a popular mistaken notion, the

harmless animal is seldom made a pet of, it being considered poisonous. It has, how-

ever, proved to be an extremely interesting animal in captivity, though it is only with

the exercise of considerable patience, that it can be made to accustom itself to its
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new surroundings, and not break off its tail on the apprehension of danger ; a piece

of self-mutilation whieli is often resorted to, in out-door life, as a means of escape.

The animal is beautifully colored with red scales edged with white, and ornamented

along the sides with stripes of dusky brown. The adults seldom exceed the length of

twelve inches.

Though slow and deliberate in its movements, there is no reason for calling this

lizard a ' blind-worm.' The eyes are well developed and arc indispensable to an

animal of insectivorous diet. The young, which are very hardy, are brought fortli

alive, and to the number of six or eight.

Allied to Anf/Hi's is the Ophlodes of Brazil, an animal having the hind limbs rep-

resented by a pair of short, flattened, undivided, and pointed appendages, springing
from each side of the abdomen, and with eyes protected by movable lids. The genus
Harisia is found in Lower California and Mexico. It is peculiar in having no single

frontal jilate. H. oUvaceus is dark olive green, with bars of dusky brown, and

beneath greenish white. Gerrhonotus is represented in the more western portions of

the country by several sj^ecies, of which G. nobilis, inhabiting New Mexico and

Arizona, is, though of small size, one of the most beautiful. The body is slender

and elegant, supported by graceful limbs, and of a clear olive color. It is more or

less spotted with black, and crossed, from the occiput to the tail, by nine or ten trans-

verse, brown bands. 6^. ^J)7'«c(/J('a", the Oregon lizard, has been ca]itured iu the Pacific

region, though it is rare. G. midticarinatus, the many-keeled lizard, is perhajis the

most abundant species. It is a slender and graceful animal, inhabiting the Pacific

and Lower California regions, and is characterized by having sixteen longitudinal rows

of strongly carinated scales extending along the back. The color is yellowish green,

irregularly banded with narrow, brownish lines.

We now come to one of the most interesting of American lizards, the Opheo-
sai/rus ventralis, inhabiting the warmer portions of the LTnited States, east of the Mis-

sissippi and south of the Ohio River. It chooses the drier localities, where it often

burrows into the soil, spending much of its time underground, and about the roots

of old trees. It is said to be quite frequently brought to light by those digging sweet

potatoes. Though destitute of feet, this peculiar lizard is able, by its serpentine

movements, to retreat, on being disturbed, with considerable swiftness, and is seldom

captured without injury; for the tail, the vertebra? of which are but j)Oorly articu-

lated, is so brittle as to break off at the slightest blow. This fragility has given the

animal the popular name of 'glass-snake.' In coloring it is, above, of a yellowish

green shade, lined with black. Below it is yellow. The snout is long and jiointed,

the ear-pits large, the eyelids well developed, and each flank is jn'ovided with what

is ordinai'ily a deep groove, but which, on the animal's swallowing some large object,

appears as a tract of elastic skin, the rigid skin of the body generally beiug incapable
of expansion. The tail is cylindrical and elongate, being about twice the length of

the body. The ])opular belief that the tail, when broken from the body finally becomes
attached again, is explained by the fact that a new one soon grows out.

The family Aniellid-E, including the Californian genus Aniella, is probably

degraded from the Anguidae. Aniella is destitute of limbs. The nasal shield is

so bent at its lower edge as to form a jiart of the labial margin, and inside of it is the

labial shield ]iroper. A. pdlc/int is a most graceful and elegant creature, smooth and

glossy, and with the ujijier portions ornamented with narrow, brown, zigzag lines, pass-

ing the length of the body.
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The Helodeematid^ includes the largest North American lizard, the Gila monster,

Heloderma suspe.ctum. This animal, whose liabitat is New Mexico, Arizona, and

the country lying southward, is, because of its poisonous nature, as well as from its

laro-e size and peculiar ornamentation, a common object in the larger zoological collec-

tions and menageries, where it thrives on eggs, and at times wakes from its ordinary

stupor and is quite lively. In its native haunts it attracts attention by its strange

coloration, as it is of a deep black, ornamented witli irregular blotches of orange, and

covered by a thick and rigid coat of small horny tubercles and scales.

Though the more incredulous scientist has questioned the character given tliis

animal by the superstitious Indians and Mexicans, who regard it with the utmost fear,

maintaining that it possesses venom of a most virulent nature, a test was recently

made by Dr. Shufeldt, which is of considerable interest. He says, in giving an account

Fig. 246.— Heloderma horrida, Gila monster.

of an animal at the National Museum :
« It was in capital health and at first I handled

it with great care, holding it in my left hand, examining special parts with my right.

At the close of this examination I was about to return the fellow to his temporary

quarters, when my loft hand slipped slightly, and the now highly indignant and irri-

t.ated Heloderma made a dart forward and seized my riglit thumb in his mouth,

inflicting a severe lacerated wound, sinking the teeth in his upper maxilla to the very

bone. He loosed his hold immediately, and I replaced liim in his cage, with far

gi-eater haste, perhaps, than I removed him from it.

"
By suction with my mouth, I drew not a little blood from the wound, but the

bleeding soon ceased entirely, to be followed in a few moments by very severe shoot-

ing pains up my arm and down the corresponding side. The severity of these pains

was so unexpected, that, added to the nervous shock already experienced, no doubt,
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and a rapid swelling of tho parts that now set in, caused me to beeomo so faint as to

fall, and Dr. GilTs study was reached with no little difBculty. The action of the skin

was greatly increased, and the perspiration flowed profusely. A small quantity of

whiskey was administered. Tliis is about a fair statement of the immediate symj)-

toms; the same night the jiain allowed of no rest, although the hand was kejit in ice

and laudanum, but the swelling was confined to this member alone, not passing beyond
the wrist. Next morning this was consi<lerabIy reduced, and further reduction was

assisted by the use of a lead-water wash.

"In a few days the wound healed kindly, and in all probability will leave no scar.

All other synij)toms suljsided without treatment, beyond the wearing, for about fcirty-

cight hours, so much of a kid glove as covered the parts involved.

" After the bite our specimen was dull and sluggish, simulating tho torjiiility of

the venomous serjient after it has inflicted its deadly wound, but it soon resume(l its

usual action and appearance, crawling in rather an awkward manner about its cage."
Dr. Shufeldt's conclusions, however, that the symptoms were no other than usually

follow the bite of an irritated animal, seem to be given a little prematurely. Tlie

same reptile was afterward induced to bite the edge of a saucer, into which, during
the action, a secretion dribbled. This secretion, which was of a distinctly alkaline

nature, in contrast to the serpent-venoms, which are acid, was, in a small quantity,

injected into the breast of a healthj' pigeon, and produced death in seven minutes.

On a second trial a small quantity was injected into the carotid artery of a rabbit, the

animal dying in one minute and thirty-five seconds. Different from the action of

serpent-poison, which affects the respiratory functions, the poison of Ileloderma

attacks the heart and the .spinal cord. The power of this portion of the nervous

system to respond to even powerful electric currents is abruptly annihilated.

The family of w^ater-lizards, the Varaxid^, contains some of the largest animals

of the order. They are chiefly semi-aquatic, their elong.ated bodies and compressed
tails enabling them to swim with considerable power. Much of their time is spent
on shore however, and, though less active than when in the water, they are lively and

agile, several sjiecies being partly arljoreal. All are earnivorons, feeding on diflcreiit

water animals, and on the eggs of birds as well as those of the larger re]itik's. Just

below each valvular nostril is a cavity of considerable size, from which the animal can

obtain a limited supply of air when below the surface, where it often remains for

considerable jieriods of time. Representatives arc found in Africa, their true home,
and in Asia and Australia. They resemble each other, and are characterized by having
the snout produced, conical, and covered with non-imbricate shields; the teeth acute

and compressed, and the tongue slender, terminating in a fork, and retractile into a

sheath at its base. The scales of the back ai"e small, equalling in size those of the

sides, and arranged in cross-rows
;
those of the belly and tail being square and arranged

in bands. The tail is long and generally compressed, and the toes arc five in num-
ber and provided with strong claws.

The Indian water-lizard, Varant(s draccena, sometimes exceeds the length of four

feet, the tail being longer than the body. The natives use the flesh for food, the

animal being quite abundantly found along the low lands, where dogs arc trained to

hunt it. It is more or less subterranean in its habits, spending most of its time in its

burrows, though during the warmer portions of the day it wanders out, after smaller

rejitilcs an<l in search of ant-hills. T'i alf/of/ti!aris inh.abits South .\frica and some-

times reaches a length of four or five feet. It jirefers the more rocky localities, seeking
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safety, onteing disturbed, in the crevices, where it so clings on to the irregularities

of the sides as to make its capture almost an impossibility. If it be dislodged, how-

ever, it flies at its enemy with the utmost fury, not infrequently compelling it to retire.

The reptile's food consists of frogs, crabs, and small quadrupeds, for which it is often

seen lying in wait beside some spring or brook of running water. The superstitious

natives, who greatly dread the animal from a mistaken belief that it is poisonous.

Fig. 247. — I'araims viloticuSy moniLor.

noting this semi-aquatic habit, have become possessed of the idea that the animal is

sacred, and, if injured, has the ])owcr, l>y way of revenge, of producing drought.

The monitor, T' «i7o?i'cMS, has the elongated t.iil with a double-edged keel above,

and the teeth rounded. As its name implies, this animal is an inhabitant of the Xile,

in which it spends most of its time, seldom going on shore except to search for

crocodile's eggs, of which it destroys large numbers. It is, in fact, a most important

animal, as it keeps these furious monsters from multiplying to an undue extent, by wa-

ging a constant war against tlieni, not only by breaking open their nests and eating the
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eggs, but also by following the young in the water, where it can easily capture them, being

a most active swimmer. When full grown, the monitor— called so from the notion

that the animal gives an alarm on the ajijiroach of any poisonous snake— not infre-

quently reaches the length of five or six feet. T'i salvntor even grows to a greater

length. It is an inhabitant of India, and is also abundantly found in the more marshy
localities of the Malayan peninsula, where it is often seen among the branches of

trees overhanging some stream or jiond, in scai'ch of young birds or lizards, aii<l fnnii

P.X-i'
Flu, 24S. — Te'uL6 ti.'jiu:xinu

which, on being disturlied, even though it be at a considerable height, it plunges
into the water and quickly swims away to its hole under some neighboring bank

;

from which it is only too often dug out for food by the lower Hindus.

The family Xantusiid^ is closely allied to the Teiidas, though it differs in having
the tongue but slightly incised, and the skull of a different sti'ucturc. The family
includes but a single genus, X(i/it)fsiu, which has a slender, cylindrical body, femoral

pores, three folds of skin on tlie throat, the pupil vertical, and the eye unprotected by
lids. A single sjiecies. A' cii/ilis, inhabits Lower California.
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Of the Teiid.e, all the representatives are New "World fonns, while the related

acrodont LaeertidiL- are confined to the Old World. The genus I'eius has five toes

on each foot, the femoral pores distinct, and the throat with two cross-folds, between

which are the larger six-sided scales. In the young individuals, the teeth are plu-

rodont, i)ectinate in front, and three-lobed on the sides, but as the animal increases

in age the bone of the jaw grows up and around their bases, and the front teeth

become more rounded.

T. tefftiexim., or the variegated-lizard, as it is called by some, in allusion to the dis-

position of its colors, is of a green shade varied with black, and ornamented with two

series of white spots on the upper part of each flank. In some localities it is called

the safeguard-lizard, from the attributed habit of giving an alarm on the approach of

alligators, in the same way that the monitors of the Nile are said to make known the

presence of serpents. It is an animal of considerable size, sometimes reaching the

length of five feet, and, being bold and strong, is, when provoked, no ordinary enemy.

It inhabits the more retired situations of tropical Brazil, where it finds an abundance

of the small reptiles and insects on which it feeds.

Ainciva has the ventral shields broad and smooth ;
the tongue elongate and

sheathed at its base
;
the teeth compressed, and three lobed, and the feet ending in

five toes. Several species inhabit the more troi)ical portions of the New World.

A. dorsaUs, the ground-lizard, is one of the most aliundant reptiles of Jamaica, where

it is often seen by the road-side, as it is scratching in the sand, or peering out from

behind some fallen leaf. Always restless and active, it sometimes shoots along over

the short grass with such rapidity that it seems to fly. It is met with everywhere,

not only along byways, but in open pastures and cultivated fields, its beautifully

colored body, bright green eyes, and gentle manners rendering it a universal favorite

in spite of all prejudices.

Allied to Ameiva, but having the tongue free at the base, is Cnemidophorus, a

genus represented in the United States by a dozen species, the most of which inhabit

the Rocky Mountains, though C. sexlineatus, the six-lined or striped-lizard, is abun-

dantly found in the southern states as far north as Virginia, and extending west into

Mexico. It is a lively little animal, running about on the ground with great swiftness

in search of insects, and often in the neighborhood of plantations, where its prey

abounds. It is a timid animal, however, seldom wandering far from its retreat, and is

more or less crepuscular, being seen, the male and female often in company, towards

the close of day. The ordinary length is about ten inches, of which the tad

is more than half. The animal is dark brown above, marked with six yellow

longitudinal lines, all but two of which disappear on reaching the tail, which is

roughened by the carinated scales. Below, the scales are smooth, and of a silvery-

blue color.

C. tif/ris, inhabiting the Pacific slope, Utah, and the country lying south, has

four yellowish indistinct stripes along the dorsum, and while the back and upper

portions of the legs are covered with only minute scales, those of the lower

side of the body and legs, as well as those of the throat, are large and strong. On

the tail, which is cylindrical, and two and one half times the length of the body, the

scales are of a third character, being longer than broad, arranged in annular rows, and

more or less carinated.

The family Amphisb^nid^ contains some of the most degraded lacertilians,

though they have points of structure M'hich connect them with the jjrevious family.
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The snake-like body is unprotected by scales except in the region of the head and

throat, and the skin is divided by closely arranged, transverse constrictions, and by
more shallow longitudinal furrows into oblong divisions, which give the animals, often

assisted by their peculiar color, a mosaic-like ai)pearance. The pectoral girdle is very

rudimentary, except in a single genus, and the sternum is never present. The pelvic

arch is represented by rudiments, though it never bears apj)endages. The bones of

the skull are firmly articulated together, and the rami of the lower jaw are united in

front by an unelastic symphysis. The eyes are small and, like the ears, covered by
the integument. The teeth may be either placed along the ridge of the jawbone,

acrodont, or along the inside, pliirodont.

The genus ^wyVititeHa has the teeth plurodont ;
two large nasal shields, behind

which are two pairs of frontals ;
the head flat with a rounded snout ; and in front of

the vent a transverse row of so-called pre-anal pores. The generic name has been

given because of a popular notion that the animal, which can progress in either way,
is provided with a head at each end, the short rounded tail resemliling the head in

general outline. The sooty Amphisbtena, ^-I. fuliginosa, is the most common species,

Fig. 'ii^.— AmphisbaHa alba.

.and is found throughout the warmer ]iortions of South America, where it hides in the

ground, through which, like the earthworm, it tunnels its way in search of larvie. The

young of ants form the chief element of its diet.

Jihineura floridana is an allied form. This animal, the only native member of

the family, has been many times captured in Florida, where, from its habit of leaving
its subterranean home and coming to the surface after thunder showers, it has received

the name of ' thunder-worm.' It is of a dirty white color, on the ujjper surface of the

head becoming yellowish.

Also of subterranean habits, though differing from the other members of the

family in having a pair of small limbs terminated by five toes, is Chirotes, a genus
inhabiting Mexico and Lower California. The head is no larger than the rest of the

the body, the teeth are conical and slightly recurved, and the tongue, like that of the

woodpecker, is tipped with horn. On the abdomen is a row of pores resembling those

of Amphisbcena.
We now come to an Old World family, the Lacektid^, which is represented by

several genera.

PseMdopus is found in Europe and southern Asia. It has tin; body long and snakc-
VOL. III. — 28
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like, the quadrangular scales arrauged in transverse series, and the limbs absent or

re]ircsented by a single pair of appendages, unprovided with toes and placed at the

posterior portion of the abdomen. J*, pallasi, a timid animal inhabiting the more cen-

tral portions of Europe and Asia, seldom wanders far from its retreat, to which it

quickly retires on the slightest apprehension of danger. It is said to be especially

fond of dark, wooded glens, where it can find the nests of smaller birds, feeding to a

considerable extent on their young. In its marking it is dull brown, a shade which

well harmonizes with its usual surroundings. J^. gracilis, the Khasj-a glass-snake, is a

closely allied form inhabiting the Khasya Hills of India, but differs in being unpro-
vided with even the rudiments of limbs. Like other lizards having a longitudinal fold

of skin running along the sides, the scaly covering of the back and abdomen is so

rigid that it ijrcvents the general distention of the body so charnoteristic of serpents

yi'^^/jrz\yyiuC
Fig. 250.— Chirotes canalictilatus.

and some lizards
; food, however, of considerable size is allowed to enter the body

through the elasticity of these lateral folds, extensibility being here limited to a special

area, like that of Opheosaurus.
The genus Lacerta is abundantly found in the warmer portions of the Old "World.

These lizards are diurnal in their habits, the eyes being provided with connivant lids;

and they run about over rocks and prostrate logs, seldom or never attempting to lead

an arboreal life. The scales are non-imbricate, simply appressed, and the limbs are

four in number and well developed.
L. agilis is a most familiar object of the country in England, as well as on the

continent, being popularly known as the gray or sand-lizard. In the warmer portions
of Europe these inoffensive creatures are very abundant

; and, though of fair size,

being sometimes ten inches in length, they are extremely agile, their movements being
so rapid that the eye can with difficulty follow them, as they scam]ier away over the
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ruins and doLris. They are said to live in ]>airs; the father and mother, while having
considerable mutual regard, assuming a most indulgent disposition towards their often

wayward offsjiring, leading them to situations where they may be wanned into activ-

ity by the sun, or sheltering them from the cold. All, at the beginning of winter,

dig for themselves little cavities in the earth, in which they coil uj) and sleep until

the approach of spring. X. viridis, the green-lizard, is found in Jersey and localities

around the Mediterranean ;
a most beautiful animal, intjuisitive, confiding, sprightly,

and courageous, it is always watched with interest. L. tnundis is abundant about the

ruins of southern Europe and on the islands of Sardinia and Malta.

Zootoca viuipara is peculiar in that the eggs are hatched while in the oviduct.

Fig. 251. — Lacerta viridis, green-lizard.

It is a very abund.ant animal throughout England, being particularly fond of heaths

and warm banks, where the female is said to lie in the sun for some time before the

young are born, that the eggs may be incubated by its warm rays. The scaly-lizard,

as this animal is popularly known, is very active
; and, being quite sharp-sighted, its

capture is anything but an ordinary occurrence.

Trachijsaurus riujosus is one of the most peculiar creations of nature. The head

is short, pyramidiforra, and distinct from the short, thick neck. The trunk is elon-

gated and bulky, and the tail is short, large, flat, and rounded at the end, and so

abbreviated as to apj)ear at first sight to be a mere remnant, the rest seeming to be lost

by some mishap. The short, thick legs, terminated by toes which are armed with
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stout nails, are too small to allow the animal any very rajiid movements, the chief

source of protection being in the hard, thick tuberculate shields which cover the

entire upper side of the body, though below they become thin and smooth. About

this strange animal's habits but little is known. It has been captured in western

Australia.

The family Gerehosaukid-e includes but a single genus. Gerrhosaurus flavigu-
laris is a slender lizard, inhabiting South Africa, of about twelve inches in length,

and colored above with yellowish-brown, striped and banded with lighter and darker

shades. Localities covered with a thick growth of underwood seem to be the most

often chosen, the animals, on apprehending danger, concealing themselves by burrow-

ing under the dead leaves or loose earth. Specimens are distributed over a wide area,

Fig. 252. — Trachysaurus riigosus.

from Cape Colony as far north as the Tropic of Capricorn. G. bibroni inhabits the

shaded ravines of the Orange River, while G. typicus prefers the dry plains, over the

sand of which they scamper with most extraordinary rapidity, it being almost impos-

sible for the eye to follow them in their flight. They are also active burrowers, and,

on being disturbed, often conceal themselves in the loose sand, though only to a mode-

rate depth.

SciNCiD^ includes a large number of terrestrial lizards inhabiting the more tropi-

cal countries generally, and protected by a covering of smooth bony plates, which, on

the crown, are regularly arranged, like those of serpents. Skinks are found secreted

under old logs, bark, and dead leaves, or in shallow burrows in loose earth. They

are oviparous, and the eggs, to the number of ten or a dozen, are hid away in those

situations.
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The genus Cyclodas lias tlic scales thick and round, the body with four short, five-

toed extremities, and terminated by a rounded tail. The lower eyeliils are scaled.

C. ffiffcis, of Australia, is one of the largest members of the sub-order.

Scincus has the body elongated and provided with four limbs, each bearing five-

fringed digits ; the head elongated and flat; palatine teeth isresent ; oj>enings of tiie

nostrils in the middle of the triangular supranasal shield, and the under eyelids cov-

ered with scales. Though once made to include several sjjecies, there is now but a

single representative. The common or officinal-skink, S. officinalis, is a native of

south Africa, and inhabits the more sandy localities, where, by means of its peculiarly

shaped feet, it so quickly buries itself beneath the surface, on being surprised, that it

seems to glide into an already formed burrow. Though the limbs are well developed,
the animal is oidy an ordinary walker, seldom wandering from its chosen localitv, and

then only in search of small insects. To bask, half asleep and undisturbed, in the

/I j,:ei''"
'

Fig. 253. — Sc'mcua officinalis, common skink.

sun, seems to be its chief delight, and, when thus indulging itself, is often quite indif-

ferent as to what may be going on around it. It has been named ' officinal
' because

of the high esteem in which it was held by the medical cjuacks of the middle ages;
its body, dried and reduced to a powder, being thought to possess the most wonderful

virtues, and was prescribed as a specific for nearly every disease of the human body.
The genus Seps has the bodj' much more elongated than >Scinct(.% the limbs are ter-

minated by only three toes, and the lower ej-elids are transparent. The legs are

very weak, and are used but little as organs of locomotion, the animal being more
snake-like in its movements. Its teeth are small and simple, on the jaws only, and

adapted to seizing and retaining small insects, worms, slugs, and the like. S. (ridac-

tyhis is of a gray color, striped with four longitudinal rows of appressed brown dots.

To this harmless animal, which inhabits the regions bordering on the IMediterraiiean,

have the ancients given a most frightful character. They maintained, and the belief
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is still current iu some localities, that the seps would enter the shelters of cattle,

and, while these animals were asleep, would inoeculate them with a most coiTupting

poison. This attributed habit has given them a name which signifies, in the Greek,

corruption. ^S". chalcides inhabits Dalmatia.

Acontias has the legs entirely absent, the upper eyelid rudimentary, and no ab-

dominal pores. The type species, A. meleagris, is a south African animal, where its

habits are strikingly like those of the European blind-worm. It is possible that a

second species of this genus inhabits Ceylon. Nessia is an allied genus, having four

rudimentary legs, and represented by two species ;
N'. burtonii, having the feet divided

into three minute toes, and 2\^. monodactylas, having the toes undifferentiated. These

small anunals resemble the rhinophid snakes in their habits and general mode of life,

though their habitat is much more restricted, the genus having been found only on the

island of Ceylon.

kj:^"-'

Fig. 254. — Seps clialcldts.

The ground-lizard of the southern states {OUgosoma laterale) is in its habitat a

most familiar animal. While wandering through the woods of Louisiana, the noise

these little animals made as they scampered away was truly astounding. Not being

acquainted with them, my first impression was that I had disturbed a colony of beetles;

but my mistake was soon apjtarent, for these reptiles were by far too abundant for all,

on being surprised, to find immediate shelter. If captured,
— a by no means easy

task,— they make no violent effort to escape, but, with a most droll expression, they

eye their captor ;
soon winning his confidence, but betraying it at the most unex-

pected moment, for with a quick struggle the tail is dropped off, and, before one has

recovered from his surprise, no lizard is to be seen, the tail only remaining, which for

some little time twists about witli as much vigor as when attached to its owner.

This self-mutilation of the lizard offers a remarkable instance of protection. It
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will be seen that tlie animal, being comparatively slow of foot, cannot ordinarily seek

safety in flight, and havinsi no organs of defence, it, on being attacked, breaks off a

portion of its tail, wliich, still alive and twisting about by retlex action, attracts the

attention of the enemy, and the lizard, unencumbered and unnoticed, glides into some

crevice, and is safe. The iiuisclcs of the tail are so arranged that they, by contrac-

tion, close over the place of amputation, and bleeding is jirevented. From the thus

blunted appendage a new rudiment soon appears, which, in a short time, replaces the

lost part. It is stated, however, that the new growth differs from the original iu hav-

ing the vertebrro represented by an unsegmentcd cartilaginous rod.

The ground-lizard is, above, of a dark, shining, brown color, well haniiDui/.iiig with

the shades of soil, dead wood, and roots on which it abides. Along each side, run-

niniT from the eye above the insertion of the legs, is a black line, below which the

coloring lightens, the free skin of the throat being pink, shading into yellow along

the abdomen, and jiassiiig into a beautiful blue further back. Its more restricted

habitat is in the thick forests of oak and hickory of the Carolinas, Georgia, Florida,

and the gulf states.

The genus Eumeces is very abundantly distributed over the warmer portions of

the globe, the United States alone having over a dozen species, and is characterized

by having the scales thin, smooth, and polished ;
the tail fusiform and smooth

;
the

nostrils piercing a single plate ; palatine teeth absent, the liinbs well developed, and

each provided with live toes. Some species h.ave the lower lids transparent.

Eumeces fasciatus, the blue-tailed skink, is the best known of the genus. Xot

only is it alnindantly found over a large area throughout the more central, southern

and eastern portions of our country, but it is a wanderer, coming to light not infre-

quently in remote situations. In coloring it is, above, of a deep, glossy green, orna-

mented with line, narrow, yellow, longitudinal lines passing, on the tail, into a beautiful

ultramarine, a shade which is also adopted l)y the lines. Below, the animal is of

polished, pearly white. Tiie total length is between eight and nine indies.

The blue-tail is a lizard which secretes itself between the loose liark of some tree,

and there lies in wait for small Coleoptera and grubs. Though it is a good climber,

it does not habitually ascend trees, but may wander unrestrictedly through the dark

interior galleries of those monarchs of past ages which are occasionally met with in

the midst of wild southern forests. During early morning, or dark days, when par-

tially chilled, the animal, though at other times so active, is indifferent and helpless,

often two or three individuals being found together, buried in the rotten wood at the

base of a stump, or in a hollow below some prostrate log.

A near relative, the 15ermuda skink, E. lonijirostris, is the only living repre-

sentative of the order in this isolated group, though it is possible that at some early

date there existed larger species, like those of the Galapagos. Captain John Smith,

in speaking of these islands in 1624, says, "Lizards there were many and very large,

but now none, and it is said they were destroyed by the Cat." A still earlier writer,

however. Rev. Lewis Hughes, in 1614, says,
" Here is no kind of beast but hogges

and cattes and they but in one or two places which we thought to come at first by
means of shippe-wraeke. The hogges were manie, but are now brought to a small

number."

In enjoying the sunshine, aiul in making a quick retreat, on Vicing disturbed, as well

as in several other ])eculiarities of habit, the Bermuda skink resembles its better kuowu
brothers of the continent.
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E. shUtonianum, Skilton's skink, inhabits tlie Pacific region, and has the body

greatly elongated, the tail, wliich is more subquadrangular than conical, being about

twice the length of the body. The limbs are small, and the scales, though elsewhere

smooth, on the back and tail present four or more longitudinal furrows or stripes.

E. anthracinus is found in the more mountainous regions from Pennsylvania to Texas.

E. egregius and onocrepis inhabit Florida. In the more southwestern territories are

several other species. The eggs of this genus are laid, to the number of ten or a

dozen, under leaves, stones, or the bark of trees.

The family Axelyteopid^ includes a small number of degraded skinks. Tijphline

has no limbs, and the pre-anal shield large and single. The eyes can be faintly dis-

cerned through the covering of skiji. Specimens have been taken at the Cape of

Good Hope. Feylinia is also unprovided with limbs, but has the
j)
re-anal scales nu-

merous. It inhabits the coast of Africa in the neighborhood of Angora.
This family includes, under the head of Dibamid.e, a still more degraded genus,

Dibamus, which has none of the osteological peculiarities which characterize the pre-

vious families. The posterior limbs only are represented, and these by mere folds

of skin. The pre-anal scales are undifferentiated. Its home is New Guinea.

The members of the highest family, the Ciiam.eleontid^, are all natives of

the Old World, and are characterized by having the tongue worm-like, club-shaped,

in front, and very exsertile. But a single genus, the acrodont Chmneleo., is repre-

sented.

The chameleons have the large and angular head covered with small, flat shields;

the deep and compressed body with shagreen-like skin, and the tail, characteristic,

long and prehensile. The eyes are large and globular, and each can be directed towards

an object of its own : the eyelids are circular and pierced by a central hole
;

the

tympanum is hidden, and the limbs, which are perhaps the most specialized organs of a

highly sjjecialized animal, are capable of supporting the body, and terminated by feet,

which are converted into grasping hands by having the five toes arranged by their

imion as far as the claws in two opjjosing groups. With the strong grasp of tlieir feet

and with the assistance of the prehensile tail, it is almost impossible to shake them off

the branch on which they may be slowly feeling their way. On the ground or in the

Avater they are almost helpless. The eggs, protected by a calcareous shell, are de-

posited, to the number of ten or twelve, under decaying leaves.

The singular power of changing the color of skin is not .alone possessed by the

members of this family, nearly all of the lacertilians having it to a more or less

degree. The i^henomenon is brought about by there being two layers of jiigment

cells underlying the transparent epidermis, the lower and darker, at the will of the

animal, or stimulated by surrounding objects, predominating over and through the

more superficial and lighter layer. Though the proper home of the chameleons is

Africa, where there are several species, they are found along the northern shores of

the Mediterranean, in Asia, and on the island of Madagascar.

Order IV. — CHELONIA.

The members of this order present less variation in form than do those of any

other of the class. The body is invariably short and stout, and is, in all the known

forms, ]n-otected from above and below by a more or less bony investment, developed

ordinarily, directly from the osseous framework ; though some forms may have this
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armature produced by a secondary growth, the hardening of certain portions of the

dermal covering. In all cases the head, tail, and limbs are cajjable of being pro-
truded from between the margins of the thus formed plates, and may be modified for

special habits
;
as broad and fin-like for marine, simply webbed for inland aquatic, or

short and stump-like for terrestrial life. Four limbs arc always present ;
and the jaws

are unprovided with teeth proper, being simply encased in horn, like those of birds.

As to the shield-like covering, it is of considerable importance to the systematic

zoologist, often presenting most distinctive cliai'acters. By reference to the illustra-

tion it will be seen to consist of two portions, the dorsal, or carapax, and the ventral,

or plastron, and to be divided into geometrically shaped portions, or plates of a horny

nature, which in no way follow the outline of the underlying bones. These plates are

Fig. 255. — Diagr.aiu ilUistr.atiDg the dorsal and ventral plates of a turtle
; ah. abdominal

; nn, anal ; c, caudal ; cos,
costal ; (I, gular ; i, inguinal ; m, marginal ; u, nuchal ; p, pectoral ; pa, pre-anal ; pn, post-gular ; v, vertebral ;

X, axillary.

of considerable commercial value in some turtles {Chelonia) as they are the 'tortoise-

shell
'

of commerce.

From the rigid portion of the vertebral column, the expanded jirocesses of which,

together with the suturally united ribs, form the carapax, the flexible neck projects,

and is capable of being more or less comjiletely retracted into the cavity of the shell.

The eight vertebrie of which it consists are entirely destitute of ribs. Posteriorly, the

sacral portion of the column is bent down, free from the caiap.ix, and tenniiiated by
a flexible tail, which is, on the occasion of danger, not withdrawn under the shield,

but simply bent round against the side of the body.
The bones of the head are Hniily united to each other, the skull resembling that

of birds, though the cranial caps\de is considerably less in size. The orbits are sepa-
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rated from each other by a bony septum. The internal ear is well developed, and the

nares open into the cavity of the pharynx, behind the palatine plate.

The sight of most turtles is very keen, and they are generally watchful ; though
the marine forms are often cajitured while apparently asleep, their heads resting on

some floating piece of timber. They are also not unfrequently rendered partially

blind from the stings of the Portuguese man-of-war, Physalia, a coelenterate of

which they are very fond. The eyes are capable of being protected by not only the

ordinary upper and under lid, but also by a third, like that of birds, a lateral nictitat-

ing membrane. Hearing in some forms is acute ; the fact that many, if not all, are

Fig. 256. — SpJuirgls coriacea^ leather-back turtle.

musical, ai'gues that their organs of hearing are well developed, The tympanum is at

the side of the head, and, like that of the frogs, is unprotected by either valves or

cavity. The senses of smell and taste, allied to each other, are but poorly developed.
The circul.atory, digestive, and rcjsroductive organs generally resemble those of the

lizards jaroper, though the Crocodilia are anticipated, and the birds to some extent

foreshadowed. Resjjiration is effected by the swallowing of air, the rigid carapax
and ])lastron effectually preventing the expansion of the chest. All turtles are ovi-

parous.
While some of the families of the order of which we are now to treat contain gen-

era which may be enumerated by tens, and species by hundreds, the more embryonic
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and iiitiodiictoiy family Sphargid^ contains but a single genus, which is represented

by a sinylc s]ifc'ics.

As will be seen from the illustration, Sjihargis coriacea, the trunk-back or leathery

turtle, is of a depressed top-shape, with the digits not separate, and those of the fore

limbs greatly elongated. The back differs from that of all other living turtles in pre-

senting no evidence of its costal origin, and the skin of the e.\j)0sed j)ortion8 of the

body is unprotected by scales. The animal is of most gigantic size, exceeding that of

any other member of the order
; sjieeimens weighing over a thousand pounds being not

unfrequently captured. Though an animal of the widest distribution, it being found not

only through the temperate portions of the Atlantic, but even of the Pacific and

Indian oceans and the Mediterranean Sea, its habits are but little known, as it is in nn

one locality sufficiently abundant to be jirofitably studied. An interesting account,

however, is given by an English officer of a female cajjtureil in India.

"She was captured February 1, 18C2, near the mouth of the Ye River, on the

sandy beach of which .she had deposited about a hundred eggs, when she was surprised

by a number of Burmese fishermen who had been lying in ambush near the spot (a

favorite resort of the common turtle, Chelonia virgat<(), and after a desperate struggle
was secured. Her entire length was six feet two and a half inches.

" The strength, aided of course by the enormous weight, of the animal was such

that she dragged six men, endeavoring to stop her, down the slope of the beach, almost

into the sea, when she was overpowered by increased numbers, lashed to some strong

poles, an<l brought into the village by ten to twelve men at a time.

"The eggs were spherical, of IJ inches diameter, and were as palatable as those

of the i-iver tortoise are nauseous. Besides those the animal had laid in the sand, there

must have been upwards of a thousand in her ovaria, in all stages of maturity. The
flesh was dark and coarse, and very few of the crowds of Burmans assembled at Ye
to see the animal would eat any of it."

In 1880 a large leather-back was captured in a mackerel net off Cape Ann. It was

brought to the Summer Laboratory of the Boston Society of Natural History at

Annisquam, and from some of its flesh a soup was made, which all who partook

agreed was as good as tliat from the green-turtle.
The family Protosteiiid.e has been established to provide for an enormous sea-

turtle, once inhabiting the bays of t!ie western inland seas of geological times, and
at ]iresent known from fragmentary fossils.

This turtle, described as Protostega giyas, is characterized by having tlu' protect-

ing shield not formed by the expansion of the ribs into a l>onj- roof or j)lastron, but by
the development in the skin of large ]ilates, having no sutural connection either with

each other or with the underlying ribs. Such fragments as have been found show
that the fore limbs must have been elongated and flat, like those of the sea-turtles of

to-day, while several other peculiarities, with this, make it quite likely th.at the ani-

mal's affinities are with tSpharr/is, one of the most ancient of existing turtles.

The family Ciieloniid.e includes four genera of marine turtles, all of which are

found along the coast of the United States. They resemble each other in having the

feet compressed and fin-shaped, and, as well as the neck and head, too massive to be

retracted beneath the shell. The carapax is so broad and flat that when the animals

are placed upon their backs, they are hel])less, and it is never osseously united with

the plastron. The head is large and rounded, and covered with bony shields. The
animals are strong and jiowerful, of enormous size, and frequently lead for months at
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a time a pelagic life, repairing to the shore only to deposit their eggs, which are

buried, often to the number of two hundred or more, in the sand. Sea-turtles are of

considerable value as food, though the East Indian species are not as generally used,

because of the poisonous qualities supposed to be acquired at certain seasons of the

year. Extinct members of the family have been found in the tertiary deposits.

The genus Thalassochelys has fifteen vertebral and costal shields, which are thin

and not imbricate. The Anierican loggerhead, T. caouajia, is a carnivorous form,

living on fishes, crustaceans, possibly sponges, and especially on the soft parts, which

they obtain by nipjjing off the sjsire, of the large conches so abundant in the more

rW./i-

FiG. 257.— Ereimocliebjs imhricata, liawk's-biU turtle, caret.

southern waters. It is found along the Atlantic coast, from Brazil to Jlassachusetts,

and is not infrequently captured about the southern shores of Europe and in the

Mediterranean. During the months of April, May, and June, their breeding season,

they are to be seen about the low, sandy islands of the southern and gulf states, when

they are much less suspicious than usual, allowing boats to approach quite near to

them, and are hence captured at this time in large numbers. At night the females

approach the shore, and dispose of their eggs, which, as well as those of the green-turtle,

are eagerly sought after by fishermen. For food, the flesh of this species is inferior,

being rank and tough. Instances of the loggerhead weighing over 450 pounds are

rare, much less in weight, it will be seen, than the green-turtle. An Indian Ocean
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species, T. olivacca, has but a single claw on each foot. Its flesh is only eaten by the

Cliinese.

Of the genus JTirOiiiic/ie/i/s but two species are known, both of which are found

along the coast of the United States ; JS. imbricata from Brazil to the Carolinas, and

E. sqiiamaia, along the Pacific coast. Tliey .are at once distinguished from the other

sea-turtles, because of their small size, and in that the thirteen vertebral and costal

shields are imbricate.

The hawk-bill or caret, -E*. imbricata, is a carnivorous animal, living on the same

food as the loggerhead, but of a much more ferocious nature, snapping at whatever

may excite its rage, and in captivity using its strong jaws with no other apparent

reason than to pick up a quarrel. From an economic standpoint, the animal is of con-

siderable value, because of its so-called '

tortoise-shell,' the horny imbricate plates

covering the bony framework, which are in this genus very thick, and of such a nature

that by the proper application of heat they cleave away from the underlying bone

and can be warped or moulded after being immersed in hot water. It is of good

quality only when taken from the older individuals, and varies much in weight. The

caret of the Pacific is s.aid to Jje sometimes roasted alive until the plates start from its

back ; these are torn off, and the animal is then allowed to escape. This cruel expe-

dient is resorted to because the shell is supposed by the ignorant fishei-men to lose

much of its brilliancy if the animal has been dead for any length of time. The finest

tortoise-shell, however,— that taken on the Celebes,— is removed by the use of boiling

water after the animals have been jn-eviously killed. The flesh of the hawk-bills is

inferior, though their eggs are sweet and palatable.

The genus Chelonia, having thirteen large appressed plates on the back, is repre-

sented by an Atlantic and a Pacific species.

The common green-turtle, ('. mi/das, is found along the Atlantic coast, from south-

ern Brazil to Cape Hatteras, and is not infrequently seen in the Gulf Stream, and even

further north, a few specimens having been taken east of Long Island. This is the

most valuable of the turtles for food, and sometimes reaches the enormous weight of

eight hundred and fifty ]iounds. It is a vegetarian, feeding on the roots of Zostera,

the plant known in New England as eel-grass, though further south it is called turtle-

grass. When thus grazing, the roots only being acceptable food, the tops are allowed

to rise to the surface, where they indicate to the ' turtler
'

the animal's whei-eabouts,

who, armed with a strong steel barb attached to a rope, and loosely fitted to the end of

a pole, carefully rows nj) to the unsuspecting animal, with a strong thrust plunges

the barb through its shell, withdraws the pole, and grasping the rope, now firmly

attached to the turtle's back, lifts the animal to the surface, and, with assistance, turns

it into the boat, where it is rendered helpless by being thrown on its back and by hav-

ing its flippers tied. It is not immediately killed, but is placed in a 'crawl,' or turtle

pen, where it is bathed by the tide, to wait with other unfortunates the departure of

some vessel for the northern markets. The war of extermination is not waged against

the adults alone, nor only in their ])roper element. Early in summer the females

i-epair to the low, sandy, uninhabited islands of the Gulf of Mexico or the Caribbean

Sea. At night, if there seems no ground for suspicion, one crawls some little distance

up on the sand, and, finding a satisfactory ])lace, at once begins to dig a hollow, in

which are deposited from seventy-five to two hundred sjiherical eggs of about the

bulk of those of a hen. These are carefully covered over, and the animal retreats to

the water. The turtler, on going his rounds the following morning, notes the tr.mipled
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sand, and, l)y probing with a slender stick, finds the exact position of the eggs. Ex-

perience has taught him that in just fourteen or fifteen days the turtle will again

return to this same locality to deposit, in a new hollow, a second, third, fourth, or

even a fifth lot of eggs, and, so, stationing himself on watch, he surprises the unsus-

pecting animal as she leaves the water, by means of a pole turns her on her back, and

thus leaves her until means are found for carrying her to the crawl.

If the eggs are not discovered, in about six or eight weeks, incubated by the sun,

they hatch, and the young scramble towards the water, on the way to which large

numbers are killed by birds, and during the first few weeks of their marine life, their

shell being comparatively soft, they are destroyed in large numbers by sharks and

other predatory fishes. The flesh of the Pacific form, though at certain seasons of the

year unhealthful, is said to rival the Atlantic in flavor. The eggs are in great demand,

being of particularly rich flavor and are collected in large numbers by the natives of

the East Indies. They are only of about an inch in diameter, and are said to keep

fresh for a considerable time.

In concluding with the Cheloniidre a singular fact may be mentioned. The logger-

head and green-turtles not infrequently interbreed, and the offspring, known to

the fishermen as the '

bastard-turtle,' has been described as Colpochelys kempii.

The family Propleukidj: is represented by the extinct genus Osteojihygis, the

largest species of which are from the cretaceous deposit of Xew Jersey. The family

is interesting in that its representatives have peculiarities of structure which corre-

spond on the one hand with tlie sea-turtles, and on the other with the fresh-water

Trionychidffi.

The family Teionychid^ is of particular interest, and is represented by several

living as well as fossil forms. The soft-shelled turtles, as the members of this family

are called, have the body greatly depressed, sub-circular in outline, and covered witli

soft skin. The feet are formed for swimming ;
the toes distinct, strongly webbed, and

terminated by three claws. Tliey are carnivorous animals and lie in wait, half buried

in the mud of the warm, shallow pond-holes which tliey inhabit, their long neck and

head swaying to and fro in the water with a serpentine motion and occasionally pro-

jecting towards the surface, where the elongated nostrils are protruded above, and a

fresh supply of air is taken in. In ploughing through the mud they often meet with

fresh-water mussels, of which they are particularly fond. They are active swimmers

and purely aquatic, leaving the water only when comj^elled to. The eggs, the shells

of which are hard and calcareous, are deposited but a few feet on shore, the young

easily finding their native element. On the pond in wliich they live drj-ing up,

retreat is found, in company with eels and siluroid fishes in the underlying nnid,

where they remain until the period of drought is over. In confinement they are

active and aggressive, though they feed readily, eating vegetable as well as animal

food.

Amyda mutica is the smallest of the American Trionychidte and inhabits the

valley of the middle and northern tributaries of the Mississippi as well as the St. Law-

rence rivers. It is distinguished from the members of the succeeding genus in having

no tubercles on the carapax. A large specimen, measuring twelve inches from the

front to the hind margin of the shell, contained in its alimentary tract fragments of

larval insects.

Aspidonectes ferox was described as early as 1771 and is popularly known as the

soft-shelled turtle. Its habitat is more southern than that of the previous form, being
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found only in those rivers which empty into the Mexican Gulf. It is said to be in its

natural state a most voracious animal, almost constantly remaining in the water, and

being a most active swimmer, easily caj)turing fish and reptiles, the young alligators

contributing a large share towards its suj)port. Though the ordinary hiding-i)lace is

in some hole of the bank or under some projecting log, the soft-shelled turtle is known
to not infrequently leave the water and completely btn-y its body in the mud, keeping

up a communication Avith the outside world by means of its long neck and head,

which is ever and anon thrust out of a small breathing-hole which is left open. They
are also, during warm summer days, seen, like other turtles, upon protruding logs or

rocks, basking and apparently asleep, though a slight disturbance in their neighborhood
will start them into the water. This gregarious habit has been observed by those

wishing to capture the animals, and while they are unsuspicious a net or other obstacle

is placed in the water round the rock on which they rest, and large numbers are cap-
tured as they endeavor to escajie. They are of a fierce nature and bite furiously
when provoked. The flesh is said to be su]ierior to that of the green-tui-tle. Though
ordinarily inactive on land, in the spring the female often makes her way u]) steep
banks to a suitable locality for the deposition of her eggs, which are numei-ous, sixty

or more being deposited at a time. The shell of a large specimen of this s^iecies

measured eighteen inches in length.

Amyda Kpinifer is of the same habitat as A. muticu, from which animal it can be

at once distinguished, however, in that it lias the upper portions of the shell ])rovided

with several conical prominences. It has been confounded with the Southern A.fcrox

by many writers, though it differs considerably from that animal, in several important

particulars. Allied forms are found in the western hemisphere, of which (Jhitra indica

is the largest living re]3resentative of the family. Specimens have been known to

weigh two hundred and forty pounds. It inhabits the river Ganges as well as several

estuaries of the Malayan peninsula, and is eagerly sought V)y the Chinese for food.

Fragments of extinct members of this genus have been found in the cretaceous

deposits of New Jersey, and in the tertiary formations of the west ; though anything
like complete shells are uncommon. These fragments belong to animals resembling
those of to-day, and prove the genus to be of great age; a fact that could also have

been arrived at by an examination of the animal's structure, which is of a most embry-
onic type, lacking those jioiuts of specialization characteristic of the higher members
of the group.

The Emydidjs includes all the so-called fresh-water turtles of the globe, and is

by far the largest family of the order
;

it being rejjresented by at least sixty species,

presenting a wide range of structure, habit, and size. The members are characterized

by having the shell more or less depressed, though it may sometimes be convex ; the toes

distinct and webbed, the feet forward for walking or swimming, the claws usually five in

front and four liehind, though there m.ay be only four toes on each appendage. The .shell

is invariably covered with horny shields, and those overlapping the tail are not united

along their median edges. From only a casual examination of the variety of points

presented by this family, it is aj)parent that it includes animals of diverse liabits
; there

being forms which are not only aquatic, but those which are nearly as exclusively
terrestrial as are some of the land-turtles. Of broad distribution throughout the tem-

perate and troiiical regions, in North America alone are six genera. Tlie eggs are

oblong, deposited in the sand, as are those of the previous family, and the young are

circular in outline.
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Preicdemys rugosa^ the potter or red-bellied terrapin, is an animal of \-ery limited

geographical distribution, being found only east of the Apjjalachian Mountains, and from

New Jersey to Virginia. It is, liowever, quite abundantly found within these limits,

and is often captured for market in the Delaware and Susquehanna rivers, though
its flesh is not held in great esteem. The length of the shell seldom exceeds eleven

inches. The color above is dark slate, with reddish blotches, while below it is of an

intense red, ornamented with yellow. The jaws are pi'ominently toothed. P. con-

ci7ina and inobiliensis are allied forms, inhabiting the more rocky rivers of the south, but

are of limited distribution.

P. hleroghjpldca, has been so named from the hieroglyphic-like markings along the

margin of the carapax. It sometimes reaches a foot in length, and inhabits the mid-

dle, western and gulf states. The yellow-bellied terrapin, P. scabra, is of about the

same size, though a much less elegant animal, the shell being carinate and deeply
serrated posteriorly. It inhabits the warm shallow brooks of fresh water of the south-

ern states, south of the habitat of P. rugosa. Specimens are often seen in groups of

a dozen or more, collected on some half-submerged log, and, though apparently half

asleejJ in the sun's rays, on the slightest appearance of danger they drop off into the

water, the only evidences of their presence being in the carefully protruded snouts

these appearing at different points over the surface of the water. Though wary and

suspicious, they are, nevertheless, captured in large numbers and sent to market, where

they masquerade under the name of '

terrapin.' When in their native element, their

diet is chiefly carnivorous, though in confinement they soon accustom themselves to

vegetables, of which they seem to become very fond. P. troostii is a very abundant

form, inhabiting the valley of the Mississippi as far east as Illinois. It was dedicated

to Professor Troost, a gentleman who gave no little assistance to Holbrook m tlie

preparation of his work on the American reptiles.

The most interesting species of Malacoclemmys is the salt-water terrapin, M.

pcdustris, inhabiting the marshes along the Atlantic coast, from Massachusetts to Texas,

and even to South America. About Charleston they are very abundant and are cap-

tured in large numbers for market, especially is this the case at the breeding season,

when the females are full of eggs. Further north they are dug from the salt mud

early in their hibernation, and are greatly esteemed, being fat and savory. In the

water the terrajjin is an active animal, comparatively seldom captured, being always on

the lookout and extremely wary. On land it is a good traveler and quite able to

escape from any ordinary enemy. In the market it can be distinguished from the

other turtles by its short body and the concentric markings of the dorsal plates. The

color above is dark brown and pale grayish green. 31. geographicus, the geographical

terrapin, is peculiarly marked and streaked above with narrow reddish lines. It is

found in the eastern Mississippi Valley, reaching eastward as far as Pennsylvania and

New York.

Chrysemys is characterized by having a deep notch at the anterior jiortion of the

upper jaw, on each side of which the projecting horny sheath forms two teeth. C.

picta, or the painted-turtle, is jierhaps the best known of tlie American Testudinata.

Its geographical distribution is extended, the animal being found from the Gulf of

Mexico to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and inhabiting nearly every pond, pool, or

slow stream. While one is riding in tlie cars, this species as well as Chelo2ms guttatus
are seen by myriads, the two clans seldom mixing, crowded together on some project-

ing rock or half submerged log, their necks stretclied out to the utmost, and to all ap-
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]ieai-anpc.s cnjdyiiin' 1 lie sun tn its full l>ciK-fit. They are, comparativelj- speaking, active

climbers, ami may not iMticcjucntly \tv s(<ii jkixIumI in situations which would seem
to be unattainalilc by civaturis prcsenling so few adajitalions other than natatory.

They are timid, howevi-r, an<l quiekly retire to the water on being disturbed. Their

voracity often leads to an untimely death at the hands of the indignant angler, whom
they bother to no little extent by seizing his finely prepared tackle. The ordinary food

consists of the succulent stems of various water plants, as well as such unfortunate

tadpoles, earth-worms, .>r lar\.il insects as may fall in its way. Though it begins hi-

bernation early in the fall, but a few warm days in spring are necessary to awake it

from its lethargy, when its shrill pijHng note is heard, often at night making the low-

lands ring. The eggs are de])osited .at evening in a shallow hollow scraped out of the

soft sand of some neighboring bank, and carefully covered, where, unless found by some

marauding skunk, they are hatched by the sun's heat. This is our most beautiful turtle,

its bright colors distinguishing it from all other members of the order. The general
color above is dark brown, a yellow line dividing the vertebral plates, which are further

i^Xli,.m,

Fm. 2uti. — Clielopus iusculptus, wuud-tortoise.

bordered, as well .is the costals, by bruader bauds of the same shade. The marginal

plates are concentrically marked with deep red, a color which fades away soon after

the animal dies. Below, the sternum usually presents an unspotted, uniform bright

yellow color, though occasionally a beautiful j)urplc obtains. In the western and more
central regions the Oregon turtle, C oref/onensiii, takes the jilace of the present species.

C7iL'luj)iis </i/tt/i/'t.s, the S[)eckled-turtle, is a familiar form north and east of the

Ohio. The small yellow dots covering the black back are very characteristic, and it is

a strange fact that they increase in number with age, the young having but a siiiLrleone

on each scale. Its habits are uuich like those of the painted-turtle. ('. iindcnberijii

is limited in its distribution to the valley of the Delaware, and i'^ uncommon. V.

inscnJptHS has a general distribution coinciding with that of C. ijiUtatux, though it is

much more local. This animal has received the popular names of horse, sculptured,

ri\ei', and wood-tortoise, the fust possililv being given because of the bright bav

color of the animal's li()<ly and limb. In certain localities it is an abundant animal, and,

indike other members of the familv, is not confined to the water, where it is ijreatlv

annoyed by a leech, dozens of which arc often found .ittaclicd to ii, \>\\\ is often met
vol.. III. —2!)
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witli some distance from water and often in the dry uplands, where it crawls leisurely

along, stopping now and then to feed on the leaves of some favorite plant. On being

surjjrised it cjuickly withdraws itself into its shell, and might be passed imnoticed were

it not that it hisses so loudly. On examination the shell is seen to be composed of veiy

distinct, concentrically sculptured and brown-rayed plates; a jirominent ridge being
formed along the back by successive longitudinal prominences. Below, the yellow

plastron is divided into twelve portions, each bearing on its posterior and outer corner

a large black blotch, around which is a series of suture-like grooves parallel with the

general contour of the plate. C. marmoratus inhabits the Pacific regions.

Eniys is represented in North America by a single species inhabiting the more

-'^j^^^;:^^^^
Fig. 259. — Cistudo Carolina, box-tortoise.

eastern districts from Wisconsin, and known as E. mdeagris or Blanding's box-tortoise,

an interesting form, as it connects the more ordinary members of the family
— those

having the jjlastron immovably united to the carapax
— with CiUiido, where it is not

only free, but movable at both ends in a vertical plane. The carapax of this animal is

strongly convex and rounded, much resembling that of the box-tortoise, thoiigli it is

above of a dark green color spotted with yellow. Below, the plastron is provided with

a longitudinal ligamentous fulcra connecting it with the carapax, and a single transverse

hinge, between the six anterior and six posterior jilates, which .illoM's, aided by the

fulcra, after the extremities have been dr.iwn beneath the carapax, of all being pro-

tected by the closing of tlie thus formed lids. Bl.anding's tortoise exceeds the com-
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mon l)t)X-tortoiso in size. Its vimiig lire jet Ithiek, aiui, tliough tlie ji;irents are elongate,

nearly circular in outline. Ji. lutaria is tlie European representative.

The genus Cistudo includes the common box-tortoise, inhabiting the United

States east of the Mississipjn, and presenting more variety of form and coloration

than any other member of the family. It is in most localities quite abundant, and is

found in pastures and uplands, seeking its food of 'toad-stools' and 'mushrooms,' and

may at once be recognized, in that it is able, by means of the two lids of the plastron,

to completely enclose itself in its shell, and in having its upper jaw uii)irovided with

the anterior notch so characteristic of the previous form. Though the shell seldom

Fig. liUO. — Ckcltjdra serpentina, suapping-turtlc.

measures over seven inches in length, the animals live to a most remarkable age,

seemingly until put to some violent death. A venerable box-turtle was recently seen

which bore dates of the latter part of the last century, as well as successive dates of

the present. There have since been five generations in the family of the one who first

carved his name on the jilastron of this rcsjiccted resident. Unlike our other turtles,

this species, C. Carolina, has a ])artirular dislike for the water, and soon dies if placed in

it. The toes often vary in iiinnber with different individuals, those having only three

on the hind feet being not uncommon in tlii' more western and southern habitat. C.

ornatii, a form which always has the vertebral scales keeled, and is dejircssed and

rounded, inhabits the xalk'V of the up)iei- ^[ississippi ami the country lying south.
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The genus is well represented in Europe by the yellow-tortoise, C. eurojyma, inhabiting

all the warmer countries, where tliey are to a limited extent used for food.

The family Cheltdkid.e is represented in the New World, from Canada to

Ecuador, by the common snapping-turtle, Cheli/dra soyentina, an animal adapted for

active defence. The shield l)eing too small for the complete retraction of the extremi-

ties, the enemy is boldly faced and attacked, the reptile's long reach and strong

jaws being sufficient to defeat the attacks of any ordinary foe. The elongated tail of

this animal is very characteristic, and from its appearance has not only given rise to

the popular name,
'

alligator-turtle,' but, ajipeuded to the small, comparatively thin shell,

gives an elongated appearance to the body, resulting in the specific name, serpeyUina,
In its habits, both in the water and on land, the snajiping-turtle is bold and fierce, and
will often suffer itself to be lifted from the ground by the object which it has grasped
rather than let go its hold. As it elevates itself for the attack, with half-open mouth
and sullen eyes, there is something fierce and defiant in its attitude, though it is so

slow and awkward in recovering itself after missing its point of attack that it pre-
sents a most ludicrous picture. Members of the species are remarkably strong

— the

elder Agassiz states that he has observed one to bite off a piece of plank more than

an inch thick— and they grow to a considerable size, being our largest inland rej)re-

scntative of the order, specimens not infrequently exceeding the length of three feet.

In the northern states, from the tenth to the twentieth of June, the female, at early

morning, leaves the water and crawls to a sand bank, digs a small cavity, n<it with its

tail (a popular belief), but with its hind leg, into which the small spherical eggs are

deposited to the number of twenty-five or thirty, when the sand is drawn over them,
the surface smoothed down, and the animal is soon back in the water, the entire ope-
ration not lasting over twenty minutes. Tliis mode of oviposition is different from

that of our other turtles. While the snajiper is satisfied with nothing but sand, the

painted and sjsecklcd-tortoises put up with any soil in which they can scra2)c, not a

cavity, but a hollow, and at evening rather than early morning. An allied form, Ma-

crochehjs lacertina, inhabits the tributaries of the Mexican Gulf, extending north-

ward in the Mississippi as far as Missouri. Its diet, like that of the previous species,

consists of the smaller animals, which it captures by a quick lunge, seizing them in its

powerful jaws.

The family CiNOSTEENiDiE includes the smaller fresh-water turtles, the largest of

which is smaller than the smallest of the Chelydridfe. On leaving the water they
seldom attempt any long journey, but bask in the sun in such a situation that on the

slightest sign of danger they can dro]» into their native element, though, if so unfor-

tunate as to be captured, they, though ridiculously small, endeavor to defend

themselves by freely using their jaws. They are carnivorous, and possibly, to some

extent, herbivorous. The eggs are few in number, and, unlike other turtles, excepting
the Trionychidae, are covered with a strong glazed shell, which, though thick, is very
brittle.

Aromochelys odorata is a small turtle found in pools, often covered with a thick

growth of green algfe, inhabiting the more eastern ])ortions of the United States,

and known as the musk-turtle, besides other savory names, of wliich the scientific

is perhaps the most exjjressive. In length the shell of this animal seldom reaches six

inches, while the plastron is cruciform, resembling to some extent that of Chelydra

setpentina. The convex brown carapax, generally covered with algw, the pointed head

and strong odor, renders this animal not easily confounded with our other turtles.
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Chiosternimi Ims four repvesontatives in tlic United States, of whioli C. petumyl-

vanicuiii, the nnnl-tortoise, very generally ilistriliuted over the southeastern two thirds

of tlie United States, is of small size and resembles the previous species, tliough the

[ilastron is divided in to transverse ])ortions, the anterior and ])osterior of which are

(•a|ial)ie
of more or less vertical motion, enabling tlie retracted head and limbs to be

more thoroughly protected. It is an animal which readily takes the bait, and is of no

little annoyance to the angler. Other sjiecies arc found in the southwestern ]iarts of

the Union.

Testudixid^ embraces those turtles wliich have the shell very convex and whose

feet are developed for a terrestrial life. The toes are distinct, the feet club-shaped, and

the caudal plates united. The Xorth American representatives are two in number,

Fig. 'i(jl.— ('inoHtc-nium pentisi/lvanicum, niwd-turtle.

Testudo Carolina and T. uijasshii, the latter of the southern Pncitic and the region

around Sonora. The former, the common '

goither,' the shell of which is often fifteen

inches in length, is a strong animal, and is more or less gregarious, troops being

often met with in the pine-barren country. Though in confinement they cat at all

times of the day, they are said to be, naturally, of nocturnal habits, making midnight
raids on the farmers' sweet potatoes, bulbous j>lants, and melons, and retiring to their

burrows during the wanner portions of the day, or on the approach of showers, where

they also hibernate. These homes are inhaluted l)y a single j'air, and are dug to a

length of four feet, the interior being large and spacious, while the mouth is only the

size of the larger animal. The negroes, in capturing the 'gophers,' sink a dee]i ]iil
in

front of the hole, and the unfortunate animals, on sauntering out, as tliey are obliged

to daily, droji in, and are unable to escai)e. The females are considerably larger than
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tlie males, and are very strong, the weight of two hundred pounds having been said

to be carried on tlie l)ack of one. The eggs, whicli are about the size of a pigeon's,
and live in number, are much esteemed for food. Tliey are deposited in a hollow

near the mouth of the burrow. Tlie South American T. tubulata, has been con-

founded with this animal, though it is now proved to be a distinct species.

The only Eurojiean representative of the genus is the common land-tortoise, T.

grceca, commonly made a pet of in gardens, though its true home is along the south-

ern countries bordering on the Mediterranean, where it is captured for its flesh, and

often put on sale in the markets. They are animal as well as vegetable feeders, and are

extremely fond of the leaves of lettuce, often using their feet to assist them in divid-

Fig. -6— — C/ttli/i, inatamatti, beanltd tin Ik.

ing the larger leaves. In confinement they drink milk, and eat almost anything that

may be given them of a vegetable nature. A strong liking fol' artificial heat has

been evinced.

The land-turtle of the French markets is captured along the coast of Morocco,

and in the neighborhood of Algiers, from which places they are shipped. It consid-

erably exceeds the Greek-turtle in size.

Tlie largest representative of the family is the so-called Indian-tortoise, an animal

inhaliiting the Galapagos Islands, and, though originally described as T. ehjihantopus,
the individuals from the several islands are now known to present variations of specific

value. Closely allied forms are found in Madagascar.
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III a l'e\v cretaceous turtles found in the New Jersey grccn-sand, as well as in sev-

eral deposits of the same age in the West, and allied to the Testudinidie, there are

jiresonted ])eculiarities of structure which are so exceptional that they liave been

united iu a family by themselves. They are of peculiar interest to the paleontologist,

being generalized forms of position intermediate between the Emydidaj and Hydras-
pididffi.

To the gigantic rivev-tortnise, Podocnemys exjxnisa, of the Amazon has been given
a family value. It is of an enormous size, and is a load for the strongest native, the

shell, when full grown, measuring nearly three feet in length. In the u])})er i)ortions of

the Amazon every household has a pond or corral, in which the animals are confined

Fig. 2ii;i. — Hjtdra^inti maximilianii.

during the time of dearth, the wet inontlis. Thounh tlic rich ]ieo]ile hire servants to

capture the animals when tlic water is low, the [loorer classes are obliged to collect

them themselves, as markets are unknown. Their abundaiu'e varies with the height
of the river, in dry seasons the largest niimbers being captured. The flesh is very
tender, palatable, and wholesome, though one soon tires of it as a regular diet. The

eggs are eagerly sought after by the natives, and, that all may have equal advantages,

the excursions to the sandy islands are made in a body, all setting to work at a given

signal.

In the family Ciiklydid.k the elongated neck cannot be withdrawn into the body,
as in the ordinary forms, but ))rotection is obtained by bending it round against the
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sides of the body and liidiiig it, as it were, under the eaves of the shell. Chelys

mataniata, the remarkable fimbriated or bearded-turtle, belongs to this family. This

is one of the most peculiar creations of nature, in oddity being exceeded by none.

It iniiabits tlio warm fresh-water jiuols of the troiiical jiortions of South America, and

has been, until of late years, quite abundantly found, tliough, from the unceasing draft

made upon it for food, it is now quite uncommon. It is said to be a carnivorous ani-

mal, lying in wait, concealed by the rushes of some quiet body of water, for an un-

suspecting lish or rej)tilc, or possibly a bi'ood of young ducks, which it captures by a

(juick extension of its neck. It grows to a considerable size, sometimes reaching the

length of three feet. As is shown in the engraving, the snout is greatly j)rolonged,
and the sides of the head and ridges of the neck are 2)rovidcd with peculiar prolonga-
tions of the skin, the true office of which is not known. An allied form, Ili/drasjns

maximilianii, also inhabiting Brazil, has been given a family value l)y some naturalists.

The figure illustrating this .•niimal shows the peculiar manner in which the head and

elongated neck is protected by being applied to the side of the body rather than being
withdrawn into the carapax.

The family Pelomedusid-e includes the single genus Pelomedusa, wliich is charac-

terized by having but two series of phalanges instead of the usual number, three.

P. siibnrfa and other species inhabit South Africa.

The highest family of the order, SternothzERID-e, is based on the j)eculiar structure

of the anterior divisions of the plastron, which are separated transversely, giving the

.•Miimals ten plates instead of the usual number, eight. This jieculiarity is similar to

that presented by the genus Plenrvdira.

Order V.— RHYNCOCEPHALIA.

The fifth order of reptiles includes a small number of animals resembling in gen-
eral outline some of the lizards, though jjresenting several internal characteristics, as

the possession of bi-concave vertebras and immovable quadrate bones, which are at

variance with the forms already treated and are of ordinal value. But a single rep-

resentative, the Ilatteria or Spheiiodon of New Zealand, is still living, thougli the

paleontologist has brought to light the bones of a few pre-existing fonns.

The Hatteria is one of those isolated animals which, from the j)eculiarity of its

structure, is of interest to the anatomist ;
as throwing light on the more obscure points

in the structui-e of fossil relatives, and, to the systematic zoologist, fills, as a single

specimen, the place of species, genus, family, and order. The general apjiearance is

igua]ia-like. The tail is compressed and cresteil, and, like many lizards, being of a

brittle nature, is often found reproduced, but without vertebral segmentation. The

general color is, above, dull olive-green s]iotted with yellow, and below, whitish. Be-

sides the peculiar fish-like vertebra? and rigid quadrate bones, some of tlie ribs are

provided medially with uncinate processes, resembling those of crocodiles, if not more

strongly those of birds. Third and intermediate portions, like those found in the

monotremes and sloths, unite the dorsal with the sternal costw. Teeth occur not only

on the jaws, but also on the palatine bones, where they are arranged in a regular series,

parallel with those of the maxillaries. The total length seldom exceeds twenty
inches. At one time these animals were to be found in abundance along the rocky
shores and small islands of the New Zealand coast, where they lived in the crevices of

the rocks, or in small burrows of their own constr\u'tion. Of late, however, being
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\isi'(l as an article of food l)y tlio natives, ami suft'eiinfj fniin tlie introiliietion of hogs,

they have become inicominnii, aiul will soon be niuubered with tlie animals wiiich once

existed but are now extinct.

Of the fossil members of this order, the Proterosaurus is of particular interest, as

it was the first known fossil rei)tile, being described as early as 1710 from fragments

obtained in the ]iermian beds of Thuringia. A study of the bones of the head, neck,

and liml)s shows it to have been an a(jnatie animal of considerable size, capable of seiz-

ing and retaining the active lislies which sported in the waters that deposited the old

Thuringian cojiper-slates. lihijnchosaurus, from the trias of England, is of interest in

that the jaws, like those of turtles, are unprovided with teeth, and the prcmaxiilaries

present a curved beak, strongly resembling that of birds. The vertebral centra are,

however, like those of JIattcrIa, i)iconca\e. ILjperodapedon^ also triassic, is au allied

form.

Order VI.— ICHTliYOPTERYGIA.

The members of this order arc all extinct, and are only known from their fossil

remains, which have been found in the tertiary deposits of the Old World. Though
true reptiles in structure, the Ichthyosauri resembled in general outline, antl jirobably

also in habits, the cetaceous mannnals of to-day. The broad head, short neck, thick

body and short vertebrre resemble these ])ortions of the whales, a general resemblance

carried still further by the flip]>er-like limbs and elongate, probably tin-be.nriiig, tail

which jierformed the office of a iiro]>eller. Some of these saurians were colossal in

size, reaching a length of forty feet, though many were smaller and resembled the dol-

jihins, being about six feet or even less in length. That the animals were rejitiles is at

once seen, however, on an examination of the bniiii cavity, which is of most diminu-

tive size when compared with that of sea-mammals, and is not protected by a solid

cranium, the bones of the head being more or less imperfectly united together. The

vertebral centra, moreover, were biconcave, and the orbits, which were enormous, some-

times fifteen inches in diameter, were protected by a circular series of triangular i)hites

which may have assisted in adjusting the focus of the eyes, or may have been in their

nature merely protective. A study of the jaws, as well as of the half-digested contents

of tlie alimentary tract, proves the Ichthyosaurus to have been a predatory animal, in-

habiting the open sea as well as the shores, and feeding on fish and other marine

animals. Though awkward in its movements, it not infrequently quitted the water

and crawled out on some ex])osed sand-bar to rest or to bask in the sun. I. commimis

is the most common form.

The Sauranoclo7i, found in the Jurassic deposits of the west, resembled the Ichthyo-

saurus very closely, though it differed in being destitute of teeth. It is given by some

an ordinal, while others consider it of only family, value.

Order VII.— THEROMORPHA.

This order includes several extinct reptiles, fragments of which are found chiefly in

the Permian and triassic fresh-water dejiosits of South Africa. The teeth are either

wanting or are represented by a jiair of maxillary teeth. The vertebrre arc biconcave,

and the amliulal'uy liml)s are su]iported by a solid pelvis and firm shoulder-girdle. It

was from this order that the mammals are by some supposed to have branched off.
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tho scapular and pelvic arches, as well as several bones of the limbs, being remarkably
like those portions in the JMonotrema, especially £chi(lna. From a comparative study
of the PeUcostturia, the fact has been demonstrated that the first terrestrial Vertebrata

possessed a notochord. The Dicynodons are known from fragments of their skeletons

found fossilled in South Africa, and received their nanie from the Greek,
' two-tusks.'

The skull presents characters which are crocodilian, chelonian, lacertilian, and, in the

elongate canine teeth, mammalian. The lower jaw was remarkably turtle-like and was

probably encased in horn. Several species have been described. The Otuknodons

were without teeth or had them inconspicuous. The head was rounded anteriorly,
and in general outline strongly resembled that of the turtles. TJie Pdtcosaitria are

represented by two dozen or more species from the permian beds of America; Clepsy-

dropus, from Texas and Illinois, is illustrative.

Fig. 2G4. — Skull ut Dleijnodon.

Order VIII.— SAUROPTERYGIA.

The European and New Zealand cretaceous beds have yielded by far the greater
number of species to this order. Of the few American forms, Elasmosaurus is the

most interesting. This animal differed fi-om the Plesioscmrus in the structure of its

pectoral girdle, and was of an elongated

form, sometimes forty-five feet in length,

and could swim rapidly through the water by

using its flattened limbs as oars, or by pro-

pelling itself, the tail being long and paddle-

shaped. The neck and small head resembled

in their motions, as they twisted from side

to side or plunged beneath the surface these

portions of the swan. It has been found,

from an examination of the debris occupying
what was once the body cavity of these

sea-saurians, that they fed on the more ravenous fish, which they were enabled to

grasp and retain by means of their long, sharp teeth.

While the ^/«s»80sa<ws ploughed the American waters, the Plesiosawi were no less

abundant in the eastern hemisphere. The first fossil representative was found in the

lias of Lyme Regis, and, from its peculiar lizard-like form, derived its name,
' near to

lizard.' The discovery of this genus was considered by Cuvier to be of great im-

portance, as presenting peculiarities of structure the most anomalous. Perhaps the

better way to describe the animal is to follow the words of an early naturalist :

" To the head of a lizard it united the teeth of a crocodile, a neck of enormous length,

resembling the body of a serpent, a trunk and tail having the proportions of an ordi-

nary quadruped, the ribs of a chameleon, and the paddles of a whale." The openings
of the nostrils were far back, in front of the eyes, and may have been used as spout-

holes. Of a score or more of species which have been described, P. dolichodeinis,

which attained a length of twelve feet, is, perhaps^ the most commonly found. The
neck was of great length, exceeding, by several vertebra?, that of the swan. A study
of the ribs shows the animal to have been capable of taking in a large supply of aii-,

and the inference is that it could remain submerged for a considerable period of tiiue.

It was, moreover, less adaj-ifed for a pelagic life than tho Ichthyosaurus and pirobably

seldom wandered far from the more shallow waters.
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Order IX.— CROCODILIA.

This order embraces those nqu.itic reptiles which have tlie teeth firmly implanted
in the jaws, the body protected by a thieic, armored skin, and the four limbs and tail

formed for swimming as well as for crawling. While in the previous order the limbs

were only represented by jiaddles, we now come to animals which not only have these

appendages freely articulated, but have them ending in separate digits. The skin is

thick and heavy, and bears, in its dorsal regions, strong, osseous plates. The jaws

proper are the only bones which bear teeth, and these are wedged fnto alveoli and are

conical in outline. The fourth tooth of the mandible often considerably exceeds its

fellows in size and fits into an excavation hi the upper jaw. It is used as the chief or-

gan of prehension. The structure of the vertebral centra varies in the several sub-

orders, though all the existing crocodiles have them concave anteriorly. The structure

of the soft parts is the highest presented by living reptiles. The organs of special

sense are well develoj^ed. The eyes have the pupil vertical, and are protected by two

lids, and also by a nictitating membrane. Both nostrils and ears are provided with

cuticular valves. The .buccal cavity has posteriori}' an arrangement which prevents
water from passing into the pharynx, when the mouth is held open by the strug-

gling prey. The stomach is remarkably bird-like and passes into a zigzag intestine,

to which are attached no c:ecal appendages. The intestine decreases in size before

entering the cloaca, which gives attachment to the erectile copulatory organ. The

heart is highly developed, and, in having a distinct right and left ventricle, effectually

prevents the mixture of the venous with the arterial blood. The order is divided into

three groups, of which the procelous, existing crocodiles, and the fossil Tlioracosaurus

will be first treated.

The crocodiles inhabit the warmer portions of America, Asia, Africa, and Aus-

tralia, and naturally divide themselves into three grou]>s : The gavials, having the

cutaneous plates of the top of the head and back continuous, and the canine teeth of

the lower jaw fitting into notches in the margin of the upper jaw ;
the crocodiles

proper, having the jilates of the head separated from those of the back, but having
the canine teeth fit into notches as in the previous group ; and the alligators, having
the plates of the back like the crocodiles, but having the teeth fit into pits rather

tlian into notches.

The gavial, or nakoo, of India, Gavialis gangcticus, has the snout elongated,

linear, and swollen at the tip, and the lateral teeth oblique. This animal is one of the

largest of the order, and sometimes reaches a length of twenty feet. Old males have

the nasal sacs at the tip of the snout considerably enlarged, and are thus enabled to

remain below the surface for a considerably longer period than are the females. The

development of the snout is of peculiar interest, since the young have it broad and

depressed like the alligators. In some of the rivers of India, as a result of a super-

stition among the ignorant natives, who fear to harm them lest they arouse the anger
of the gods, the gavials have become so abundant as to be destructive to luiinau life.

The geiuis Toiiiistoma has the beak conical, and the teeth erect and received into

pits; it is intermediate Ijetweoi Grou'n/i.t and ('rorodihdt, and is represented by but a

single species, T. schlec/elii, which inhabits the island of Borneo.

Of the crocodiles jirojicr, re|irescnlMlives are found in every continent. Croco-

dilus vufyarln, the Nile crocodile, is found throughout Africa from north to south
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and from east to west, and has been known from time immenioria], not only being
mentioned in the oldest manuscripts, but appearing on the walls of the ancient Egyi>-
tian monuments, which almost antedate history, and is not infrequently found ]ire-

served as a inumniy. In the upper regions of the Nile these animals actually swarm,
and though killed by the hundreds by hunters, and when young by the thousands by
their natural enemies, they seem in this locality to hold their own in spite of all per-
secution. Though rendering the African rivers dangerous to travelers, and destroy-

FlG. 2G5. — Gaviatis (inngftiruf:, gavial.

ing many of the herdsman's cattle, by seizing them by the snout as they are about to

drink, the crocodile, yireferring, as it does, the more putrid flesh, as a scavenger is of

considerable value, performing in the water what the hyaena does on land. Living-

stone, in writing of this animal, says it often seizes children as th.ey ]>lay on the banks

of the rivers, not infrequently rendering them senseless by a blow of the tail. The

full-grown natives are, however, seldom attacked, exce)it when they at night attempt
to swim across the rivers or enter where the animals are particularly abundant. Ant-
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olopc nvv often soeii to disuppoar frotii view us they seek the water to avoid the

hoiinils, and tlie doys are especially palatable to the huge reptile. It is said that

the animals acquire a taste for human tiesh. In localities where tliey once caused

no great fear, on receiving tiie dead liodies of crinniials, they at length became so

ferocious as to be greatly dreaded. The nati\es kill tlieni by thrusting a barbed spear
into their si(h' as they lie inisuspeclingly on the baid<, or tiiey dig a

])it
in some fre-

quented ]iath, into which the reptile falls as it Hees from the cries of the savages as

thev " beat the bush."

Kit:. 'J(i(i.
— Ci'tjfothlit.^

Mh UR£lf.XABEfiUhJ.

Am ancient story, supposed for a long time to ije fabulous, is told bv Herodotus,
the verity of which has been established by the later naturalists. The ancient writer

said :
" When the crocodile takes his food in tlie Nile, the inside of its mouth is'always

covered with a small fly. All birds, witli a single e.xception, flee from the crocodile,

but this one, the Nile bird, Trochijlus., far from avoiding it, flies towards the reptile

with tlie greatest eagerness and renders it a very essential service, livery time the

crocodile goes on shore, the Nile bird enters the mouth of the terrible animal and
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delivers it from the fly which it finds there; the crocodile shows its recognition of the

service and never harms the bird." In the modern classification this bird is the

Charadrius (Ptjiipticus. The eggs of the crocodile are laid in sand, and left to be
incubated by the sun's rays, though the female remains in the neighborhood and
watches the place of deposit with considerable maternal solicitude. ('. nigra and C.

cataphractus, the black and the false-crocodile, are confined to the rivers of the west
African coast.

The Indian C.porosus is found only in the salt-water estuaries, and has been cap-
tured not only around the peninsula of India, but among the islands of the East Indies,
as far south as the coast of Australia. From a peculiar ridge over each eye, this form
is popularly known as the double-crested crocodile. The young show their fierce

natures from the first, and will often allow themselves to be lifted from the water, by
retaining their hold on a stick that may have been thrust at them in way of annoy-
ance. During the warmer portions of the year, the double-crested crocodile not

infrequently avoids the heat of the sun by hiding in the mud, and remaining thus con-

cealed until the approach of the wet season. The American crocodile, C. americanus^
was first supposed to be confined to the West Indies and South America, but it is

now known to be not infrequently captured in different parts of Central America and

occasionally on the peninsula of Florida. It can be at once distinguished from the

alligator by its narrow snout, as well as by other characters of the genus already

given. Specimens twelve feet in length have been captui-ed. The Orinoco crocodile,

C. intermedia, has a few times been known to wander north, and may possibly have

been met with in Florida. It differs from C. aniericanus in having the snout more
slender and the plates of the back more nearly uniform.

Perhaps no reptile is better known to the American than the alligator. Abound-

ing in the low, stagnant pools of the south, its dull body a characteristic feature of

the unfrequented morass, and common not only in the cheaper menageries of the

north, but as a pet of the amateur zoologist, it is recognized by all and needs no spe-

cific description. Though but a few years since seen by the hundreds during a day's

journey along the low, muddy shores of the southern and gulf states, it has of late,

from the incessant massacre to which it has been subjected by travelers and sports-

men, become less common, and will undoubtedly retire before the advance of the

southern settlers. Of its habits, when undisturbed in its native wilds, relatively few

have been the observers. It spends the most of the day lying on some low bank or

log, where it can receive the genial rays of the sun, though it retires to the water on

being disturbed. When thus basking, they are sometimes captured by the more

daring hunters, and, with limbs bound, are hurried off to the northern showmen.

The animals may resent being captured so easily, however, and may give the col-

lector no little trouble. That they often voluntarily attack people is doubtful, though
there are several instances of their pursuing bo.ats and regarding the inmates with the

most suspicious glances. In the water they are very active, and, being strong

swimmers, are able to catch the larger fish with liut little trouble. For animals, like

the musk-rat, swimming across lagoons, they are always on the watch, and many is the

disaj)pointed sportsman who has returned home after seeing his hound seized by one

of these monsters. Of dog-meat they seem to be particularly fond, and it is said they
will congregate on hearing a puppj' whine. On seizing its prey the alligator sinks

with it to the bottom, and there remains until all struggling has ceased, it is then able

with less trouble to tear it in pieces. While thus submerged, the j)eculiar collar at the
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base of the tongue prevents the water from passing into the hmgs, and tlie reptile

may even come to the surface antl breathe without letting go its holil on its ])rey. That

the reptile uses its tail to sweej) animals off the bank into its jaws savoi's rather of

the fancy, though this apiiendage is often used in self-defence, anil is an eflicient

organ. Not infrequently the alligator can be induced to take the hook, and, when

thus captured, will test the strength of the strongest
' shark-tackle.' It is, however,

when captured, of a most disagreeable nature; not only does it use its jaws freely, but

''^^^<^^ JA^s^U^.--^^^^^^^
^^^i^^sS

Fig. 2(i7. — Alligator mississippiensis, alligator,

it emits a most disagreeable odor of musk, which is almost unendurable ; it has, how-

ever, been used by some as food, Catesby saying :
" The Hind-part of the Belly &

Tail are eat by the Indians. The Flesh is delicately white, but has so ]ierfumed a

Taste of Smell, that I could never relish it with Pleasure." It is also maintained that

the negroes, during the colder months, often dig it from the mud in which it is hiber-

nating, and use its flesh. In the stomach are often found the most unexjiected

articles: stones, bottles, boots, and in one case a camp-stove performed its share of

the grinding operation.
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In the breeding season, the spring and early snmmer, the reptiles are ver\' noisy
and bellow with thunder-like power. The eggs are deposited in some natural sandy
hillock, or in a mound of the reptile's own construction, the young, on hatching, at

once directing their course to the water. The eggs are often taken from the nests,

however, by tourists, and illegally mailed to northern friends, when they hatch in a

climate unsuited to their wants and usually die, though a few have been known to

take food and pi'os|)er. Adults seldom reach the length of twelve feet. The name

given by science is Alligator mississippiensis, the animal being found in tliat river as

far north, though rarely, as the Ohio.

The Orinoco cayman, Jacare nigra, was the animal with which Waterton had the

struggle so geographically described in his "
Wanderings." It seems that the natural-

ist desired a specimen for dissection, and hence one mutilated as little as possible.

One of the reptiles was first caught by a cleverly devised hook, and, when drawn on

the bank, was mounted by Waterton, as he would mount an English hunter, the rep-

tile's fore feet and legs serving as reins. It is needless to say that it was only by the

exei'cise of considerable skill that the naturalist kejjt his seat, though he finally suc-

ceeded in exhausting the furious reptile. An old hunter and fisherman in southern

Louisiana assured me that in a similar manner he had captured alligators for showmen.

Closely allied to the now existing crocodiles was the genus Thoracosaunis, inhab-

iting, in cretaceous times, the shores of Xew Jersey, as well as the coast of France,

and resembling to no little extent the Indian gavial. T. neocaisariensis, once inhabit-

ing the more eastern ])ortions of our continent, was one of the largest species. The

Teleosaiirus, from earlier deposits, had the jaws greatly elongated, considerably ex-

ceeding, in proportional length, tliose of the gavial of to-day, and armed with long

sharp teeth, which enableil them to capture and retain fishes, the onlj- large verte-

brates inhabiting the Jurassic seas suitable for food. Goniopholis cra.'<si(le/is resem-

bled the l\leosauri in having Ineoncave vertel)ra3, though its teeth resembled those

of the existing crocodiles.

The Belodoxtid-E, though at first considered otherwise, now hold an important

position in the jiresent order. Belodon Icpti/nis, tlie largest of the genus, reached a

length of ten feet, and was strong and stout. It lived on the American shores during
the triassic period, and was, judging from the ]iosterior position of its nostrils, and

jjrobably webbed feet, an aquatic feeder, searching with its elongated snout below

the surface for such unfoi'tunate animals as might come within its reach, while respi-

ration was still maintained, as a result of the nostrils being placed almost as far

back as the eyes. This genus includes the earliest known representatives of the order.

Remains are found in the European as well as in American deposits.

Order X.— DINOSAURIA.

In this extinct order appears a series of reptiles, some of 'most gigantic size,

though many are small, which are of particular interest to the systematic zoologist, as

many forms, on examination, are seen to possess peculiarities of structure which point

towards the lower birds, while others have many points of structure in common with

the mammals. The avian ])eculiarities are not merely superficial, the pelvis and hind

limb is remarkably bird-like, and is often of a development which justifies naturalists

in considering the reptiles to have been bijjed, a sujiposition confirmed by the three-

toed tracks of the Connecticut valley. We have consequently in the Reptilia a
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series of forms, from those which walked aliout on all fours to those wliich stood

erect, an instance of evolution i)aralleleil in Manunalia.

The first rei)resentatives to receive treatment will be those which had the jiroximal

tarsal hones separate from each other and raovably articulated to the terminal faces of

the tibia and fibula. Ilmlrosdurus had the teeth in several rows, and so juxtajjosed as

to give a pavement-like ai)i)earance to the armature of the jaw. The members of this

genus were of gigantic size, being twentj'-eight feet in length, the thigh-bone alone

having been forty inches long, though the humerus was only about one half this length.

The animals wandered through the old American forests and used their small fore

limbs to grasp the branches of trees and direct them to the mouth. In water as well

as on land they were active.

Closely allied to the previous reptiles, though having the teeth in a single row, was

the Iguanodoii of the European Jurassic, an animal j)resenting many points of structure

in common with the iguana of to-day. Especially iguana-like were the peculiar teeth.

Though in the several museums of

Europe there are many fossil rep-

resentatives of this genus, the skel-

eton of /. liernissartensis, lately

found in Belgium, and now in the

possession of the Brussels museum,
is by far the most perfect, there

being but a few fragments missing.

The animal walked on its hind

limbs, as do the birds, and left in

the "Wealden strata its three-toed

tracks. The fore limbs, as will be

seen from the figure, were extreme-

ly short, and, besides being used

in gathering food, were probaljly

organs of defence, the thumi) be-

ing covered with a strong, conical spine, whicli could have pierced through the

body-walls of any animal which might unwittingly lead an .attack. When stand-

ing up, as it did while feeding, the Iguanodon had a stature of fourteen feet, though
when stretched out in the water, its broad tail acting as a propeller, it probably was

twenty-eight feet in length. Scelidosaurus differed from the Ljuanodou in having
four digits on its hind feet, though its teeth were in a single row. Specimens are

very uncommon.
In 1878 what was then the largest known land animal was described by Professor

Cope as the Camarasaurus siqjremus, a reptile having the fore and hind limbs well

developed, the femur alone being six feet in height, and the animal having a total

length— including the strong and elongated tail— of about eighty feet. One of the

dorsal vertebra; measured over three feet in width, and equalled in size those of the

right whale. Such a huge rejjtile wandered about on the shores, or in the shallow

water, where it could easily reach to the tops of the larger shrubs, or, by resting on its

haunches, it might l)rowse on the tops of trees. It held its own, as a fossil, without a

rival, for only a short time, for soon, from the same deposit, the early cretaceous of

Dakota, appeared the bones of an allied animal, but differing in having the vertebral

centra strongly biconcave, or amphico^Ious, a pecidiarity which gave origin to the

VOL. HI. —30
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Fig. 2G8.— Iguanodon bernissartensis, as restored by Dollo.
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generic portion of the scientific name, Amphicoelias akitiis. Tlie fcimir of this ani-

mal, tliough exceeding in lengtli tliat of the Camarasaurus, was mucli more slender and

probably supported a less bulimy animal, though one that probably had a greater

height. It is estimated that A. alatus could reach to the tops of trees thirty feet higli.

But huge saurians did not stop with the discovery of this species, for soon there was

brought to light the fragments of an animal, one of whose dorsal vertebra? measured six

feet from the base of centrum to tip of sjjine, and, if of similar proportions to its con-

gener, its femur nuist have measured twelve feet, and the whole animal may liave ex-

ceeded the length of one hundred feet. This species has been named A. fragiUimus,
and possibly walked along the rocky shores, submerged in the water, and feeding on

alg£e or other vegetable matter.

The figure illustrating the skeleton of Urontosaurus was made from a single indi-

vidual of about fifty feet in length, and beautifully illustrates the peculiarities of

structure presented by members of this group. The head, it will be seen, docs not

exceed in size some of the bones of the neck, and the brain cavity is of the smallest

dimensions, indicating an animal of stupid habits. Such a reptile may have splashed
round in the water in search of marine vegetable growths, each time it placed one of

Fig. 269. — Brontosaurus.

its feet down making a depression a yard square and of considerable depth, as an

animal was su]iported which weighed twenty tons or more, a weight so great that the

reptile was not infrequently mired. In its habits it was slow, and probably intimi-

dated what few enemies it might have had by mere size alone, as there have been found

no offensive organs nor defensive armor. When walking on shore it might occasion-

ally have elevated itself on its haunches, and, propped up by its tail, reached into the

tops of the trees and browsed on the leaves and small branches. In this upright posi-

tion, however, it is not likely that the animal could progress for any great distance.

We now come to the group of Dinosaurian reptiles which had the tarsal bones

united with the tibia and at an angle, effectually preventing the foot from being ex-

tended in a line with the leg, a peculiarity of structure presented also by the young
chick. The most interesting genus is Lcdaj^x, some of the representatives of which

stood eighteen feet in height and were carnivorous animals of the most rapacious
habits. They undoubtedly kept within projier limits animals which might otherwise

have unduly increased in numbers. The structure of the bones of the hind Ihnb

show Lailaps to have been a plantigrade biped, while the massive tail gives reason for

believing that, when at rest, a jiosition was taken not unlike that maintained by the

kangaroo. The jaws were of considerable size and armed with shai-p lance-like teeth,
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which could probably tear through the tough hide of even the Uadrosmcrus. While

hunting, the Lajlaps probably wandered around the lowlands, or swam along the shore,

until it arrived within twenty-five or thirty feet of its victim, when, with a spring, it

cleared the distance, crushing its prey by the weight of its fall, and tearing it to pieces

by means of its stout claws and sharp teeth. The crocodiles must have regarded this

animal as their greatest enemy, excepting the sharks, while the smaller Dinosaurs

probably held it in the same esteem as do to-day the jackals the lion, an animal which

leaves much that to them is useful.

Okdek XI.— ORNITHOSAURIA.

We have now reached the highest order of reptiles, the members of which, all now
extinct, resembled the birds most, of living animals. The fore and hind limbs were

specialized for an aerial life; _
the beak, though often toothed,

was, in many forms, encased in

horn
; the neck was long and

tlie skull, firm and rounded,

with large orbits, strongly re-

sembled that of the birds.

Though the pelvis and hind

limbs were like those of liz-

ards, the shoulder-girdle with

its keeled sternum and wing-

supporting bones were remark-

ably avian. In the vital organ-

ization, also, a remarkable
aji-

l>roaoli to the birds was made.

The optic lobes were pressed
below the cerebrum, and the cir-

culatory system is believed to

have been of warm blood, a sup-

position strengthened by the

fact that the bones were pro-

vided with air-sacs, to w'hieh

pneumatic ducts lead from
the bronchial tubes, a respira-

tory system characteristic of

only the warm-blooded birds.

Feathers, however, nor any
other means of protection, have

not been found with the fossils. The wing consisted of a thin flap of skin, resembling
that of the bats, and supported by an elongated ulnar finger. The se\'eral members of

the order were of varying dimensions, ranging from the size of a sparrow to that of the

condor. They were contemporaneous with the Dinosaurs, and formed a peculiar fea-

ture of the mesozoic landscape, as they flapped their wings on their journeys through
the air, or as they perched themselves, comorant-like, along the shore, in company with

the loon-like HesjKrornis.

Pterodactyl.
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The Pterodactyls had the jaws provided with teeth, planted some little distance

from each other, and long and slender, which were probably of use in securing fish and

smaller reptiles. The tail was sliort and insignificant, there being a regular decrease

in the size of the vertebrae from the neck posteriorly. The centra were, like those of

existing crocodiles, most lizards, and all ophidians, concave anteriorly and convex ])0S-

teriorly. Though good flyers, the pterodactyls were able to make but poor progress

on land, and probably crawled along, when obliged to, as do the bats of to-day.

When resting, they ])robably suspended themselves to the cliffs, or to the branches of

trees, the fingers seeming to indicate this habit. Pterodacttjlus axissirostris inhabited

the lowlands of Germany, and was about a foot in length. Many other species are

known from the European deposits. America can boast of but few species, but

such as we have are of the largest size. J', umbrosus, from the Kansas chalk, had an

alar extent of nearly twenty-five feet, while P. occidentalis measured eighteen. The
Pteranodons differed from the pterodactyls in having the jaws destitute of teeth.

They were, however, probably armed with horn.

Rhamjyhorhynchus is a genus of flying reptiles which inhabited Europe during the

Jurassic period. The jaws were provided with long, sharp teeth, the eyes were large

and well developed, and the flying membrane was supported, as in the pterodactyl, by
the long ulnar fingers, and was of such a size as to easily support the body. The most

peculiar feature, however, was the elongated tail, which equalled one of the wings in

length. R. ]}hyllurus carried at the end of this appendage a terminal, fan-like rudder,

which was of use in directing the reptile's flight. Almost perfect remains have been

found in the lithographic slate of Germany.
The European Dimoriyhodon had teeth of two kinds

; those of the anterior portion

of the jaw being large and long, while behin<l these was a series smaller and more com-

pressed. The skull of D. macroni/x was about eight inches long, and the wings ex-

panded four feet. It is the oldest known form of the order.

The long series of cold-blooded vertebrates has been reviewed. Next come those

whose blood is considerably wanner than the medium in which they live. The transi-

tion, however, is not abrupt. We have seen that some of the rejitiles, especially the

extinct forms, have avian tendencies. Among the birds, on the other hand, we shall

see forms which have many reptilian features. In fact, the relationship existing be-

tween the reptiles and birds is closer than that between the reptiles and the forms

with which, by the exigencies of publication, they are associated in this volume. By
Huxley these two— Reptiles and Birds— are united in a grou]), Sauropsida.

Hekmon C. Bumpus.
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Aal-mutter, 103
Abastnr, ;i72

Abeoiia, 240

Aboma, :i(il

Abramis, 12;), 1:11

AcanthocliniilBe, 259

Acaiithocybiiun, 203
Acautliodes, 92

Acantbodini, !)2

Acanthophis, ;584

Acaiitbopteri, !»!),181

AcantboptervRii, 181

Acantlmrus, 212

Acbiriis. 280

Acipenser, il3

Acipensei'iite, 92

Acontias, 438
Acraiiia. 2, 1)2

Arris, '''i'

Acrocliordidae, 374

Acrocliordus, 374

Adder, 391
African puff, 392

,, pUuued, 392

puffiiiff, 3(>t

Adelfiscb, 148

Adjiijer, 3.57

^I'uricbtbvs, 119

^tobatis, 89

Agalyclinis, 336, 339

Ajrania, 411

AjJiamidif, 411

Aglossa, 318, 322

AgriopodidiB, 254
Ahsetulla, 368

Albula, 137

AlbulidiE, 1.37

Alburnus, 131

Alepidosauridje, 138

Alepidos.aurns, 138

AlepocephalidEe, 138
Alewife. I^m

A-lrtciiia, 240

Allice-shad, 136

Alligator, 309, 422, 462

All-mouth, 295

Alopias, 80

Alytes, 31.'>, 329

Aiiiliassidie, 235
AmliMr-tish. ItK)

Aiiibkiplitc'S, 233

Ainblycepbalus, 373

Amblyopsidae, 172

Amblyopsis, 172

Ainblyrliyncus, 416

Aniblystoma, 311

Auiblystoinidae, 311

Ameiva, 431

Ainia, 97

Ainiida;, 97

Amiopsis, 98

Amiunis, 117, 118

Amniocoetes, 67

Aminocrypta, 2.!0

Ammodytcs, 261

Ammodytida;, 271

Ammodytoidea, 261

Aniiiiota, 52

Ain]iliibamus, 305

Aiiipbictelias, 466

Ani|iliiRiiatliodon. .339

Aiiipliij;natbodontidae, 339

Aini)liioxus, 02

Anipbipnoidae, 100

AmpliisbiEua, 433

Ampliisbifiiidic, 4.32

Anipliisilida', 2.'S4

Ampbiuuia, 308

AiupliiuMiida', .308

Anipiiodus, 339

Amyda, 446, 447

Anabantida;, 242

Aiuibas, 242

Aiiabk'ps, 171

Anai-aiitliini, 99, 2G7

Aiiacmula, 361

Ananiiiia, f>2

Aiiarrliiclias, 2.58

Anarrliictbys, 2.">9

Aiiarrhichadida-, 257

Anchovy, I.'U

Ancistrodon, 3m
Auelytropida;, 440

Ange'l-tisb, 84, 210

Angler, 293

Anguidae, 420

Anguilla, 101

Angnillidas 101

Anguis, 426
Aniella, 427

AniellidiE, 427
Anolis. 421

Anomalepsis, 353

Anoplidiu, 210

AnoplopomidiB, 253
Anostomiiiai, 133

Antennariidse, 293

Antennarius, 293
Anura, 317

Applies, 283

Aploaspis, 402

Apodes, 100

Ajioginidie, 235

Aprasia, 411

Arapaiuia, 142

Arcber-ti.sh, 210

Archoplites, 233

Arcifera, 318, 326

Argentina, 144

Arm'titinidx', 144

Ar^'i-s, 114

Argida-, 114

Argyropelecus, 140

Ariina;, 118

Arius, 118

.Vroniocbelys, 452

Ascidians, 53

Ascidiiie, ."i6

Aspidoiiectes, 446

Aspidotes, ;i59

.\spredinida;, 112

Aspredo, 113

AsterophrydidiP, .327

Astrolepis, 92

Astronesthes, 140, 141

Astroscopus, 259

Ateleopodida;, 261

Atherina, 178

Atheriiiidae, 178

Athcrinop.sis, 178

AulopidiB, 139

Aulorhynchida;, 283

Aulostomida;, 284

Auxis, 198

Axolotl, 312

Bachelor, 2-35

BagariiniE, 119

Bagarius, 121

Bagrinte, 115

Bagrus, 116

Balanoglossiis, 01

B.alistidiE, 287

Barb, 215
Barbel. 130

Barber-lish, 211

Barhus, 130

Bar-tish, 234

Barisia, 427

Barracuda, 177

Barraniunda, .300

Barrel-tisb, 191

Bascanium. 366
Basilicus, 418

Basilisk, 419

Bass, 215, 225

„ black, 2.30, 249

„ brass, 227

„ calico, Sii

„ channel, 215

„ grass, '£ii

„ red, 215

,, reef, 215

„ rock, 233

„ school, 215

„ sea, 214, 21.5, 223

„ spotted, 215

„ strawberry, 2.34

„ striped, 225, 226

„ wliite, 226

„ white sea, 214

Bat-fish, 253, 2iKi

Bathvlagus, 144

Batbyma.sterida>, 247

Bathythirissida;, 1.17

Batrachia, 303
Batracbiau snakes, .305

Batrachidfe, 2.'>5

Batrachoseps, 313

Batrachus, 255

B.atrachyperus. 311

Bay-co<l. cloudy, 260

Bdell(»stonia. 67

Bellows-lish, 289
Belodon, 464

Belodontida;, 464

Belone, 17(>

Belonids, 175

469
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Berg-lax, 275

BerycidiB, 182

Besiiow, 254

Betta, 245

Bichir, 95

Bielaga, 93

Big-head, 250

Bill-fish, 97, 173, 203

Black-hass, 230, 249

Black-fish, 159, 173, 223, 238

rock, 223

Black-horse, 132

Black-snake, 305, 366, 382

,, mountain, 365

Black-swallower, 247

Blanquillo, 247

Bleak, 131

Bleekeria, 261

Blenniidse, 257

Blennioidea, 257

Blind-fish, 172

Blind-worm, 420

Blinks, 193

Blood-sucker, 411

Blue-back, 136

Blue-fin, 149

Blue-fish, 1.S2, 214, 239

Blue-iierch, 239

Blue-pike, 228, 229

Blue-sharks, 82

Blunt-head, 373

Boa, 359

,, dog-headed, 361

,, ringed, 361
Boa constrictor, 360

Boar-fish, 209

Boccacio, 249

Bodieron, 253

Bogodida;, 235

Boida;, 359

Boltenia, 57

Bolti, 236

Bombinator, 329

Bone-dog, 76

Bone-fish, 137

Bonito, 198

„ belted, 198

Boom-slange, 368

BorborociEtes, 321

Boregat, 253

Boregata, 253

Borer, 67

Bothrophera, 393

Botrvllida;, 58

Botryllus, 58
Bottie-fish, 289

Bow-fin, 97

Box-fish, 289

Box-tortoise, 450

,, Blanding's, 450

Bracliycephalus, 340

Brachymystax, 149

Brachysoma, 384

Bramidse, 207

Branchiostoma, 02

Bream, 129, 234

,, copper-nose, 234 v

Breviceps, 339, 340

Brevoortia, 136

Brindle, 97

Brontosaurus, 406

Brook-trout, 165

Brosmopliycis, 260
Brotulida;; 260

Brotulophida;, 261

Bucephalus, 368

Buffalo-fish, 132

Buto, 327

Bufonida;, 319, 327

Bull-frog, :i41

,, North American, 341

Bull-head, 116

Bungarum, 381

Bungarns, 381
Burbot, 116, 273

Burgall, 239

Butter-fish, 191

Cabezon, 250

Cacopus, 340

Ca'ciliidae, 305

Calaniaria, 302

Calamarida", 'Xfl

Calamoichthys, 95

Calamus, 222
California toads, 424
Callechelys, 107

CallichthVida>, 113

Callichthys. 114

Callionyniida;. 257

Callisaurus, 423

Callophides, 384

Callopsis, 384

Callorynclms, 72

Calloselasma, 393

Callula, 340

Calophrynus, 340

Calotes, 411

Calyptocephalus, 331, 344
Camarasa^irus, 4fi5

Campbellite, 235

Canii)Ostoma, 12S

Candle-fish, 145, 254

black, 254

Capelin, 145

Caproidfe, 209

Capros, 209

Caracanthidse, 254

CarangidiE, 186

Caranx, 187

Carapax, 441

Carawala, 393

Carcharias, 80

Carcharinvis, 82

Carcharodon, 79

Caret, 445
Caribe, 1:54

Carp, 120, 129

,. gold, 130

,, leather, 130

,, mirror, 130

Carphophis, 362

Carpiodes, 132

Carrassius, 130

Catadromous, 103

Cat-fish, no
blind, 117

,, channel, 118

,, electric, 119

,, gaff-topsail, 119

„ lake, 118

,, Mississippi, 118

,, sea, lis

„ small, 117

Catostomidise, 131

Catostomus, 132
Caudisona. 397
< aularchus. 207

Caulolatiliis, 247

Cavally, 186

Cave-fishes, 172

Cayman, 404

black, 404

,, Orinoco, 404

Cebedichthyida;, 259

CentrarchidiB, 230

Centriscidse, 284

Centriscus, 284

CentropomidiB, 212

<\'ntr(iiionius, 212

Ccntrnpristis, 223

Centroscyllium, 76

Centroscymnus, 76

CephalacanthidsB, 252

Cephalacanthus, 253

Ceplialasiiidre, 92
Ceratiida'. -J'.i:;

Ceratodida', .100

Ceratodus, 300

Ceratohvla, 339

Ceratopiirys, 326, 331, 332

Cerdalidfe, 261

Cestracion, 78

CestracionidiE, 78

Cetorhinus, 79

ChacidjB, 115

Cbjenopsidte, 259

Chaptodipterus, 20^
Cha'todon, 210

Cha'fodoutida>, 210

Chietodontoidea, 209

ChiBtostomus, 113

Chanifeleontidae, 440
Channvsaurus, 426
Chanieleo, 440

Chameleon, 421, 440

,, American, 420
Chamidse, 137

Chamistes, 132

Chanos, 137

Characinida-, 125, 132

Cbarina. 355

Charr, 104

Floeherg, 165

,, Greenland, 167

red, 150, 105

Chatoussus, 135

Chauliiidontida;, 141

Chauliodus, 140, 141

Clieecha, 408
Cheilorliina, 362

Chelonia, 440, 445

Cheloniida?,443
Chelopus, 449

Chelydidse, 455

Chel'ydobatrachus, 328

Chelvdra, 452

Chelydrida;, 452

Chelys, 454, 456

Cliersydrus, 375

Clievreulius, 54

Chiasniodon, 247

ChiasmodontidiB, 247

Chilobranchidas, 100

Chilodipterid,E, 235

Chilomycterus, 290

Chimera, 71

Chioglossa, 375

Chiracantlms, 92

Chiridje, 253, 257

Chirocentridae, 134

Chirocentrus, 134

Chiromantis, 341, 343
Chirotes, 443

Chitra, 447

Chlamydosaurus, 412, 423

Chlamydoselacbidfe, 75

Chlamydoselachus, 75

Chologaster, 172

Chondropterygii, 68
Chondrostei, 92

Chonerhinidae, 292

Chordata, 2

Chorophilus, 330, 335, 338

Christmas-fish, 279

Chromididte, 235

Chromis, 230

Chrosomus, 127

Chrysemys, 448

Chrysopelea, 369
Chub, 131

,, mackerel, 197

„ river, 129
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Chub, silver, 128

Ciclilidne, 2.'i5

Ciiutsternida*, 4')2

('iiiostcrmuii. 4.'»:i

Cirrliitiiliu, HV,

Cirrhosomus, 2ilO

( 'iscn, 141*

Cistuilo, 451

Citliariiiinte, 133

Clarias, 114

Claiiid.-p, 114

Cli'psvdropus, 4.")8

Clidastes, 403

Climbiii_i;-fish, 242

ClinidiB, •2T>!

Clntlio, 3a2

Clupea, 13,"i

C'lupeida", i:>5

C'neiiiidoplionis, 431

Cobia, 212

Cobitidie, 125

C'obitis, 12ii

Cobra, 376

Cobra-da-capcllo, 376

Cobra^monil, 3!I2

Cock-paidle, 251

Cod. 2iW

„ bastard, 253

„ buffalo, 253

„ cultus, 253

,, green, 253

„ rock, 248, 2.53

,, torn, 273

Codfish, 253

CoBcilia, 318

CceoiliidiE, 317

Ccelopeltis, 372

Coleouyx, 410

Colocephali, 101

Colostethus, ;U0

Colpocbelys, 446

Coluber, 365

Colubrida!, 365

Colubrilormia, 3.5."?

Conger-eel, 105, 259

Congers, 105

Congo. 25il

Congridje, 105

Congrogadida?, 261

Conodouts, 65

Copelat?e, .56

Copper-bead, 31^

Coregonus, 147

Corouella, 363

CoronellidiB, 363

Coryphasna, Wl
Coryphfenidaj, liX)

Coryphsenoidos, 275
Cottidie, 249

Cottus, 2.50

Crab-eater, 212
Crania of anura, 320, 321

Craniata, 2

Crimopsis. 328

Crappie, 235

Crcvalle, 1.S7, 188

Cricotus, 305

Crocodile, 4.5!)

,, American, 462

,, blac^k, 462

,, double-crested, 462

„ false, 462

Nile, 45'.P

,, Orinoco, 462
Crocodilia, 4,5!)

Crocodilus, 459

Crossopterygii, !)5

Crot.alus, *i!}7

Crotapliytus, 423

CryptacanlhodidsE, 259

Ctouodus, 91

Ctenoids, 91

Cten\)l.abrus, 239

Ctenoptycliius, 78

Cubbv-vcw, 212

Cultr'ipes, 321, 331

Gunner, 2.3!)

Curimatina;, 133

Cusk, 273

Cutlass-lisli, 206

Cybium, 201

Cyclei)tus, 1.32

Cyclodus, 437

Cycloids, 91

C'ycloniyaria, 59

Cyclophis, 365

Cycln])iuni, 114

Cyclnpt.-ridas 250

Cyclopterus, 251

Cyclostomata, 65

Cyclostonii, ()5

Cyclura, 418

,, smooth-backed, 418

Cylindrojiliis, 354

cVmatn;;;islcr, 241

Cynudon, 13,3

Cynoscion, 213

C>^lthia, .57

Cyiirinicla'. 12(i

Cyitrinoclnn, 171

Cyprinoddutida*, 171

Cyprinus, 12!)

Cystignatbidfe, 32;>, 329

Cystignathus, 330

Cyttida;, 208

Dactj-lopteridiE, 2.53

Dactylopterus, 253

Dactvloscopida;, 254

Dalli'a, 173

Dalllida-, 173

Damaliclitlivs, 240

Darter, 2211

^

,, least, 230

,, sand, 230

,. striped, 230

Dasyb.atus. 8S

Dasvpeltus, 373

Day-light, 278

Deal-fish, 265

Death-adder, 384

Delma, 411

Dendraspis, 384

Dendrobates, 339

Dendrobatidie, 339

Deudrophidfe, .368

Dendrophis, 368

Dendrbphryniscidae, 326, 329

Denisonia, 384

Desniiiu'natliidse, 314

Desiiu.-iiathus, 314, 329

Desmoinvaria, 60

Devil-fish, 189

Diabolichthys, 89

Diadopbis, 3(i4

Dibamidie, 410

Dibanius, 440

Dicentrarchus, 225
Dicerobatis, 89

Dicynodon, 458
Didemnidit, 58

Didocus. 321

Diemenia, 379

Diemyctylus, 316

Dimorphodon, 4(i8

Dinematichthys, 260

Dinichthys, 92

Dinosauria. 464

Diodon, 2'.K)

Diiiilontidas 290

Diplaoauthns, !I2

Diplodactylus, 409

Diplodus, 221

Dipneuniouia, 300

Dipnoi. 2!)9

DipsadidiB, 373

IMpsas, 37.3

Dipsosaurus, 422

Diptcrus. !I5, 302

Discocepliali, 263

Disc-oglo.ssidiE, 327, 329

Discoglossus, .32!)

IfiscophidiB, 340

Distichodon, i:J4

Distiohodontidie, 134

Ditrema, 241

Doctor, 211

Dog-fish, 97

„ black, 76

„ bone, 76

„ picked, 76

,, skittle, 76

„ smooth, 82

Doko, 301
D<.Ii(.Iiini.60

DollardiMs 234

Dollar-fish, 1.8.S, 191

Dolpliin, 190

Doradiiue, 119

Doras, 11!)

Dorosoina, 1.3,5

Dorosomatid.T!, 1.34

Dorv, 208, 228
Draco, 411

Dragon, California, 423

„" tlving, 411

(i'abb's, 423

,, spotted-tailed, 423

Drepanida;, 207

Dromiscus, .367

Drum, 215, 216

,, beardless, 214

branded, 214

Drum-fish, 217

Dryophida>, .369

Drvophis. 36!)

DuVk-bill cat, 94
1 )ussuniieriinai, K56

Dyscophida", 339, 340

Eagle-ravs, 89

Echeneiclidas, 263

Ecbeneis, 264

Echidra, 392

Echinorliinus, 75

Eehis, 392

Eel, 101

,, conger, 105

,, electric, 124

,, pug-nose, 107

„ sand, 1.37, 261

,, sea, 105

Eel-mother, 103

Eel-pout, 259

Egg-fish, 289

Elachistodon, 373

Elapida), 376

Elapides, 379

Elaps, 379

Elasmobranchii, 68
Elasmosaurus, 458
Elecate, 212

Elecatida", 212

Electroplioridie, 121

Electrophorus, 124

Elopida>. 137

Elops, 137

Elosia, .321

Enibiotociihv, 23!)

Embolomori,304, 305

Emperor of Japan, 210

Emydia'did, 447

Emys, 450
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Enchelycephali, 101

EngraulididiB, 134

Eiigraulis, 134

Eiigj'Stoma, 340

Eiigystomidfe, 339, 340

Enneacaiithus, 234

Eperlan, 145

EphippiidiE, 209

Epicrates, 3(il

Epidalea, 328

Epigoniclitliys, 64

Epiiiephelus, 224

Etiues, 218

Equuliida;, 207

Erimyzon, 132

Erycidae, 355

Eryops, 303

Erytlirina;, 133

Ervx, 355

Esbcidfe, 168

Esox, 169

Etheostoma, 230

Ethcostouiin?e, 229

Eublepharida?, 409

Eublepharis, 410

Eugyra, 57

Eulachon, 145

Eulamia, 73, 82

Euleptorlianiphus, 175

Eumeces, 439

Eunectes, 301

Euprotomierus, 76

Eiirypharynx, 109

Eusbphus, 321

Eutienia, 371

Eventognathi, 125

Exocoetidae, 173

Exocoetiiife, 175

ExocceUis, 175

Exoglossum, 128

Exbstoma, 113

Fair-maid, 219

Fall-fish, 12H

Famoeantrata, 410

Farancia, 372

Fario, 151
Fat-back. 179

Fer-de-lance, 396

FeuerkriJte, 328

Feylinia, 440

Fierasferidse, 260

Fighting-fish, 245
Finnan Haddies, 271

Firmisternia, 339

Fishes, 90

Fishing-frog, 177
Fisli of paradise, 245
Fistularidae, 283

Flat-lishes, 275

Flying-fisli, 173, 175, 253

Podiator, 175

Fool-fish, 279
Fork-beard, 273

Frog, 317. 341

„ bull, 341

,, green, 343

„ wood, 342

Frost-fish, 206

Fundulus, 171

Gadida;, 207

Gadinai, 268

Gadopsidse, 259

Gadus, 268

GalaxiidiP, 143

Galeichthys, 119

Galeocerdo, 82

Galeorhinidae, 81

Galeorhinus, 82

Galeus, 82

Gambusia, 171

Ganocephala, 304

Ganoidea, 90

Gar, 175

,, broad-nosed, 97

Gar-fish, 175

Garibaldi, 237

Gar-pikes, 90

Garrupa, 249

Gasterosteidfe, 280

Gasterosteus, 283

Gastiechmia, 318, 339

Gastrobranchus, 67

Gastrostomus, 109

Gavial,459
Gavialis, 459

Geburtshelferkriite, 329

Gecko, 406

flying. 409

,, variegated, 410
St. Lucas, 409

,, X.antus, 409

Geckonida?, 406

GenjTpterus, 260

Geophagus, 236

Geophis, 362

Geotria, 57

Geotriton, 314
Gerrhonotus. 427
Gerrhosauridre, 4.36

Gerrhosaurus, 436
Gila monster, 428

Gillichthys, 257

Ginglymodi,il6
Glanencheli, 123

Glanis, 115

Glanostomi, 92, 93

Glass-eye, 228

Glass-snake, 427

,, Kliasya, 434

Globe-fish, 289

Glossolega, 317

Glyphoglossus, 340

Gobiesox, 267

Gol)iesocida% 267
Goliio, r.'ll, 131

Gobioidea. 255

Goggle-eyed-jack, 187

Goggler, 187

Gold-fish, 130, 237

Goniopholis, 464

Goniosoma, 368

Gonorhynchidfe, 1.37

Gonorhynchus, 137

Gonostoma, 140

Goodie, 215

Cape May, 215, 217

Goose-fish, 177, 295

Gopher, 453

Gourami, 243

Grammicolepididae, 207
Grande ecaille, 137

Grayling, 150

,, American, 151

,, common, 151

Gray-pike, 151

Green-cod, 2.53

Green-fish, 183

Grilse, 160

Grindle, 97

Gronias, 117

Ground-snake, 362

„ ,, Australian, 303

Grouper, 224

red, 224

Grunt, 218

Grypiscus, 321

Grystes, 230

Guaican, 264

Guana, 415

Guasa, 224

Gudgeon, 129, 131

Gular, 349

Gurnard, 252

(iymnarchidse, 121

Gymnarchus, 121

Gymnodontes, 289

Gymnonoti, 123

Gymnophiona, 317

Gymnotida;, 124

Gyrojileurus, 78

Haddock, 270

Hadrosaurus, 465

Ha-nraloii, 218

Ha'mulonidiP, 218

Hag-fish, 67

Hair-tails, 206

Hake, 274
" Old England, 275
"

silver, 275
Hake's dame, 273

Halecomorphi, 97

Halibut, 276

Hallefisk, 276

Halleflundra, 276
Halosaurida:', 142

Halosaunis, 142

Hainnier-head, 80

Haplochiton. 143

Haplochitonida', 143

Haplodinotus, 217

H.aplomi, 108

Hard-tail, 188

Harpagiferidae. 247

Harvest-fish, 191

Hatteria, 4,56

Helicops, 372

Heleioporus, 330

Hell-bender, 309

Heliiderina., 428

HehxliTniatida^, 428
Heiiert'lcs, 2;;7

Hemibraiichii, 280

Heniichromis, 2.'i(>

Hemidactylus, 408

Heniileiii (lotus. 249

Hemiphractida; 327, 339

Hemiiuinphina', 174

Herairamphus, 174

Hemisalamandra, 315

Hemisidie, 339

Hemisus, 339

Heinitripterids, 254

Henioclius, 210

Heu-paidle, 251

Heptanchus, 74

Heros, 237

Herpetodryas, 325

Herpeton, 369, 372

Herring, 135

,, branch, 135

glut, 137

lake, 149

,, Ohio, 135

toothed, 138

Heterandria, 171

Heterodon, 31)4

Heterodontus, 78

Heterosomata, 275
Heterotis. 143
Heterostichus, 257

Hexagrammus, 253
Hexanchidae, 74

Hexanchus, 74

Hiatula, 2:i8

Hiplopagrus, 223

Hippocampida;, 285

Hippocampus, 285

Hippoglossus, 276

Histiobranchus, 108

Histiophoridae, 203
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Histiophoms, 203
Histiurus, 413

Hoe, 71)

Hog-chokcr, 280

HoK-fish, 2-J9

Holacantlius, 2.19

lli.lbrnakia, 424

lI,.l((.ii(.li.liP, 230

IluloccntriiliB, 181

Ilolocuntrus, 182

Holocephali, 71

Hol(i!;errlium. 374

Hiilostci, il7

Holostoini. 100

Huiiialciiisiila', 372

Hcpinaldiitfridre, 125

IIiipliclitliviJiB, 2r)4

Hoploceph'alus, 381, 382

Hoplopleuridai, 142

Horn-fish, 229

Horned-pout, 116

Horned-toads, 425

Horny-head, 129

Horse-fisli, 18S

Horse-head, 188

Hound. Sli

Huehen. I(i3

Hucho, 1(13

Hundfisch, 170

Huro, 23U
Huso. (13

Hydraspis, 456

Hydrocyon. 133

HydrocyoniniE, 133

Hvdropliidse, :i84

Hyla, 335, 3;i7

Hvlambates, 341

H'vlella, 3.37

Hvlida?, 327, 335, 337
J ly lodes, 322, 330

Hynobius, 311

Hvodon, 13,S

Hyodontid*, 137

Hyperoartia, 05

Hyperodapedon, 457

Hyperolius, 341

Hvperotretia, 67

Hypiiale, 393

Hypcimesus, 146

Hypopachus, 340

HypophthahnidiB, 112, 120

Hypostoinides, 262

Hypsiboas, 3;i5, 33G, 339

Hypsirhiua, 372

Hypsifario, 1.53

Hypsypops, 237

Hysteracardus, 241

Ichthyborinse, 1.34

IchthyocepUali, 100

Ichthyodolurites, (j8

Ichtliyomyzon, (57

Ichtliyopterygia, 457

Ichthyosauri, 457

Ichthyosaurus, 457

Icosteida;, 247

Ictalurinje, 116

Ictalurus, 118

Ictobius, 132

Id, 131

IdiLS, 131

Iguana, 415, 418

,, horned, 415

naked-necked, 415

Iguanidae, 414

Iguanodon, 4(i5

luconnu, 149

Ipnopid.'e, 137

Ipnops, 139

Isistius, 7(>

Isospondyli, 134

Isurus, 70

Ixalus, Ml

Jacare, 464

Jack, ISli, 249

Jack-sahnon, 228

Jew-fish, 224
'John A. Grindle,' 97
'Jolni Dory,' 208, 249

Jordanella, 171

Kettlc-maw, 295

Killifishcs, 171

King-fish, 72, 178, 215

King of tlie herrings, 207

Kiu'ria, 125

Kueriidic, 125

Komtok, 301

Kowalevskia, 56

Kurtida;, 207

Labidesthes, 178

LabracidEe, 225

Labrax, 225

Labrida), 238

Labrin*, 238

I.abi-us, 238

Labyrinthodon, 305
Lacerta, 434

Lacertida;, 433

Lacertilia, 405

Lady-fish, 137

Ladaps, 4(i()

La-niargidae, 75

Lafayette, 215, 217

Ijagocepbalus, 290

Lagodon, 222

Lamna, 79

Lantnida?, 79

Lamper-eel, 259

Laini>etra, (15

Lampreys, 66

Lampriilidffi, 207

Lanipris, 207

Lancelot, 62

Langva. ISl

Lant,' 2(il

Latilidoe, 246

Latilus, 247

Latris, 248

Launce, 261

sand, 261

Lavaret, 148

Lawyer, OT
Leather jacket, 288

Led('rkarpfen.l.''iO

Lepidnnieda. 129

Lepidopidi.la-, 206

Lepidopleurini, 94

Lepidopus, 206

Lepidosireu, 300

Lepidosteidie, 96

Lepidosteus, 96

Lepidotida!, iKi

Lepomis, 233

Leptocardii. 02

Leptocephalus, 106

Leptodactylus, 330

Leptognathus, 373

Leptophis, .368

Leptops, 117

Leptoscopidfe, 254

Letharchus, 107

Leuciscus, 131
Liasis. 359

Ling, 212. 260

Liodon, 404

Liolonliis, 414

Liopehna, 329

Lirus, 191

Lilhodytcs, 330

Litholepis, 96

Living-fish, 181

Lizard, 4i>7

,, alilerman. 423

,, croaking, 409
frilled, 412

,, (Jalapagos, 416

,, gray, 4;i4

,, green, 4;i5

ground, 431,4.38, 439

„ Ilolbrook's. 424

„ many-keeled, 427

,, Oregon, 427

„ pine, 422

,, safeguard, 431

sail, 413

,, .sand, 4;34

„ scaly, 4:U

„ six-lined, 431

„ spine-tailed, 418

,, striped, 4;U

„ tuberculated,415
,, variegated, 431

,, water, 429

Lizard-fish, 139

Loaches, 125

Loche, 273

Log-tish, 191

l,..ggerliead. 444

Luke-Silil, 149

Longe, 167

Look-down, 188

Lo]>hidas 29.3

Lophius, 177, 294

Lopliobraucliii, 285

Lopliolatilus, 246

Lopliopsetta, 278

Loricaria, 113

LoricariidiE, il3

Loricati, 248

Losh, 273

Lota, IKi, 273

Lotinas, 273

Lucine, 59

Lucifuga, 260

Lucioperca, 223

Lump-fish, 2."iO

Lump-sucker, 251

Lung-fishes, 299

Lutjanidse, 222

Lutjanus, 222

Luvaridfe, 207

LycodidsB, 259

Lycodon, 374

Lycodontidae, 374

Lyomeri, 109

Mackerel, 191

,, big-eved, 197

„ bull, '197

„ chub, 199

,, e.aster, 197

,, frigate. 197

„ horse. 183. 100

,, snapping, 1.S3, 199

„ Spanish, 201

„ tinker, 197

,, yellow, 188

M.acrochelys, 4.'i2

lMacro]>odus, 24.")

Macrorliam]iliida;, 284

Macrorhampluis, 284
Macrurida'. 275

^lacrurus, 275

Madregal, 190

M.Tjnida!, 2.35

Maigrc, 214

ALalacanthidse. 247

Malacoclemmys, 448
Malacosteus, 141

Malapteruriux', 119
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IMalapteruriiR, 119

Jlallotus, 145

Maltlie, 2fW

Manculus, 313

Manta, 89

Jlarbled Polychrus, 415

IVIarsbaiiker, 187

Marsipobranchiata, 05

IMassa^iauga, '•^'M

Mastacembelidse, 110, 259

Jlatheida?, 29«

Maurolicus, 140

Meagre, 214

Meda, 129

Megsera, 393

Megalobatrachus, 308, 311

Megalops, 137

Melanogrammus, 270

Melauopbidiuiu, 354

Menbaden, 130

Slenidip, 21)7

Meiiidia, 178

Meiiobrancbus, 30V

Menticirrus, 215

Merlaiigus, 272
Merhiciidsp. 274

Merlucius, 275

Merou, 249

Mesogonistius, 234

Metapoceros, 417

Slicristodiis, 79

jNIicrogadus, 273

Jlicrobyla, 340

Microperca, 229, 230

Micropterus, 230

Microstoma, 144

Miller's-thumb, 250

Miiinilus, 127

Minnow, 127, 131, 170

,, mnd, 170

,, top, 171

Misgurnus, 12G

Moccassin, higbland, 394

, , water, 395

Mola, 291, 292

Molacanthus, 292

Molge, 315

Molgopbis, 305

Molgula. 57

MolidEE, 291

MoUienesia, 171

Moloch, 414

Molva, 273

MonascidisE, 56

Monitor, 430

,, water, 431

Monk-fish, 84, 295

Monocentridfe, 182

Monopueumonia, 300

Monopteridje, 100

Moon-eye, 137

Moon-fish, 188

Mordacia, C7

Morelia, 359

Moringua, 108

MoringuidiB, 107

Mormyridse, 121

Mormyrus, 121

Moron'e, 220

Mosasaurus, 404

Mossbunker, 136

Moxostoma, 132

Mud-eel, 308

Mud-fish, 97

Mugil, 103, 179

Mugilida;, 178

Mullet, 178

„ big-eyed, 178

,, jumping, 178

,, sand, 178

„ silver, 178

Mullidffi, 245

jNIullus, 245

Mummichog, 179

,, blue-fish, 179

Murrena, 107
Muraenidfe. 107

JIurienopsis, 308

Murry, 107

Muskallunge, 169
Mustela, 81

Mutton-fish, 259

Mvctophum, 139, 140

Mvliobatidoe, 8J

Mvliobatis, 89

Slyriclitbys, 107

Jlyxine, (J7

Myxinid:ie, 67

Myxocyprinus, 132

Naja, 369, 376, 377

Nako, 459

NaunocliaraciuEe, 133

Narcacion, 87

Narcine, 87

Nardoa, 359

Natricidfe, 369

Nauclerus, ISO

jSTaucrates, 189

Necturus, 305

Nemacliiius, 126

Nematistiidae, 207

NematogenyiiiiB, 120

Nematognathi, 110

Nemichthyida', 108

Nemichthys, 108

Nemopliididie, 257

Nessia, 438

Xfw-liulit, 235

XipptT. ^•i'-i

Norway-haddock. 249

Notacautliidse, 110

Notieus, 98

Notemigoiius, 129

N'iti(laiiiil;>', 74

Xototbi-niiiltp. 247

Nototrenia. 322, 337

Notropis, 127

Noturus, 117

Oar-fish, 266

Odaoida-. 239

O.lniitaspis, 80

Oidipus, :il4

Oestoceplialus, 305

Oikopleura, 56

Oligodorus, 3()2

Oligosonia, 438

Ombre clievalier, 165

Oncorhynchus, 151

Opah, 207

Oplieosaurus, 427

Ophibolus, 364

Ophiclithyidae, 107

Opliirhtlivs, 107

Ophirlia, 348

Opbidiiihi', 260

<)]ilii(liciidea, 261

(Ipliiobi.his, 31)7

OphiciTi.lialidce, 180

Opliinccphalas, 181

Uphiodes, 427

Opliiodou, 253

Opliiopliagus, 378

Ophismrus, 107

Opisthodrlphys, 322, 337

OpistlKignath'idae, 247

Opisthomi, 110, 116

Opistlionema, 13(>

Opoterodonta, 352

Orcynus, 198

Oruithosauria, 477

Orthagoriscidse, 291

Orthodon, 127

Orthopristis, 218

Orvet, 426

Osmerus, 144

Osphromenidte, 243

Osphromeuus, 243

Osseter, 93

Osteoglossida?, 142

Osteoglossum, 142

Osteophygis, 446

OstraciontidiE, 288

Ostracodermi, 288

Otaspis, 32S)

Otsego-bass, 148

Oudenodon, 458

Oxudercidae, 257

Oxybelis, 368

Oxyglossus, 344

Oxyrhopus, 374

Paddle-fish, 94

Pagrus. 219

Palajobatrachus, 329

Palaeoniscus, 96

Paludicola, 328
Panai feri, 243

Pantodon, 142

Pantodontidre, 142

Pantosteus, 132

Paradise-fisli, 245

Pareas, 374

Paralepidida?, 139

Paraliclithys, 278

Parr, 159

Parrot-fish, 239

Passerita, 369

Pataecidae, 259

Pediculati, 292

Pegasida;, 262

Pelias, 391

Pelican-fish, 109

Pelicosauria, 458

Pelobatidae, 331

Pelomedusa, 456

PelomedusidiE, 456

Peltaphryne, 328

Peltopelor, 393

Pempheridie, 207

Pentacerotidae, 210

Perca, 228

Percesoces, 176

Perch, 227, 240

blue, 239

„ log, 229

„ pike, 228

red, 237, 249

river, 241

sea, 239

,, trout, 11)8

,, white, 226

„ yellow, 227

Percidfe, 227

.Percina, 229
Percoidea, 213

Percomorphi, 121

Percophididje, 247

Percopsidae, 168

Percopsis, 168

Periophthalmus, 257

Peristidiinae, 252

Perophora, 57

Pesce rey, 178

Petromyzon , 65

Phaneropleuron, 302

Pliarj'ngognathi, 99, 235

Philodrvas, 368

Phlegethontia, 305

Phosphorescent fishes, 139

Phoxinus, 131

Phractosomata, 92
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PhryiiiscidjE, MO
Phryniscus, MO
Plirynocephalus, 413

Plirynoniantis. .'*40

PliryiKHitis, -140

I'lii-ynosnma, 4*J4

Pluyiiotitaii, 'Jjo

Plivcina;, Tt'i

Phvois, 273

Phylloilactj'his, im
IMivlloincdusa, .'..".U, 339

Pliylloptoryx, 2S()

J'livsostomus, y.l

Pickerel, IG'J

Pifj-fisli, 218

Pike, lUS, 1(1!)

„ blue, 2-J8. 220

„ gray, 22:i

,, Sat.'i'aineuto, 131

,, sand, 22S)

,, svall-eyed, 228

,, yellow, 228

Pilchard, I3li

Pilcit-fisli, 24S, 289

Pimeleiiteridse, 235

PimelodiiiiB, 118

Pin-fish, 222

Pipa, 322

Pipe-fish, 285

Pipidie, 322
Pisces, iK)

Pityophis, 367

Placodermi, 92
Placoids, 91

Plagiodus, 138

Plagiostomi, 72

Plaice, 278

Plakat, 245

PlatacidiK, 210

Platurus, 376

Platyccphalid?e, 254

Platydactylus, 407

Platyptcridie, 257

Platysaurns, 42li

Platvsomidie, 115

Platystaeus. 112

Plccni;losSUS, 149

Plectdgnatlii. 281)

Plectospondyli, 125

Pleeturus, ;ih4

Plesiosauri, 458

Plesiosaurus, 458

Plethodon, 313

Plethodontida;, 313

Pleurodeles, 31()

PleurodelidiE, 316
Pleurodira, 456

Pleurolepida", 95

Pleuronectes, 278

Pleurnnectida', 276

Plotosidie, 115

Podocnemys, 455

Pogonius, 211)

Poisson rouge, 215

Pollachius, 271

Pollock, 271

Polychrus, 415

Polyclinida", .58

Polyneniida', 263

Polvnemus, 2U3

Polvodon, 94

ri>l'vci<lontida\ 94

Polype. latis, :144

]'«»Iyptcrida', 95

l*olypteriis, 95

Poiiiaceutridae, 237

Ponuitomidii", 183

Poniatomus, 183

I'Dniiixvs, 234

Ponipaiio, 188, 191

I'orbeagles, 79

Pore des rivif'res, 244

Por(;upine-fish, 2U0

Porcus, 111)

Porgec, 210, 219, 222, 240

Poronotus, 191

Potaniotrygoii, 89

Potter, 448

Pout, eel. 114, 273
"

horned, llti

Prci'adilla, 114

Prendenieys, 448

Pride, tJ7

Prionotus, 2.52

PrislidiB, 85

Pristiiipliorida?, 78
Prist iii]ilioru.s, 78

PristipouiicUe, 218

Pristis, 85

Proniic^rops, 224

Propleuridas 440

Prostherapis, 340

Proteida, :i05

Pruteida'. :;it5

Prnt.-i-o^lyplia, .170

Protcriisaurus, 407

Proteus, 305

Protonopsida;, 308

Protonopsis, 308

Protopterus, 301

Protostega, 443

Protostegida;, 443
Prototrocte.s, 143

Psamniophidii:, 372

Psamniophis, 372

Psammophylax, 304

Psephurus, 94

Psetta, 278

Psettida^, 210
Pseudechencis, 113

Pseudechis, .383

Pseudrnivs. 448

P.s.-ii(lis, :):;(!, 331

P.sfudiihranchus, 300

Pseudochromidida;, 247

Pseudonaja, 379

Pseudciphryne, 328

Pseudopus, 43.3

Pseudotropis, 121

Psilodactylus, 410

Psilonoticla;, 290

Pteraiiodon, 408

Pterichthida;, 92

Pterodactyl us, 468

Ptilichthyida>, 259
Ptilichthvs, 259

Ptychochilus, 129, 131

Ptychozoon, 4U9

Ptyonius, 305

Puffer, 289

Pumpkin-seeds, 233

Pycnodontida;, 95

Pycnodontini, 94

Pygopodida;, 411

Pvgopus, 411

Pygosleus, 283

Pyrosoma. 59

PyrosomidiB, 59

Pythonidas 350

Pythonomorpha, 402

Pythons, 356

Pytonius, 305

Rabbit-fish, 290

Racer, 300

Rachiodoii, .373

Rachiodoutida), 373
Raia, 87

Raia;, *1

Raiidie, 87

Kana, 341

Ranidic, 319, 340

Ranidens, 311

Ranula, :U4

Rattler, 400

„ diamond, 400

,, horned, 402

,, water, 401

Rattlesnake, 397

„ handed, 401

black, 397

,, ground, 397

,, Oregon, 399

,, i)rairie, 399

,, red, 402

,, western black, 399

Ray, 84

Red-bass, 215

Red-eye, 131

Red-fin, 127

Red-fish, 1.52, 1.59, 214, 218, 249

Red-horse, 132, 215

Red-seed, 193

Reef-bass, 215

Regalecida?, 2()0

lU'g;deciis, 206

Ueinliardtius, 278

Reniora, 205

Reptiles, ;i45

Reptilia, 345

Rerias, 393

Retropinna, 144

Rhachitomi, 304, .305

Rhacochilus, 240

Rhacophorus, 341

Rhanipliorhyncliiis, 408

Rhegnopteri, 202

Rhina, 84

Rhineura, 4:i3

Rhinichtliys, 127

Rhinohatida3, 85

Rhinobatus, 85

Rliinodon, 78

Rhinodnntidte, 78

Rliinoglanina;, 229

Rhinophis, 354

Rhinophrynus, 327

Rhinoptera, 89

Rhinotriacis, 82

Rhjaichodus, 72

Rhjnicoceidialia, 450

Rhyncosaurus, 457

Rhypticida;, 224

Rhypticus, 225

Rilibon-fisli, 2(i5

River-jack, ."i92

River-percli. 241

River-trout, 101

Roach, 131

Robalo, 212
Robin, 252

„ dying, 253

,, sea, 252
Roccida;, 225

Roccus, 225

Rock-bass, 233

Rock-cod, 248, 253

Rock-fish, 225

,, brown, 249

red, 240

Rock-snake, Natal, .358

,, royal, 358

Rock-trout, 253

Roso-lish, 249
Rdthlisrh. 163

Rounil-fish, 148

Roussettes, 83

Rudder-fish, U«, 191

Sabalo, 137

Sabre-fish, 200

Saccopha^\^^gid8e, 110,

Sail-fish, 203
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Salamander, American, 329

,, spotted, 313

Salamandra, 315

Salamandrella, 311

Salamandridse, 315

Salangidse, 143

Salar, 158

Salarias, 257

Salbling, 165

Salmo, 158

Salmon, 151, 158, 228

„ blue-back, 152

,, dog, 133

fall, 15(j

,, hump-back, 153

„ king, 152

„ land-locked, 161

,, lost, 158

,, Mackenzie River, 149

,, quinnat, 152

,, silver, 133

,, spring, 156

Salmonidae, 146

Salmon-trout, 159, 161

Salpa, 60, 250

Saluth, 115

Salvelinus, 150, 164

Sand-piper, 67

Sarda, 198
Sardinade Espafia, 136

Sardine, 136

Sanger, 229

Sauranodon, 457
Sauromalus, 423

Sauropleura. 305

Sauropterygia, 45 i

Saw-tishes, 85

Scabbard-Jish, 206

Scad, 186

,, big-eyed, 187

Scaphiopus, 333

Scaphirhynchops, 94

Scardinius, 131

Scarida;, 239

Scaro, 239

Scaras, 239

ScatophagidiB, 210

Scelidosaurus, 465

Sceloporus, 421

Schaap-sticker, 3(i4

Schniipel, 147

Scifena, 214

Scifenidse, 213

Scincidfe, 436

Scincus, 437
Sclerodermi, 187

SclerognatUus, 132

Scomber, 192

Scomberesocinae, 173
Scomberesox, 174

Scomberomorus, 201

ScombridiE, 191

Scombroidea, 182

Scoodlo, 271

Scopelidse, 139

Scorpfena, 249

Scorptenichthys, 249

Scorpfenidie, 248

Scorpene, 249

Scorpion, 249, 250

,, browu, 422

Sculpin, 249, 250

Scup, 219

Scuppaug, 219

Scyllida;, 83

Scyllium, 83

Scymnidse, 75

Scymnus, 76

Sc'yphopliori, 121

Scytale, 374

Scytalidse, 374

Scytopis, 321, 339

Sea-bass, 214, 215, 223

Sea-cat, 72

Sea-devil, 89

Sea-horse, 285

Sea-owl, 251

Sea-peach, 57

Sea-pear, 57

Sea-perch, 239

Sea-pork, 5S

Sea-purse, 85

Sea-rat, 72

Sea-raven, 254

Sea-serpent, 75, 266

Sea-snakes, 384

Sea-squirts, 56

Sea-trout, 224, 253
Searturtles, 444
Sebastes, 249

Sebastichthys, 249

Sebastodes, 249

Selache, 79

Selachii, 68, 72

Selachostomi, 92, 94

Selene, 188

Semotilus, 128

Seps, 437

Sergeaut-fish, 212

Seriola, 190

Serpents, 348
SerranidjB, 223

Serranus, 223

Serrasalmo, 133

Serrasalmoninse, 134

Sewiu, 161

Shad, 135

,, allice, 136

,, American, 136

,, gizzard, 134

,, hickory, 133

„ thwaite, 136

Shad-waiter, 148

Shark, angel, 84

,, basking, 79

,, bonnet, 81

,, cat, 83

,, cow, 74

„ dog, 82

,, dusky, 82

,, gray,* 80

,, ground, 76

,, gurry, 7<i

,, hammer-head, 80

,, hound, 82

,, mackerel, 79

,, man-eater, 79, 83

„ oil, 74, 82

,, Port Jackson, 78

,, sand, 80

,, shovel-head, 81

,, shovel-nose, 80

,, sleeper, 76

,, spinous, 75

„ swell, 83

,, swingle-tail, 80

,, thresher, 80

,, tiger, 82, 83

,, whale, 78

,, white, 82

,, zebra, 83

Shark-barrows, 85

Sheat-fish, 115

Sheepshead, 217, 220

Shield-tails, 354

Shiner, 127

,, blunt-nosed, 188

,, golden, 129

Shovel-nose, 80

Side-winder, 402

Siganidfe, 212

Sillagiuidse, 247

Silurida?, 115
Silurinsp, 115

Silurus, 115

Silver-eel, 207

Silver-sides, 178

Silybura, 354

Simenchelyidae, 107

Simenchelys, 107

Simotes, 362

Sipbonognathidae, 239

Siranota, 316
Siren , 306

Sirenida;, 300, 306

Siscowet, 168

Sisorida", 113

Skate, barn-door. 88

,, brier, 88

„ smooth, 89

,, tobacco-box, 88

Skates, 24

Skink, 436, 437

,, Bermiula, 439

„ blue-tailed, 439

,, officinal, 437

„ Skilton's, 440

Skipjack, 135, 183, 207

Skipper, 173
Skittle dog, 76

Skulljoe, 271

Smelt, 144, 178

,, European, 145

,, surf, 146

Smolt, 159

Snake, .-Esculapias, 366

„ black, 366. 382

„ black and white ringed,
384

,, broad-headed, 382

,, bull, 367

,, carpet, 339

,, chain, 364

„ chicken, 366

„ coach-whip, 366

,, collared. 364

,, coral, 380

,, corn, 365

„ desert, 372

,, diamond, 359, 382

„ dwarf, 362

„ emperor, 359

,, fox, 366

,, fresh-water, 372

„ garter, 371

,, glass, 427

„ gopher, 367

,, grass, 370

,, gray, 367, 379

,, green, 365

,, ground, 362

„ harlequin, 380

„ hog-nosed, 364

,, hoop, 372
•

,, horn, 372

„ house, 3fj4

,, indigo, 367

,, king, 367

,, milk, 364

,, orange-bellied, 382

,, pine, 367

„ rat, 367

,, ring, 304

,, ringed, 370

,, rock, 358

„ sand, 355

,, scarlet-spotted, 384

,, sea, 384

,, shield-tail, 354

,, short-tailed. 354

„ spectacle, 377

,, spotted-necked, 371

,, strijied, 371
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Snake, thunder, 362

„ tree, MH
„ wart, 'Ml

„ worm, 11)2

Snakes, :t4H

Snapper, 452

„ fcray, 222

„ uiaiigrove, 222

,, Hensacola, 222

red, 222

Snappers, lH:t

Snipe-tish, 108, 284

Snook, 212

Soap-tisli, 225

Sole, 2T'.I

Sola, 279

SoleidiB, 279

SolenoKlyplia, 37G

Solenoslonia, 285

Solonostoiiii, 285

Solenostoinidae, 285
Somniostis, 7i>

Spade-foots, 3:?3

Spanish-mackerel, 201, 254

Sparidie, 218

Sparisoma, 239

Sparus. 218

Spatularia, 94

Spea, :«2

Spear-fisli, 203

Spelei'p(^s. 314

SphiiTciihictyhis, 408

Spharjjidie, 44o

Sphargis, 443

Sphenodon, 546

Sphenopliryne, 340

Sphryna. 81

Sphrynida?, 80

Sphyricna, 177

Spliyrainidie, 177

Spiegelkarpfen, 130

Spikes, li«

Spilotes, 367

Spinacliia, 283

SpinacidiB, 76

Spook. 72

Spoon-bill cat, 94

Spot, 215, 217

Sprat, VMS, 240

Spurge-sclilange, 377

Squali, 72

Squalius, 129, 131

Squaloraia, 78

Squalus, 76

Sqiiatina, 84

Squatinida?, 84

Squetcague, 213

Squirrei-tish, 181

Star-gazer, 254

Starling, 253

Steel-head, 162

Stegocephali, 304, 305

Stegophilinne, 120

Stegostoma, 83

Stellio, 414

Stenodus, 149

Stenorliina, 362

Stenostoma, 353

Stenotomns, 219

Stephanoberycidae, 182

Stereocyclops, 340

Sterlet, 93

Sternoptycbidae. 141

Sternopygidfe, 125

SternotliaTida", 456

Sterolepis.224
StichiL'ida;, 259

Sticklebacks, 280

Sting-bull, 254

Sting-fish, 254

Sting-rays, 88

Stizostedion,228
Stoasodon, 89

Stolephorus, 134

Stomias, 140

Stomiatid;p, 140

Stone roller, 128

Storeria, 371

Stromateidie, 191

Stromateus, 191

Sturgeon, 92

„ green, 93

lake, 93

Stygicola, 260

Stygogenes, 114

Stylophoridoe, 267

Stvlophorus, 226

Sucker, 13i;, 263

,, carp, 132

hare-lip, 132

,, Missouri, 133

Suck-fish, 2ii3

Sucking-tish, 203

Sudis, 139

Surf-fish, 240

black, 241

Sun-fish, 2:«, 291

„ blue, 234

„ long-eared, 234

Surgeon, 211

Swell-fish, 289

Swell-toad, 289

Swift, 422

Swingle-tail, 80

Sword-fish, 203, 207

Symbranchia, 1(K1

Symbranohida', 100

Synanseidae, 254

Synaphobranchida;, 108

Synaphobranchus, 108

Synascidise, 57

Synentognatlii, 173

Syngnathi, 285

Syngnathida', 285

Synodontis, 119

S'ynodontidse, 139

Syuodus, 139

Tadpoles, 327, 343

Tasnioid, 206

T.Teniosomi, 265
Tailor, 183

Tantilla, 362

Tapetum, 38

Tarente, 407

Tarpum, 137

Tautog, 238

Tautoua. 238
Teiida-, 4::i

Teius, 431

Teleocephali, 121

Teleosaurus, 464
Teleostei, 98

Telmatobius, 331

Temnodon, 183

Tench, 131

Tenpounder, 137

Terrapin, 448

,, geographical, 448

red-bellied, 448
salt-water, 448

„ yellow-bellied, 448

Testudinidie, 453
Testudo, 453

Tetragonoptcrina;, 133

Tetragoiio]i|prus, 133

Tetragomirida'. 207

Tetragonnriis, 207

Tetrapturus, 203

Tetrodon, 290

Tetrodontida-, 2S9

Teuthidiu, 211

Teuthidoida?, 211

Teuthis, 211

Thalassoolielys, 444

Thalassiiiihryne, 255

Thaleichthys, 145

Thaliacea, 59

Thecadactylus, 409

Tlieromorplia, 457

Thoracosaurus, 464

Thorius, 314, 315

Thoropa, 321

Tliread-tish, 20(!

Thunder-worm, 433

Thymalhis, 1.50

Ticpolonga, 392

Tilapia, 23(i

Tile-fish, 246

Tinea, 131

Tinkers, 193

Toad, 327

,, licrniit spade-foot, 333

,, nattiTJuik, 3:_'8

,, obstetrical, 329

,, spade, 333

„ spade-foot, .333

,, Surinam, 323

,, tree, 335

Toad, development of, 4

Toad-fish, 255

Toads, 318, 327

Tobacco-box, 88

Tobacco-pipe fish, 283

Togue, 139

Tom-cod, 273

Tomistoma, 459

Tope, 82

Torpedo, 85

Torpedinida;, 85

Tortricidje, 354

Tortrix, 354

Tortoise, box, 450

,, horse, 449

„ Indian, 454

,, land, 454

,, mud, 453

,, river, 449, 4.55

,, sculptured, 44'.)

,, wood, 449

,, yellow, 452

Toxotidae. 210

Trubu, 136

Trachinidfe, 254

Trachinus, 254

Trachurops, 187

Trachurus, 186

Trachycephalus, 321, 335

Tracliynotus, 188

Tiachypteridie, 265

Trachypterus, 265

Trachysaurus, 4.35

Trachystomata, 306

Tragops, 3<)9

Tragy<'ephalus, 335

Tree-frog, 337

Tree-toads, 335

Triacanthida;, 2S7

Trichiuridae, 206

Trichiurus, 206

Trichodiodon, 291
Trichodontia?, 254

Trichomvoterida;, 120

Trigger-tish, 288

Trigia, 252

Trigla;, 253

Triglina', 2.52

Trigonocephalus, 396

Trimeresurus, 393

Triodontida;, 289

Trionychidae, 446

Triprion, 335, 339

Triton, 310
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Tropedechis, 383
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